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Jn this tlwsis, opt imizal ion of I he hcliccd axis ski lara lor has !wen trice! 
for compat ihility bet W<'<'n high .\II II) i><'la limit and good < onfinenwnt of 
trapped particles for a 11('\\' ncxiblc <'xperinwutal d(•\·in·. '!'he lwlical axis 
slellarator is realized with an I = I helical coil \\ hich has l><·<·n design<·d to 
satisfy several physics n•quircnwnls for fusion reactors; (I) good magn<'l ic 
surface, (2) high value of ~lliD stable beta. (:J) good confincmcnt of high 
<'ncrgy particks, (t1) reduction of ncorlassicallransporl, (5) small bootstrap 
currcni and (G) divcrtor configura I ion. Three l~<·lical axis st<·llarators arc• pre 
s<•nted in this t hcsis. On<' is the Ilclias like configuration and the other is the 
ll<·liac-like one. l'hcs<' ha\'(' four magn<'lic field p<•riods and both magn<'l i< 
configurations arc possibl<• in a single device by adjusting tlw currents in h<•li 
cal, poloidal and toroidal coils. The llclias conn·pt itsclf has l><'<'n dcvclopcd 
f01 the large sl<•llarator dcvice, \\'cnd<•lstcin 7 X (\\'7 X) and I h<' JfC'Iiac for 
tlH• high beta plasma confirwment such as T.J II and Il -l. ' llw third mag 
n<'l.ic configuration is Llw II<'W he! ical ax is st<·llarat or or a 11 opli rnized I 
sl<'llarator, which is based on the modulated l I helical coil and has also 
four periods. These con figurations ar<' charact err zed by the magnetic field 
spectrum with UHec dominant Fouri<•r compon<'nls, loroidal ripple ((t), lwli 
cal ripple (<~t) and bumpy compon<•nt (<b)· The llcliac-likc configuration has 
<t rv 0.08, (h rv 0.06 and (b rv -0.01 at the plasma surface at Z<'ro b<'la. l'lw 
highest M HD stable beta ({'J) "' 7.:~<;{ is obtained among t lrese lhrec mag-
nelic configurations; howcvN, thc r<•dudion of neoclassical transport is w<•ak. 
IJcre, (B) dcnotes the volume average beta value. Thc lielias like• configura 
lion has c, rv 0.05, (J. rv - 0.18 and (b rv - 0.50 at zero beta. 1 he toroidal 
effect Ct is significantly rc•duced cornpared to its geometrical inverse asp<•ct 
ratio; howcwr, lhe r<'duction of rH•oclassical transport is not largc dtH' to 
the enhanc<•nwnt of the magnetic field ripple by tlH· large humpy comporH•nt. 
with the sam<' sign as that of helical onc. fhc critical condition to reduc<• the 
rH·oclassical transport is to rcalizc <b/ch < 0 and 1<~>1"' !chi· The oplimi;.wd 
I - 1 stcllarator has c1 "'0.12, q , "'0.15 and CIJ"' - 0.15 at zero beta. This 
configuration has a vacuum magn<'t ic well in the• whole plasma region due to 
tire large pitch modulation oftlw / · I helical coil. The obtaincd magn<'lic 
configuration has almost comparahl<· characteristics to th<· W7 X from th<· 
poiut of views of beta limit. neoclassical transport, bootstrap ('Urrent and 
high energy particle conflll<'m<'nt, all hough vacuum magnetic surfaces are 
difrer<'nt fro111 t hose• in t lw \\'7 X. 
l·:n·n if t lw H hmc• physics rC'quin•nwrJt s an· sat i:-ifiC'd, it is prohahl<' that. 
the plasntn confitH'IlterJt is gov<'rtrC'd by anornalotts transport in th<• r<·alistic 
situations. Tlw <'st <t blislwd way to suppress the anomalous t ransporl is t II(' 
L (low mod<') fo II (high lllOd<') transition. One• of the' explanations of the 
physical nwchanisrns fort lw L - II t raw·•it ion in tokamaks is bas<'d on the hi-
fmcation oftlw r<tdial elec-tric fiC'Id through the• e·xisl<'nce of a localmaximulll 
irr the plasma \'iscosity as a function of poloidal velocity. Th<' sanw th<'ory 
is c·xl<'nd<'d to skiiHrator configurations and applic•d to the present and next 
g<'nC'ration skllar<ttors including an optimi:.wd h<·lical axis configuration de-
scribed in this t h<'sis and t h<'r<'by t h<' possibility of th<' L- II transit ion i11 
slcllaralors is shown. 
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Heccntly iuterest in st <·I lara! ors has he'<'ll inn<'ased hot h because' of their 
pokntial advantage's as <'V<'nt.ual st<>ady state• fusion reactors and because' of 
the· contributions that t IH'Y can make to tllC' g<'Jl<'ralulldC'rstanding of toroidal 
plasma confin<>ment. Significant progr<>ss has 1><'<'11 made• in stdlarator t ll<'ory, 
<'Xp<'rinwntal results. de'\ in· tc•chnology and r<'ador n>llc<'pl. 
For n•alizing an <'conomical fusion reactor based 011 magnetically co11 
finc•d plasmas, the ratio of plasma pressure• to magnetic <'rwrgy, (rJ), lllllsl 
<'X<'<'<'d 5%, whcr<· ( ) dC'notc•s a volume aw•ragc·. The• highest lwt a valu<' is 
(I~) 'V 2.1% in st<'llarators. which has been obt aill<'d in the C' IIS [I]. ll ow<'V<'l". 
t.his \'ahw is less than the· highe·st one in tokarnaks, (;~) 'V 12.5% obt aine•d in 
the Dill D [2]. Tlwrefor<'. the n<'xt generation ste•llarators aim at demonst rat 
ing the attractivenes!-. oft h<' stellaralor concc•pt wrt h lllore r<'actor rc•le•' ant 
paranwle•rs. Healit:al ion of (rJ) "'!)o/c is on<' oft II<' inrport ant issues. 
In order to ddermi11e a sit:<' of a fusion rc>actor, collfin<'lll<'nl time or radia l 
part.icle and energy t rans port. is the most crit.ic<l l issue. Hecent concern in 
I he• stellarator rcs<>arch is I h<' confincm<>nt of Clll're•rlllc·ss plasmas. 'l'lw <'X 
perinwntal confincnwnt time of currentless plasma roughly follows lh<' LIIJ) 
(Largc Helical Device) scaling [:3] or the Lackrl<'r Cottardi scaling [1]. If the• 
L II)) scaling is applied to a react or size device of sl<'llara I or, it is u ndcrstood 
I hat the> confincmcnt improvenwnt of about a fad or of two is necessary to 
re·alir.e a reactor with a r<'asonable size. Th<' Llll) scaling is similar to the 
gy ro-reduced Bohm scaling [5] which is prcdickd by l.h<' anomalous transport 
bas<'d on drift wave turlnd<'ll<"<'. Tlw anomalous tra11sporl governs the plasnm 
con linemen t in toroidal ge'Oilwtry; however, it has not been explained rigor 
ously and it seems bc>yond t lw scope of the classical or neoclassical transport 
t h<'OJ')'. It should be nol<•d that a more compr<'h<'nsive c>nergy confill<'lll<'nl 
scaling ( International St<•llarator Scaling, lSS9fl) has been pr<'senl<>d r<'r<'ntly 
[6] based on the int<>rnational stcllarator datahas<' <'olllprising data fror11 t!H• 
dev in·s lld iot ron E [7], C IIS [8], ATF [9], We'rHI<·lskill 7-A (W7-A) [I 0] 
and W7-AS [11] . T lw parallwl<'r d<>pc>ndencies arc• silllilar to those' of tlw 
Lackrl<'r-Gottardi scaling. 
For present stcllarator deviccs the neoclassical I ransport does not govern 
t h<' plasma confinem<'nl as rnc•ntion<>d abov<'; howe\·c•r, design of a n<>w sl<·l-
larator to reduce or to minimit:c th<' neoclassical I ra11sport is important. The 
ueocla~sind I rmt:-;porl is tlw collisional transport process which is modified by 
parl i< It· orhit s sp<'cilk iu tlw non-uuiforlll maguc·tic field ge·onwlry (cf.. Sec-
t ion 2.2) front t hose• in I he uniform rnagn<'l ic fi<>ld g<'Oill<'l ry (classical trans 
port). 'l'h<'l<' an• H'\'c•ral n·asons for tlw r<'quir<'IIH'IIt of II<'Ocl<tssical transport 
red urt ion. Tlw first is 1 hat the neoclassica I transport C'asily h<'comc•s com-
para hi<· to the <lltOIWtlous Ira nsport wit.hout efforts of optimization. l'he 
second is t ltal t hl' r<'duct ioll of th<' II<'Oclassical I ransport is corrC'IatC'd with 
good I liiJ>J><'d part ick confinement, and t h<' third is that I h<' bootstrap cur-
rent pn•dict<-d by Ill<' neoclassical transport lh<'ory has 1><'<'11 alr<'ady ohserv<'d 
in st<-llarcltors 112]. 
Likc· I lw Clxisymnwt ric I okamak and revers<'d field pinch, st<'llarators ar<' 
ronfin<'lll<'lll d<'vicc•s that rely on h<'lical magn<'l ic fi<'ld~ to k<'<'J> I he• <'quilib-
rittllt a11d stabilit.v of toroidal plasma. Stellarators n<'al<' t h<'s<' fie•lds with cur-
rc•nts llowi11g only i11 cxtc·rnal conouctors, allowing a wid<' rang<' of magn<"tic 
configurations and c·xtc·rnal cont rol of the magn<'l ic prop<'rli<•s. ll<'nc<', stel-
larators han· diffc·n•nt coil configurations according to diff<•rc•nt optimization 
principle·~. He·fent st<'llarator dcvic<'s are designed to test lh<'s<' optimi7.ation 
prinriple•s. 
It is possibl<· to d<'sign a st<"llarator with th<> beta limit on t h<· order of.?% 
based on Ill<' id<'almagndohydrodynamic (MIJD ) thc•ory and with almost no 
confin<'IIH'nt of lrapp<'d particles. IlowC'ver, this typ<' of stellara tor may not 
lw acf<•pl a hie• Cis n next generation device. 
Til<' sat isfad ion of compatibility between lh<' high hd.a limit and the 
good confitl<'llt<•nt of trapped particles has led to designs and constructions 
of 11<':»1 g<'tl<'ra tiou large slcllarators such as th<' LII D (i:J] (National Inst itute 
for Fusion Scic•nf<'. .Japan) and the W7-X [1·1] (Max-Planck lnstitut<', Ger-
many). Tlws<' de·vic<'s hav<' diff<'rf'nt coil configurations has<•d on different 
optimization J>lincipl<•s. In the LHD which is tit<' optimiJ~;c•d h<'liotron config-
utalion, I 2 IH•Iical coils hav<> b<'en dC'signc•d for both an id<·al MIJD beta 
limit on the orde•r of 5% and no trapped part ide loss within one third radius 
at ZNO hda. llc•n·l is a polc number of the helical held. On thc otlwr hand, 
the· \\'7 X. which is has('([ on a quasi-helicall) S) mnwt ric sl<•llarator c;hown 
h.\ \iilu<•nhc•rg and Zill<• [15], uses the car<'fully d<•sign<'d modular non planar 
coils. lit<' n1agnC'Iic configuration of the \\'7-X is also optitni;r,ed to realize 
a stable• high beta c•quilibrium with sufficiently good C'onfin<•mc•nt of en<'r-
g<•tic particle's. I'he concept of the l\1odular llelias-like lkliac (Mllll ) has 
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also been developed for a stc•llaralor n·aclor in I lw t•nited Stal<'s Sl<'llarai<H 
Power Plant Study (SPPS ) IG). It is nol<'d that tlw \\7 X and the :\IIIII 
h<•long to tit<' helical axis st<'l larator \\'it h the I = I h<'lical field dominantly. 
Thc modular coil system in t lw \\ i \ has 1><'<'11 dc·sign<'d b) solving I lw 
boundary value problem for t.lw sJH'riricd sha p<· of I lw plasma boundar.\·. It 
is appropriat<' for the st<'llarator reactor wlwn its tlH'Ilt<'ltanc<' is C'onsid<'r<'d 
and after I he most desirahl<' magnetic collfiglltal.ion is obtained from I lw wid<• 
rang<' of invcstigat ions for plasma conlitte•m<'lll. llowe'W't', I h<'r<' is a disa<h an-
tag<' to lose flexibility of magn<'l ir con ligllrn l ion for a given coil syst<'m, which 
is rcquir<'d for an experimental dc•vicc to study stella rat or physics and to pur-
Sil<' I hc most desirable magnetic ronfigmal ions for plasma confin<'nwnt. 'I hus 
for inv<'stigating wid<:' paranwl<'r rang<' or hc•lical axis stcllarator in a singl<· 
dc·vicc, it has bc<'n tri<'d to d<·\·clop a nc•w :-;tellarator configura I ion using a 
pitch modulated I = 1 helical roil, poloidal and toroidal coils. In this the -
sis, several new helical axis stc•llatalor configura! ions. Helias-llc•liac llyhrid 
St<'llarator (HHIIS) [17] and an opt imiz<·d I = I st<'llarator [18]. ar<' pre-
sented, which have bt"<'n obtained h.' I h<'ord ical guidanf<'s for compat ihility 
h<'t W<'Cll the high beta limit and t h<' good t rapJ><'d particl<· confin<'m<'nt. Tlw 
physics requircm<"nls for tll<' optimi;r,ation arc thc· stahl<' high b<'ta plasma on 
t h<' order of 5%, the good t rappc•d part id<· ('()Jl fi ncnwn I and t.lw r<'d uct ion of 
n<'Oclassical diffusion and bootstrap <'UIT<'nl. Both lldias-lik<' and lleliac like 
configurations ar<' possibl<' in a JIIIIIS by adjusting tlw currents in hc·lintl, 
peloidal and toroidal coils. Among t.hcs<' two r<'!H'C'!Wnlal iv<' configurations in 
a II II liS, Ilcliac-likc configuration hns (11) 51 "'(1-J),q "'7.:3%, but the ll<'Oclas 
sifal transport is not opt imizc·d du<' t <> t lw broad SJWdrum of the magnetic 
fi<'ld
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although the particle diffusivity is about Oil<' ord<'r magnitud<' small<'r 
than that of Ilelias-lik<' configmat ion hy controlling I lw humpy compon<'lll 
\vhich is large and has the sam<' sign ns t II<' ll<'lical on<', rc<>ult ing in tlw <'11-
hanccmcnt of the magnetic fi<'ld rippl<' in I II<' n·gion of 0 "' 0. i.e .. in til<' 
w<'ak magnetic field r<'gion. li<'H', 0 is a poloidal angl<'. 'llw more optimizc•d 
IH'Iical axis configuration is obtained b.\' changing 1 h<' sign of the pitch modu 
lat ion of I= l helical coil and n·ali:ting t h<' bumpy field compouent with the 
opposit <' sign to the I = J helica I fidd to wc•aken l he fic·ld ripple in t h<' r<'gion 
of 0 "" 0. In this cas<' , t h<' reduct ion of n<'oclassical transport is sucr<'ss-
ful and its plateau l<>vcl of partie!<' diffusivity is almost comparable• to that 
of <'quivalent tokamak. Capability of t.ltis tnagn<'lif configuration is similar 
to the' W7-X from the point of views of bd a limit, neoclassical transport, 
bootstrap CUIT<'nt and high <'IH'rgy part icl<' confiJI<'lllf'Jlt, although vacuum 
magndic surfac<·s ar<' sonl<'what different from the W7-X. 
In addition t.o til(' abovC' favorable properties for plasma confinement. in an 
optimiz<'d helical axis configuration, the larg<' clearance' b<'tween the lwlical 
coil and the oul<'rmost magnetic surface, and the OJI<' between th<> chamber 
surfac<"' and Uw out<>rmost magn<'iic surfac<' ar<> advantageous for plasma 
heating and diagnostics and the reduction of plasma - wall interaction in 
d<>signiug a new <'xpcrim<>ntal device. 
On<> weak point of th0 abov<' mentioned optimization is that the under-
standing of tlw anomalous transport governing the plasma confinement in the 
r<>alistic situations is not sufficient. Even if the anomalous transport is dom-
inant in the helical axis stellarator, thC' confinemen t improvement based on 
th<.> L (low mode)- I1 (high mode) transition will be expected under certain 
conditions. The II mode is the discharge with improved energy confinement 
found in tokamaks [19, 20] and recently similar discharges have been ob-
served in stellarators, for example, W7-AS [21] and CHS [22]. Since there 
is a significant difference in the magnet.ic configuration between tokamaks 
and stellarators, fl mode experiments in present stellarators are important 
in clarifying the physics of the L - H transition and in developing the L- II 
transition theory, if the mechanism is the same for both types of device. One 
of the explanat ions of the physical mechanisms for the L - II transition in 
tokamaks is based on the bifurcaLion of the radial electric field Er through 
Lhe cxsistcnce of a local maximum in the plasma viscosity as a. function of 
poloidal flow velocity [23, 24, 25, 26]. The qualitative results based on this 
theory are in good agreements with the experimental observations of the L -
II transition in Dill -D [23] or JFT-2M [21]. lt is noted that the radial electric 
field is also effective to irnprove the trapped particle confinement and reduce 
the neoclassical transport . 
This thesis is organized as follows. First the approach for the optimiza-
tion of the helical axis stcllarator will be shown in Chapter 2. In order to 
clarify physics requirements for optimizing the helical axis stellarator, MilD 
equilibrium and stabi lity, collisionless particle orbits and neoclassical ripple 
transport will be briefly described in Chapter 2. Analyses of collisionless 
particle arc required to darify the behavior of high energy particles with 
sufficiently small collision frequency which are sensitive to the magneLic and 
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electric field its<> If and gi vc a good indication for t h<' con finenwn t of high 
tt"lllJWratur<' plasma. Eventually, it is n<'cessary to investigate llw confine-
ment propcrt ies of 3.52 l\lc V o particles produced by I) - T fusion react ion 
and to assess a11 efficiency of o heating when the stcllaralor rc·actor is con-
sidered. Morc·ovcr, for r<·ali;~;ing a steady stat<' op<'ration of a fusion r<.>ador, 
continuous exhaust of heat and ash by a divNtor is inevitabl<>. From this 
point of view, behavior of magnetic field line in the outside region of llw lasl 
closed magnetic surfae<• will b<.> a lso discuss<>d bridly. In Chapter :3, d<>tails of 
characteristics of the obtained lwlical axis stellarators are dC'scribcd from t lw 
points of view of MHD beta limit, trapped particle confinement, neoclassical 
transport coefficient and bootstrap current. Physics requir<'mcnts arc almost 
satisfied in an optimized l = 1 stcllarator or the particular on<"' of IIIIIIS. 
In Chapter 4, the L- JI transition theory men tion<'d abovc is cxtcnded to 
stellarator configurations including the helical axis stellarator to clarify th<' 
characteristics of present and next generation stcllarator devices from th<" L 
- H transition point of v iew [27]. Concluding remarks of this thesis will b<' 
given in Chapter 5. 
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2 Strategy of Configuration Optimization for 
Stellar a tor 
2.1 Principles of the Opthnization 
Tlw cotdigur<tl ion opt imization i:-; rwcC'ssary for rc·alizing an <'ffici<'nt and rom-
(>CI<'t sl<'llaralor fusion reactor. An C'xamplc of I he' optimized ste•llaralors is 
the' quasi -ll<'lically symmdric st<"'llaralor [Jf>], which shows that the' magnetic 
sp<'clllllll of a skllarator can be cont roll<'d with modular coils. 
Thc- tll<lgtwl ic fie,lcl in t llC' confirwnwnt r<'gion can be opt irui:~,ed by not-
ing t.hat gc'Olll<'l rv oft lw last closNJ magnet-ic surface• c·ompl<'lcly ddcrmines 
propc•rt ie•s of ~1 l I I) c-quilihrium. Thus the fixed boundary C\lll J) <'quilih-
ritllll is soln·d dming the optimization proc<'durC', where• tl)(' param<'l<'rs of 
t lw boundary an• the oplimi:tation \·aluables. II is shown that the boundarv 
. . 
value• prohle•m is the• basic ingredient oftlwoptimization procedure employed 
i 11 I he design of tlw \\'7-X (14 ). For th<> configuration optimization. the fol-
lowing s<'l of cri I cria is useful: 
I. llip,h quality of th<' \'acuum magrwtic surfacc•s: low order rational sur-
f<ICC's should he carefully a voidC'd. 
1. C:ood fini!C' bda equilibrium proper! ies: a small Shafranov shift and 
a small variation of tlw rotational transform for finik b<'ta currC'ntless 
plasmas will yield a high equilibrium bet.a limit. This is equivalcnt to 
lh<' rc-duct ion of Pfirsch-Sch li"t ter current ( PSC' ). 
:L C:oocl MilD stability properties: MilD stability in low shear stellara-
lors is mainly provid<'d by a magn<'lic well. !\ vacuum magnetic well 
can be• rreatc•d hy suitably chosen indentation and triangularity of the 
magn<'l ic smfar<'s. Figure 2.1 shows t h<' magnetic surface cross section 
in tlw \\'7 X at (/J) = .5%. It change<; from bean shaped to tear-drop 
to l riangular in one-half period. 
•1. H<'dllc<'d neodassical transport in the long nwan free pat.h (lmfp) (ll11) 
rcginw, wh<'t<' '' i~ a collision frcquC'ncy: I he• existence• of the quasi-
he•lically symmct ric stellarators impli<'s that the toroidal stellarators 
wit bout t lw I I 11 I ran sport regime' <'xis I. Th<' conventional nonaxisvm-
melr ic siC'llarators can be charact<'riz<'d by a normalized rippk trans-
J 
port rocfficiC'n t [) n = l.658l L"' ( L" ex: l I 11 is t h<' norma I izcd m<'all free 
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path) with the magnitude• of the cqui\·ale·n1 ripple· b, det<>nnined hy 
\ lonte• Carlo simulation of <'lcct ron 1 ran~port in 1 lw lmfp r<>ginH' [1~) . 
l'his b( mu~t lw kept :-.mall to guarantee ~ufficie•nt ly good nf'odassical 
confinement. 
5. Small bootstrap current in I he lmfp regi111c: I he bootstrap current 
rhang<'s the rotational transfonn <tnd, tll<'n•fore, it is particularly dan-
gerous in low shear sl<'lla rat ors, in which the rot at ionalt ransform has to 
be carefully adjuskd to a void low ordc·r rat ion a! surfac<>. It is possible 
to redur<' th<' bootstrap currc•nt by a proper combination of th<' helical, 
toroidal and bumpy compotH'nls [29]. FouriPr spectrum of the mag 
twti\ field iu the \\'7 X is shown in Fig. 2.2. It is considered that Ill<' 
spectrum is significantly pure•. l'hc· suitable• combination of tlw tlm'e' 
components (helical, toroidal and hump)) is csscnt ial for reducing I lw 
bootstrap current as described l<tte·r. It is noiC'd that the reduction of 
the bootstrap currC'nt Ita<; abo hc·e·n consicle·n·d in the ~111 11 configura-
tions [:30]. 
6. Good collision less a part icl<• or high c•n<'l"g<'l i< part icl<' con fl ncmC'n t: for 
o particle confinen)('nt in a slc'llarator rc•ador, a situation similar to 
bumpy ripple inducC'd orbit losse•s in tokamaks may aris<'. Lot z <'I a!. 
evaluated the coli is ion less n p<l rt iclc- losses in the \V7-X con figural ion 
as functions of I he t inw of f1 ight [:n ]. !\ n <'X<Ullpl<' of the obtai ned 
results is shown in Fig. :z.:L Each sym hoi i ndicaks the loss of one' n 
particle for ((J) = 0%( • ), 2.tt%( x ) and IJ.9%(6). D<'viaLion from tlw 
quasi -helical symm<'t ry for reducing the hootst rap current causes I he 
n particle losses similar to ronv<•nt ional skllarators at vacuum fi<'ld. 
Ilowewr, the diamagn<•l ic C'ffe·ct in W7 X finite l>C'ta plasmas without 
the significant magn<'lic axis shift l<'nds to improve' the drift orbit con-
fincmmt, which results in I he rc·duct ion of n part ide loss fraction in 
the operating reginw of IH'ta value·. 
7. Good modular coil feasibility: ge'n<'r ally, strong g<'onwt rica! shaptng of 
the plasma boundary w iII illlJHO\·e· confi n<:IIH'llt and stability proper! ies 
while it requires a comphcatcd coil system. Important issues for sclc·ct -
ing the coil geometry arc the· minimum distance bC'lwe'C'll the coils and 
the plasma and th(' minimum rt~clius oft he curvat urc of the coils. 
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In designi11g an optimizC'd :;tdlarator, COlllJHOnJization between some cri-
teria is usually necessary. For example, in designing the W7-X magnetic 
configuration, the ll<'C<"'ssity oft he small boots! rap current requires some de-
viation from quasi ilc·lical synnnC'I ry, resulting in an enhanced collisionless 
particle orbit loss and the nC'oclassical ripple transport. 
It is notC'd that the hoot strap current increases as plasma pressure or beta 
value incrC'ascs. 1 lowever, its effeds are not so significant in low beta plasmas. 
The llSX dcvicc [:32, 33) aims to dC'monstrate experimentally the confinement 
performance of l he q uasi -lwl ically symmetric stellarator con figuration in low 
bet a plasmas. Figure 2A shows the noss SC'ctions of magnetic surfaces of the 
JlSX at (rJ) = 0.7%. It. is noted that. thC'y arc not so different from those 
of the W7-X in the real space as shown in Fig. 2.1, however, the magnetic 
spectrum in thc Boozer coordinate's is significantly different compared to the 
W7 X case as shown in Fig. 2.5. It is clearly seen that the main spectrum is 
the' helical component and the others arc ncgligible, which means the quasi-
helical symmetry. If large bootstrap current flows with the opposite direction 
to that in tokamaks as is predicted by neoclassical transport theory [34}, it 
will be observ<"ci experimentaJ)y in the HSX. 
The <'xperimental rNlization of such magnetic configurations involves the 
problem of finding a distribution of the external coil currents which pro-
duces a magnct.ic field maintaining the plasma equi librium and satisfying the 
boundary conditions at the plasma boundary B v · n = 0 and B~ = n; + 2p, 
where n is the exterior normal vector to thf' boundary and p is the plasma 
pressure. Calculation of the magnetic fidd in the vacuum region (outside 
the plasma) leads to a boundary value problem, which is not well posed for 
an elliptic partial differential equation for the magnetic potential. Moreover, 
it often happens that. the singularities, which correspond to the currents, 
appear too close to the plasma surface. 
These difficulties may be resolved if one does have an interest in an ap-
proximate solution of the boundary value problem as shown by Merkel [35). 
Tlw external vacuum field can be represented by superposing harmonic func-
1 ions such as Dommaschk potentials [36) for such a solution . Th is solution 
yields a vacuum field which is regular in the whole domain bounded by the 
chosen outer surface. This vacuum Geld uniquely determined by the shape 
of the plasma boundary can be used to find the position of the coils. The 
current lines on the outer surface may be shaped in such a way that closed 
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current lines are discret i:6cd into a fin it<' ntunh<·r of coils. Figure 2.6 shows 
an exampl<· of the surface curr<'lll lin<'s without nC'l current distribution in 
the toroidal dircdion. The poloidally closed current lines can b<' C'asily dis-
crctized and representC'd by a flnitc numbN, 1.5 in this cas<', of modular coils. 
Such a modular coil configura! ion with 15 finite size modular coils per field 
period clC'signed for the V-/7- X is shown in Fig. 2. 7. 
ln this thesis, Uw object is lo r<'alizc a helical axis stcllarator con figural ion 
satisfying the above criLNia based on an I = 1 h<'lical coil with adclit ional 
poloiclal and toroidal coils. This coil system is diffNent from modular coil 
system and has an advantage to change the coil current ratio among three 
types of coil. Characteristics of t.lw obtained helical axis configura lions will be 
described in Chapter 3 from th<' points of view of MHD beta limit, propc'rl ics 
of trapped particle confinement and nC'odassical transport. 
The rest of this chapter is devoted to describe Lhe plasma physirs for 
optimizing the helical axis stellarator and numerical methods for quantitative 
analyses of several physics propC'rtics such as MHD equilibrium and stability, 
collisionless particle orbit confinement and neoclassical transport. 
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2.2 Collisionless Particle Orbit Confinem ent and N eo-
classical Transport 
In tokamaks, t II<' I)J'(·aking oft lw axisynnn<'l ric prop<•rty du<' to t h<' bumpy 
field by discr<·t izc·d toroidal coils has a significant influcncc on the o particle 
confinc·mcttl, n •s ult ing not only in tlw degradc·d <'fficiency of fuc·l plasma 
!waling b~· o part iclc·s but also in I hc•lo<"alizat 1011 of h<'at load on t 11<' first wall. 
On t lw oth<'r hand. in sl<•llarators, it sC'e'ms to he• inevitable to hav<' significant 
n particle losses h<'< a usc· of its proper t hn•c• dinwusionality. H<'ccnt.ly, it is 
shown that t hN<' ar<· some configura( ion:-; to confine o particle's suflici<'ntly. 
I h<' IJSX de•\'ic<· [ :t~. :~:1 ] . which is now undc•r con:-;trudion at tlw t;nivcrsity of 
Wisconsin ~ \ladison (:ri]. has a quasi helical S) llllll<'try and suflici<·nt ly good 
n part iclc· confitH'IIl<'lll prop<'rly is pr<'dirtcd at i<'ast for low he•ta plasmas. 
In the \\'7 X, n particlc·lo:-;ses dccreas<' as lwta is increased [:H ] as di:-;cus:-;ed 
in Scction :2.1. Sinn• high energy part icle•s such a:; 3.52 MC'V o part icl<'s 
produced by I) T fu:-;ion reactions have• ext r<'nwly low collisionality, t h<'y 
c·;ut lw trcalc•d as colli:-;ionlC'ss particle's. 'l'hc·y cssentially move dtw to thc 
tnag11et ic field, t.lwt<'forc·, their orbit prop<'rt ies greatly d<"pcnd on t lw field 
structure itself. I h<' invc·stigation of such high <'ll<'rgy particle orbits is Oil<' 
of tlw basic suhj<'ds forth<' optimization of t.lw stellarator magn<'tic field 
< 011 figuration. 
\\'h<>n tlw Coulo111h collisions are takc•n into arcount in qtti<'t stationary 
plasmas, the part irl<· hc·haviors bC'COllH' to be• govcnwd by diffusion JHO<"<'ss<'s, 
which is simply cxpn•s:-;cd by 
(2. J) 
wher<' D is tiH• collisional diffusion coeHici<•nt, 11 is the collision frequ<·ncy 
and ::::. is the charact<•nst ic st<'p wiuth e·spe•ciall~ c•:-;timatcd in radial dir<·c 
tion. For thc co11figmation optimization, th<' ncoclassical diffusio11 property 
is compar<'d iu s<'V<'ralmagndic configurations, especially in the low colli 
:-;ional rc>ginw, wlu•r<· the t rapped part icl<' orbit.s arc d<'arly S<'<'ll. In this 
I hesis the twoclassind diffusion process is considc•rcd appropriate only in t hC' 
plasmas, in which \111 1) <'quilibriunt and stability arc guarante·<·d. 
Drifts of plasma part id<'li across magnd ic surfaces are ind ucc•d hy vari-
ations of th<• magn<'l i<" ridd st rengl h a long the magn<"tic field litu•s. Ideal 
confinement of part id<' orbits could he achi<·,·ed in a configuration wh<•re the 
magnetic field st.r<'ngt h is a function of mag11<'l.ic surface, which is so called an 
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'otllnigc>uous' or ·isodynamic' configuration [:~8 ] . llm\'<'\'<'r, Bernardin ct ;d. 
[:J9] showcd that toroidal isod.) namical C'quilibria <an possibly exist only in 
litnits in which lite magnetic fi<>ld strc•ngtlt 011 th<' magnetic axis \'anisiH•s or 
the magtl('tic surfan•s IH'COlll<' OJH'tl. Since nl'itlwr of these limits ar<' practical 
for plasma confinement. toroidal isodynamic equilibria may not he rc•alizcd. 
Figures :2.8 show I hc ,·anal ion of the magn<'l ic fic•lcl strength along t lu· 
magnetic field line for (a) axisymnwtric tokamak, (h) c·on,·<·nlional st<'llarator 
and (c) quasi-helically symnwt ric st<•llarator and t lwy can be expressc•d by 
13 /i0 (1 - c1 cos OJ, (~.~) 
B ::::. /30 [1 - <1 <"OS 0 - ("cos( 10 .H()], (2.:n 
B flu[ I - <h cos(/0 - M()] , (2.·1) 
respectively, wherc c1 dC'notc·s t 11<' modulation oft II<' magnetic fiC'Id st ren~t h 
by th<' toroidicity and lh by tlw helical componc•Jit with I and M, whNc I 
is a pole number and AI is a number of the fl<•ld J><•r iod. In the axi:-;ym-
m<'l ric tokamak thc banana partid<" r<"Ocds at t h<' sanw poloidal posit ion 
b<'c·ause there is no variation of t hc magndic field st.r<'ngt h in t.h<' toroidal 
dir<'rtion as shown by l ·~q. (2.2). ThNcforc, the si<'P width D. in Eq. (~.1) 
is banana orbit width ~b - _!!!__, where p1 is the Larmor radius, r<'sult ing tJ<"i 
in th<' diffusion coefficient d<•riv<•d by Gale<'\' and Sagdc<''' (40]. Contrary to 
1 his simple variation of the magnetic fic>ld strength i 11 ax isymnwt ric tokamak, 
conv<'nlional stellarator hast wo kinds of modulation from t h<' toroidi<"ily and 
til<' hdi<"al componc>nt as express<'d by Eq. {2.3). In this \asc, t lw magn<·t ir 
fi<•ld strength d<'p<'nds 011 both poloidal and toroidal a11g!C's. T hC'rdorc, til<' 
r<'fl<'dion point chang<'s in poloidal dirC'dio11 as t IIC' t rapp<·d banana part i< le• 
lllO\'<'S in toroidal direct ion with r<'peating the• bounc<' mot ion. l 11 this cas<>, 
the sl<'p width is dct <'rmirwd h) the toroidal drift mot ion of t h<' II<' I ically 
t rappc•d part ide, ::::.h - \1.1 , wlwr<' tie 11 is t IJ<' c•ff<·ct i \'<' collisio11 f rcq uc·ncy 
II, I 1 
t1, 11 · tJ11 /(h and \1.1 is tlw toroidal drift vc·lority. 'I'll<' diffusion nH'frici<•tll 
in this r<>gime is inverse• proportional to ti,JJ• which i:-; :-;o called 1/tl ripple 
diffu:-;ion. This cl<'p<'ndc•nr<' oft lw diffusivity on the collision freqtwncy lll<'i'llls 
that th<' ncoclassical diffusi,·it \' has a tende•ncy to become larger as t !IC' col -
lision frcqu<'ncy decr<'ases, for <'Xample, due to t II<' incr<'as<' of tlw plasma 
temp<'rature. This is a s<'tious problem for I lw st<'llarator roncc•pt. 'l'lwrc-
for<', tlw r<'duction or disapp<•tiJ'aiiC<' of 1/ z; ripple tr<lltspod is an impotlalll 
iss11 e• i11 optimizing the :-;tc•llarator configurations. On<· <·xamplc for rc·soh ing 
1 I 
I his prohl<·m is I h<' quasi· lwlically symmd ric stc•llaralor [15] surh as til<' JI SX 
[:t~] in which th<· magnetic fi<>ld slwnp,t.h c·an I><· approximated by Eq. (2.1 ). 
In I h<' quasi-lwlically symmd ric configura I ion, tlw toroidal rippl<' is p,r<'al ly 
re•duc<'d. TIH•sc• simple• Jllodels oft lw variation of I h<' magn<'l ic fi<'ld strength 
along tlw magn<'l ic fic·ld liu<' are useful for und<'J'standing physics to r<>ducc 
llw 1 I 11 rippl<' I ransporl sufficiently and to rc•aliz<' a tokamak lik<' ll<'<>classical 
t r<~nsport prorH'rl v in t IH' low collisional rc•ginw. 
Studi<'s of collision less particl<' orbits in stcllarator configura( ions hav<' 
oftc•n b<'<'n pur:-.uc•d with lh<' guiding C<'nl<'r <'quat. ions. This approach I'<'· 
li<•s on tlw adiahat ic invariants to avC'rag<' OV('r bounce motion for particles 
trapp<>d in t.h<' local magn<'tic rippl<> w<'ll. In lh<' deri\'ation it is assunl('d 
thaI the rot at ion a I transform per fi<'ld r><·riod tIM is small and that I h<'rc 
is only one magnC't ic ripple well p<'r p<'riod. Although there are multiple 
ripple wells in the• r<'alistic situations, it is not fc•asible to extend lh<' bounce 
an·raging procC'dun• to include multiplr rippl<' W<'lls. It is also JH'C<'ssary to 
I n•al accural<'ly I h<' I ran sit ions beL ween various trapping states. Collision less 
t rappinglclctrapping occurs here [41, 42). 
Dc•scription of I hr part ide drifts is I he most appropriate with the guid-
ing cent<>r drift <'quations in the BoozN coordinat<>s ('lj,,OB,</>a) (1:3]. The 
magn<'l ic fi<>ld can lw dc•snibed as B \7\ in the covariant form for the 
\'acuum field case; how<'\'<'r, B = \7\ -t jJ\7~· for the finite b<'ta cas<', where 
\is a scalar polc•ntial of lhe magnetic field and 27r¢' is the toroidal flux. The 




wh<>r<' 27rl(4') is the• toroidal current within a magnetic surface-, 21rg('lj') is 
lh<' poloidal currc•nt outside a magnet ir surfac<', <J>( v) is tlw radial electro-
static potential, fie - muulcB. and Os (4>H) is tlw poloidal (toroidal) angle in 
the Boozer coordinatc•s. respectively. Th<' prime d<'notes the derivative with 
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rc·spc·<·t to ~·· The functions h and 1 are dc·fin<•d by 
b - ( ). (I; 13 I Ill + I' ' 
1 c l,q ( fl , I' + I ) - I {(I ,q' 1 ) j , 
wlwr<' I' is t lw magnetic lll<>lll<'llt. Sine<' cmr<>nl IC'ss <'quilihria ar<' assum<'cl 
throughout in this tlwsis. I = 0 is standard in t ll<'~W equal ions. ~lorc·over. 
g' 0 forth<' vacuum filc•cl case, wher<' th<' fic•ld is C'llrl fn•c•. In thes<' <'<pta· 
lions, tlw str<>ngth of the• magn<'lic fi<'ld is lh<' only rwn•ssary data from the 
l\111 I) c•quilibrium besid<•s surl'an• quantities. 
Tlw rwoclassical transport th<'ory for stella rat ors has been i nt<•nsi vc•ly 
st udi<'d for a simp!<' magnd ic fi<'ld model: 
l3 = Ho[l - c1 cosO- ch cos( tO m¢)]. 
whc•r<' 130 is the magn<>t ic field st r<'ngth on the magn<'l ic axrs. c 1 and c" 
an• the toroidal and h<'lical ripplc•s, r<>sp<>ctivc·ly, and I (m) is the poloidnl 
(toroidal) mode numb<'r. llow<'V<'r, the magrwtic fic•ld of stcllarators usually 
ha ve• rnor<' than one hdical <·ornponcnt, <>sp<>cially in finik beta cases. In 
t hr low col I isionali ty r<'ginw, where the eff<·ct iv<> coli is ion frwptency 11( 11 of 
t hC' hcl ically trappC'd pa rl ides is lc·ss than their hou ll<'<' frequency W!J, t he• 
collisionl<'ss particle orbits, and thus tlw n<'odassical rippl<' transport arc• 
affc•cted significantly by the multiple hclicity cff<>rt. Shaing and llokin showed 
that for a class of sL<>IIarator <'<ptilibria with only orH' toroidal mod<' munbc·r, 
t h<' magn<'l.ic field model can b<> r<•duced to a simple• form (iJ5]. Consequ<>nt ly, 
the particle orbits and transport. proC<'SSC's in such a sysl<'rn can be t.r<>at<·d 
analytically provided 111 I' ~ I. 
Tlw magnetic con figma I ions described in this t hc•sis satisfy this cond i I ion 
h<•caus<' m = 4. 0.7 ;S 1 ;S 1.8 and I = l. ln orcl<'r to find the approach to 
reduce I he nC'ocla ssical ripple I ransport, the anal.> I in1l <'X J)l'<'Ssion is appl i<•d 
to obi a in the approprial<' magn<'l ic fi<'ld st ruct 11 r<'. This is a general izal ion of 
pr<'vious work so called a optimization by l\1ynick [Hi] to include a broader 
rang<' of realistic magnetic configurations. 
In Hd. [45) the magn<·t ic fic·ld slr<>ngth His approximately expressed by 
<X> 
Bl B0 = 1- c1 cosO <r~ cos/0- L c(r) cos{ nO+ 17). (1.6) 
wher<' <(n) are the amplitude's of th<' corresponding harmonics and 11 = 10-
m</>. It is noted that ((o) dc•scribcs the usual helical modulation f!.h· In ord<'l' 
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to cakulcd<' the :-;<·cond <tdiabat ic in\'ariant J which ma.\ dc•scribe tlw I rappc•d 
pa~ticl<' orhit. Eq. CUi) <t,Sslllll<'S a singl<' toroidal rno<l<• nur11b<'r m. Without 
loss of g<'ll<'rality. 11 - 0. 11 = ± I and ± 2 terms arc• only kept in Eq. (2.6). 
Using t lw lllathermtl inti formula 
cos( ± nO t 'I) = cos nO cos 1J ±sin nO sin17 , 
Eq. (2.G) <'<t il he simplifi<'d to 
J - ( t ('0!-i 0 (d COS /0 
1'/P) --( c f) ) v<- I f)l cosr7 - sinr7 Jc2 + 1y Jc2 + 0 2 , 
(2.7) 
wh<'rc (' :=. <(Ul t [<{+I)+ c<- •ljcosO + [cl+"l) + <:{-:ll]cos:W and D = [cl+l)-
c< - •l] sin 0 + [cl+2l - cl-"llj sin20. If a phas<' angl<' \ is defined as 
c . J) 
cos \ JC2 + IJ2 ' Sill\ = JC2 + /)'l. l 
a sirnpl<· model for a stC'IIarator with mult ipl<' helical components is givC'n as 
JJ I /Jo _.: I - q· c 11 cos( 17 + \ ) , (2.8) 
where• c 1 <t COS 0 -f ( d COS /0 and (II JC 2 + /J2. It is noted that th<' 
magrwt i< fi<·ld model p,iv<'ll by Eq. (2.~) can b<' rC'ducC'd to a model proposed 
b) ~1) nirk h) s<'lting c<+t) =({-I) and cl+ll = <:(-2) = 0. Then 
13 I /J0 . I - (t cos 0 (I - CJ cos 0) cos 11 , 
wiH•r<' rr is a paranwl<'r n•lated to th<' position of th<' magnetic ripple• local ~ 
izal ion. 
\\ ith tlw model magnetic field given by Eq. (2.8), the second adiabatic 
invarranl .I for til<' lwlicallj trapprd particles can he ohtaiued as 
(2.9) 
wh<'r<' /{0 is th<' major radius. Jl i!' tlu· magnetic monH•nt, mP is the mass of 
tlw rcl<'\ant particle• and ,,. and]-_' an' complete elliptic integrals of th<· first 
and s<'cond kind with the pitch angl<' paramd<'r 
when• 1V is a partid<' <'ll('rgy. Forth<' lwlically trapp<'d particles, 0 < J..-"l ~ 1 
is satisfied. To obtain l·:q. (2.9), ml' » I is assum<'d and this assumption 
impli<•s that the field lin<' is mainly dir<'cled in tlw toroidal direct ion within 
one hc•lical period due• to a small rotational transform pt•r fic•ld period. 
I IH•n the bounce• an·raged drirt n•locity forth<' helically I rapp<·d JHUI ide· 
ar<' 
ftlJo [ Ue 11 ( 2/~ I) iJc 1 ] 
m n j)r / \' j),. 
TT __ 1tlJo [()t II (2/~ _ t) . iJc 1 ] 
m pn no '' no 
rO = 
(2.1 0) 
whcr<' n is the gyrofn•qtH'ncy. The bounce a\'C'ragrd drift, kinC'tic c•quat ion as~ 
sociatC'd with llw above drift <'quat ions le•ads to the• e•xpr·<•ssion of I he part iclc· 
nux in I I II rC'ginw, 
•1 l 1"" \\ •S/2 (} ht I' = -- dlV---·-
Tr m~l2n2r2 o 11 i)r 
{ {
2
" dO 3/l.[c (U<r) 2 - '2('. i)cl ihu ('. (ih 11 ) 2]} 
x l o <u ' t DO 'l. ()0 ()0 + '.I iJO ' 
(2.11) 
where .fM is a Maxwellian and G;{i = I, 2, :3) arc tlw nunwrical co<'rrici<'nls 
givC'n by 
(,' 1 -= 1619, G2 --:: lull:>, (;3 = O.G8·1. 
In t II<' case of magn<'lic con figural ion considered in I his thesis, th<' main 
modulations ofth<' rnagnrtic field a rise from the toroidal fi<·ld (ct), the• ir<"lind 
field (cl0l ={h) and tlw bumpy field (c< t) =<b) and C'an I><' C'Xpr<'Sh<'d as 
B / Bo -: I c 1 cos 0 - < h cos( 0 - ·1¢) - c b cos 1 </J , 
wh<'r<' the toroida l mode• numbrr is M>SUllH'd four for h<"lical ax is configu-
rations consider<'d in Chapl<'r 3. Applying th<' abc>V<· t.h<'ory to this rnod<'l 
magnrt ic field, (T and c 11 bC'comc 
(2.12) 
respectivC'ly. Th<' product of <r. and <b appc•ars in tlw <·.xpn•ssion of <11. which 
implies that the partidc• flux is affected by th<' sign of C,,(f, as discusse•d in 
Chapl<'r :3. 
Hirshman d al. de•v<'loped the ])1\I•:S (l2rift 1\irwt.ic l·:quation Soh<·r) 
cod<' to solve lh<' drift equation for stcllaralor configurations (t17]. In I Iris 
code. t h<' drift kind ic equation is lllltllerically solv<'d i11 I he phase• space. 
wh<'re• t h<' pert urh<'d distribution fuuct io11 is <'Xpand<'d with Lcgc·rHin• pol) -
nomials for the pitch anglr in tlw velocity space and with Fouri<'r tnod<•s in 
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t lw poloidal and toroidal coordinal cs on a given magnetic surface•. \\'ith re-
S!H'cl to th<' C'oulornb collision opc•rator, only the pitch angle scat tc•ring ternr 
is n·l a irwd or Ill<' c·rwrgy diffusion I c·rm is rwglcct<-d for si mpli fka t ion. The 
application of the· DI\ES code is , tlwrefore, valid in the lmfp regime, nanwly 
I lw banana rcginw where the· trapping/d<'l rapping procC'ss governs the nc•o 
classical transport. In lh<' DI\LS cod<', three components of tlw transport 
matrix [1~]. corrc·sponding I o diffusivity, viscosity and boot strap nrrrent, arc• 
calc 1dated as fund ions of I he· two indcpc'rHie•nt paramel<'rs the mean fn•e 
p<llh at a fixed particle• c•rwrgy, (J;jv) - 1 , and tlw radial c•IC'dric fic•ld dev-
ide•d by t h<' particle· velocit~· . ].;r/n, when• 11 is Ill<' collision freqtl<'ncy, 11 is 
tIre monoe'nNgc•t ic part icle• ,·c•locil) and /~', is tiH' radial electric field. The 
liJ>IH'r and low<'r houndc•d value's of the tiii'C'<' components of the transport 
matrix ar<' obtained by a \'ariat ional principle and the other components of 
the transport. mal rix may he clNiv<'d from I hesc l hr<'<' value•s. Th<' outlin<' of 
this code• <urd sonw applications an· mentioned in Appendix A. 
l'he \\'i AS l<'am has made comprclwnsivc comparisons bet wcc•n expcr-
inwntally observed thermal diffusivities and l hose calculatc•d by the DKES 
rode• {19]. In ATF c•xperinwnts, controllability of the bootstrap current with 
the• quadnrpol<' rnnp,nctic field has been clc·arly dc•monstratc•d, and <•xpcri -
nwntal results arc in good agreement with Jn.: ES calculations [50]. 
It is nokd that numerical simulations with a Mont<> Carlo technique ar<> 
also wwful for the neoclassical transport i 11 st ellara tors as shown by various 
authors {28, .)J, f>2]. 
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2.3 MHD Equilibrium and Stability 
SIC'Ilarator plasmas are r<'quirc•d to tr<'at as llm•c dinwnsional (:31)) config 
ural ion:-. lwcausc• I lwrc is rro gc·orrwl rind s\' llliH<'I ry. Jlowc'\<'1"! for lwliotron 
dc•vicc's, ~111)) equilibria we•rc· anal.\ ;.wd based on tlw simplific:at ion of its :m 
con figural ion tot wo dimensional orH' by an averaging. Stc·llarator c•xpansion 
{0 I, ,);)] and averaging method arc such <'Xarnplcs and thc•sc• two m<'lhods are 
c•ssc•nl ially <'quivnl<·nt, which lead to a Grad Shafranov type· 1\1111) c•quilibrium 
equal ion [:>GJ. rlwsc approaches come from that stcllarators ar<' <'II\ isiorwd 
Lo opcraiC' with a large aspc•ct ratio and arc• based on t IH· assumpt ion that t he• 
nonaxisymm<'t ric part of I lw magnc·t ic field is sma II and J)('riod ic lc•ngl h in t he• 
toroidal din•ction is much shorter than tlw major radius of the systc•rn. ')he 
sklla rat or expansion. after tlw a VNaging O\<'r l h<' magndic ri pplc•s in the low-
est orcl<'r, gi,·es an axisymrndric Crad-ShafranoY I~ pc equilibrium equal ion. 
Her<', tlw c•xpansion parameter is b'""" 13,/ /]0 "' ci '"""[1t, wh<'r<' lh : IB h I is 
tlwexternal helical fidel and< is an inverse aspect ratio. Sine<' th<'y ha,·conly 
minor mat hemat.ical diffen•nc<'s from th<' Grad-Shafranov c•quation for an ax 
isymmPtric tokamak, it is usdul to modify th<' P EST equilibrium cod<' [f>7], 
which is used to study tokamak equilibria, to solve• the stellarator c•cptilibria. 
The rnodifi<'d cod<' is call<'d STEP code [55]. 
On the• other hand, acrording to th<' development of sup<'rTompulc•rs, 
analyses of :lD configurations have h<'come possible, and the pion<'<'r work was 
dorw by Garabedian <>tal. (.58]. They d<'vc•lop<'d th<' 3D l\1llD <'quilibrium 
code BETA based on the finite ckment m<'l hod to obtain t lw minimum state 
of variational principl<'. The BETA rode rc•quires t lw large memory si:~.c and 
has a strong d<'pendc>ncc of th<> n umNical solution on mf'sh si~es. l'hcrcfor<', 
it is requin•d to extrapolate' til<' ntrr1wrical solutions with finite• nwsh siz<'s to 
a ~ero mesh size solution. For supplcm<'nting this disadvantage', ll irshman 
C't al. have introduced th<' moment (spectral) method, which had IH'cn wwcl 
in the inv<'rse sp<'rlral equilibrium 'iolver for lokamaks, to t h<' approach of 
BETA code•. This code is call<'d \ ' i\1EC' (Variational Moment _Equilibrium 
~ode) [59]. \1\ih<'n the sp<'dral mrthod bas<'d on Fouric•r c•xpansion in Ute• 
angle variables is in trod ucC'd, the corl\'<'rg<'ncc proble•m is much improved in 
th<' VMEC'. It is noted that. the poloidal angle variable is chosen such as to 
minimize the nttmber of Fouri<>r modes. 'J iw V~1 E(' is now commonly usc•d 
t.o calcu lat.e MH I) equilibria for til<' stella ralors and the dcscri pt ion of tlw 
magnetic configuration for V:..tEC' computations bc·comcs <>tandard for the 
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sl<'llaralor datnhas<' activity [6). The \'~IEC has been us('(l to inv<'sligate 
~1111> <'quilihrium properties of tlw helical axis stdlarator configuration in 
1 his t.lacsis. Tlw out lim· oft his code is given in Appendix B. 
It should lw llol<'d t h<1t t h<> <'Xisl<'IH'<' of rH·st<-d ruagrH•I ic surfaces has not 
IH'<'Il prov<•d for toroidal st<•llarator ~IIID c•quilihrium, and its proof S<'<'lllS to 
IH' ncgctl iv<• according to tlw KA~t tlworcm [60). llowc•vc•r, sine<' the c•xist<'nce 
oft lw equilibrium in the st r<~ight sl<•llarator configuration is guar<~nle<'d by 
the lwlical syrnrndry, the exisl<'ncc of nested rnagnd.ic surf<~cc's is often as-
Sitnwd if t lr<· toroidal <·ffect is suffici<'ntly small. In ot.ll<'r words, it is acc<>pt<'d 
in pretrl iC<' that t lw <'quilihrinm exists when magn<'l ic islands and stochastic 
h<·IHt \' ior of rnagnd ic field I in<' ar<' n<>gligi blc• ·in the cakula t ion of the vacuum 
rnagnctic field hy field lin<' tracing c<~lcul<~tion. In particular, the most com-
rnonly used ;H) ~111 D <'quilihrium cod<'s such as BETA and Vt\1 EC employ 
algorithms wl11ch assume tlw exist<>nc<' of the JH'stc•d magrl<'t ic surfaces. 
The n1on· com pi ica ted problem is t lw h<'ha vi or of magnc•t ic isla nels in finite 
beta plasmas. H<•cently. ;JJ) equilibrium codes, which do not a priori require 
tlw existence of nested magn<>tic surfac<>s, II I "1 [61) and PIES [62] codes 
haYc h<'<'ll dC'vc·lop<'d. fh<'S<' codes are bas<'d on quite· diff<'r<'nt numC'rical 
algorithms. For <·xampl<', the parallf'lmotion of plasma is solved S<'paratcly 
from t IIC' JH'rpendicular mot ion. which <'nsur<•s t hal pressure is constant along 
magnetic fi<'ld linc•s in til(' Eulerian grid in the II INT code· and an iteration 
schetll<' of Mil D <·quilibrium <'quations is employc·d in the magnetic coordi-
nates in lh<' PII•:S code [6:3). With the III NT code, fragi lity of the magnetic 
surfac<'s at finite• hda plasmas and possible met hods to k<'<'P good surfaces in 
large shear l 2 equilibria W<'f<' investigated in d<'lail [61]. The Ili NT code 
has also l><'<'n applic•d to study the finite beta cfrc·d on an isolaU·d magnetic 
island chain in <1 low shc•ar lie lias <'quilihria. Sizes and phase's oft II(' part ic-
ular island chain at 1 = .)j() W<'r<' studied for their d<'JH'IHI<·nri<·s on external 
\"ClCIIIllll fi<'ld paranwter-;, which led to tit<' disc·o\·<·r~ oft h<' s<•lf-lwaling phe-
nonwnorl. \\'h<'n t h<· X point of \"<lcuum m<~grwt ic island is o\crlapped by the 
0 point of prc·ssm<•-dri\('Jl magnetic island, the island width I>C'comes quit<' 
thin on•r <Ill appreci<~hl<' range of beta \alues [GI]. \pplicalion of th<' PIES 
rode• to llc•lias <'quilihri<~ has also b<'gun [G·t] and resulted in a d<'JliOnst rat ion 
of I lw <'Xiste•nn• of n<'sted magnetic surfan·s hy suppressing t IH• island chain 
at !>/ G. 
\\it h r<'J.!.C'lr<l to ~1111) stability in nrrrent less stC'IIctralor plasrnas, t lw ideal 
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pre.ssm<' driven instahilit ies an· nul ial for <'\'illll<ll iug t he• critical bf't a \'alut'. 
The currentl<'SS equilibrium me<1ns that 1 he toroidal current a\·c•ragc•d on·r 
each magnetic surfa< <'is Z<'ro. all hough t lw local cuJT<'III dC'nsity is noii-Z<'ro. 
The• interchange mode has I he JHOJH'rly I hat the \lercicr nit<>rioll giH•s a 
good indication of th<' stability hC'Ia limit [fi!"i. (iG). 
For obtained ~lllD equilibria. :H) \ lc•rcin stability crit<'rion [G7) is eval-
uat<'d for local interchange• modc·s, 
wh<'r<' 
/)<; = 
'! J qdOd() P Hl • 
ll<•re, VT and l,'p arc the toroidal and poloidal magn<'lic Oux fundions, 9 is 
the .Jacobian, pis the scalar plasma pn•sslll'<\ I is the toroidal curr<'llt within 
a magnc·tic surface, and gss - l\7.c.:l2 is the corresponding metric cl<>mellt. Til<' 
radius like variable ,c; is giv<'n hy t.IH' toroidal flux normalizc·d at lh<' plasma 
edg<', and the primes i11dicat<' d<·rivatives with r<'SJ><'cl to-'>. This form for the 
Mercier criterion is the same as the Oil<' giveu in Hd.[58). In this c;tahilit} 
nil<'rion, Ds gives th<' stabilizing cout rihut ion oft IH' magnetic shear, Ow is 
t lw coni ribution oft he magnd ic w<•ll or hill. f)J giv<'s th<' contribut iou of nd 
pla'ima curr<'llt, and J)G the coni ribut ion oft IH' local gc•od<·sic curvalm<'. ln 
con figural ions with a magcnt ic well. t lw l<'rn1 Dw is positive and stabilizing. 
'I'h<' !c'rm De is always negal ive• <~nd. t h<'rc·fol<'. dt'stahilizing. ,\s the pr<'ssure 
is i 11 cr<'a sed. t lw Du t crm IH'<'Olii<'S mon· posit i v<·; how<•ver. I he De, I <'rm 
b<•comes mor<' negatin·. Thus. th<' \1<-rci<'r stability criterion D,r ~ 0 is 
usually a fine balann· of thC'se two INIIIS. In H<-f.!Go], d<'pe'tHI<•ncc of the fht 
\alu<' on the Dw term is in\'<•sl igatcd for 'I .J - 11 ll<•liac [G9) in dC'tail by using 
th<' \'~1EC by chattging tiH' \a<'UIIIll magnetic W<'ll d<•pth for fixed \ahws of 
rot at ion a I transform. 
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For <'II rrc·nt IC'ss pla:-.Jilas, /) 1 - 0 is always valid. Th<' l h ree he I ira I n x ts 
sl<'llnrator configurnt ions discussed in this t lwsis hnve low shear in the vac-
lllllll. Thus. for VC'ry low beta plasmas. the magnetic well formatioll is ll<'C 
<·:-.snry to :-.<tl isfy I lw ,\lcrcicr stability. This coun·pt to stabilize int<'rchangc' 
ntode's with llHlgJwtic wc·ll is th<' sam<' as in Il<'lias and llcliar configura! ions, 
i11 which I II<' magnc•t ic shear is gcn<'rally v<'!'y low for a wide range of bd.a 
\'(I I tiC'S. 
'l'h<' im•<·st ip,ation of ~I liD stability has hcen rcstridc·d only to idcal 
J\1crcicr stability as tlw first insight. For t}w i\krcicr stahl<' case, mor<' d<'-
lail<'d invc•sl igat ions of, for example, resistive in I crchange mod<•s and balloon-
ing modcs, an· r<'quin•d to dcterminc thc stability beta limit more pr<'cisely 
170). 
It should h<' notcd that tlw parallel current. ralcu lat<'d directly from the 
compoiH'llts of th<' magn<'lic field in t.he VME(' ('direct mcthod') is usC'cl in 
I h<' abo\·<' Mercier cril<'rion. Ilowev<'r, there hav<' been arguments that the 
Mercier nit erion should be <'val ua t eel with tlw parallel cu rr<'nl obtai nNI by 
solving a magnctic diffNcntial equation deriv<'d from LIH' local equilibrium 
cquation ('iudircct method' [71, 72]), Eq. (19) in Hcf. [72), 
( j. B) /32 m,n (2.11) 
\\'hen nested magnetic surfaces ar<' assumed, a singular paralic! current may 
appear in th<' vicinity of a rational surfacc sat isfying nnp~, - mp~ = 0 to 
satisfy tlw local MilD <'quilibrium [73). In r<'ality, the magnetic island will 
appear and the' pressure profile will be flattened. Then the singular parallel 
current on t h<· rational surface may disapp<'ar, even if its width is suffici<'nt ly 
small. This means that lh<' resonant parall<'l nuTent given by Eq. (2.14) may 
not be rcalizcd in an ad ual plasma, although the pressure' profile bccolli<'S 
complicate-d. 
flw <'quilibrium ohtaincd by t IH' VMEC' may be interprC't.ed as the one 
after the singular parallc•l current. is smeared out by rnagnctic islands with 
the width comparable to a 111<'sh size·. From the view point of the snwar-
ing of singularity, th<' parallel cun·cnt calculated with th<' 'direct method' 
s<'<'ms natural. The t\krcicr rritcrion using the 'dircct met hod' has been ap-
plied to configurations with strong magnetic shear such as Ilcliotron E [71) 
or LllD. and ha\'c shown that M<>rricr parameter, normalized such that the 
shear term bC'comes 1/-1, predicts the behavior of !ow-n ideal interchange 
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modes. The•r<'forc·. t ll<' \l<'rci<'r criterion consid<'r<'d is reliable· at h•asl for an 
c•quilibrium with a finil<' magnetic shear. l•'ron1 tlw nunl<'riral point of\ i<'w, 
Eq. (2.11) has an advantag<'. sine<' tlw radial dc•rivatin·. \\ hich somct inw:-. d<'-
grade•s llllllH'rical accuracy, is not necessary. llowe\·e·r. it has a disadvantage 
that (he ntunber of magnctic surfaces, wlwrc the resonant paralic•) current 
flows incrc•ascs for an c•qui libritllll whose' mnp,nC'I ic shear is finite•. Acwrding 
to severn! comparisons of the \1<·rcier criterion betwc<'n 'dircrt' and 'indi-
rect' lll<'lhods have shown that Ill<' diff<'r<'nce hetw<'<'n tlwm is fair!~· small 
for tlw re·gions aport from the low ord<'r rational surfan•s in tlw magndir 
sh<'ared conllgurat ions [75). Ther<'for<', th<' 'dir<'cl md hod' is consicl<-n•d to 
be plausible in this t he•sis. 
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2 .4 Divcrtor 
C'onn·ruing tlw part icl<' and ene·rgy <'xhau~t for steady state operation of 
stella rat or fu sion r<'a< tors , I her<' is I he conn•pt of a nat ural divntor [1 :3, 76] . 
. \II wils i11 t lw LI ID M<' superconduct ing and, thneforc. a skady state• (""'"' 
I day) operation will I><• possible provided that impurity ronn·ntration is 
kept small. For tlris purpose, a divc·rtor conrigmation is requi rc•d to control 
th<' impurity level. 1\bo. the divc•rtor will he important in enhancing tlw 
con· e•rwrg~· confincnwnl like tlH' Jl mode. Tokamak <'Xperimcnts have shown 
that <Ill cff<'ctivc divNtor rc•quir<'s a divertor configuration that the p lasma 
in t lw diH•rtor region plugs neutrals recyc-le-d at the di\'ertor plate through 
ionization, \\'!rich mininnze•s tire rrc•utral flux into the main plasma. This is 
part indary important in- reali;~,ing a higlr dc·nsity, cold divert or plasma and 
for arc<'ss to th<' II mock regime• [77]. Edgc> recycling control b) the divertor 
seems to be tiH' k<>y factor to trigger and maintain the H mode phase in 
tokamaks and stellarators as <'XJ><'cled from L - II transition theory explained 
in Chapter -1. llw LIID c•nc·rgy confinement scaling [:3) predicts that a fador 
of 2-:l impr<n<•mcnt will be needed to hav<' a stellarator fusion reactor with 
a r<•asonablc• size• (major radius ;S 20 m). Thus. an C'nhan<·e•nH·nt of I he 
e•nerg~ confi rH'IlH'Ilt is one of the major expe•rimC'ntal subjects in the LirD 
project. 
Th<' fiC'ld line struct urc has also been invest igat<'d in thC' design activity 
of the· \\'7-X [I •I J. Jt is governed by the formation of fi,·C' IH·Iica I edges at 
the plasma bou ndary as a consequence of t iH' optimi;t,ation p rocedu re [78]. 
Th<'s<' helica I cdge•s ar<• gi\'<'ll by t h<• I incs connecting posit ions of the st rongcst 
poloidal curntlun· on the plasma boundary; the edgc·s run from thc> lower c·nd 
of t \)(' bean shapc·d cross section via the tip of tlw t riangular noss sect ion 
to t he• uppN <•nd of t lw bean shaped cross section one period apart. 'I hc 
field line· din•rsron ( in the stocha~t ic r<>gion outside> t lw last closed magn<'l ic 
surfan•) occurs dose to I hcsc edgc•s so that regions at a distance of about 
1/ 0 plasma radius away arc C'n\ isagcd as <Ul open di\C•rtor. A critical issue' 
for rout rolling t he• di,·c·rtor rC'gion is the rnodification of ll)(' magnetic field 
st ruct u r<' by fi 11 it e• plasma prcssu r<'. as poi 11 ted out i 11 lkf. [ 1 t1 ]. ThNeforc', 
div(·rtor plates or ncut ralizcr plat<•s must lw designc•d to con•r finite• beta 
C'quilibrium configura I ions. In thi s t hcsis , I lw magnd ic field line strud ure is 
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Fig. 2 .2: Fourier :;pertrum of the magnetic fiC'Id strength { Bmn} 
in the Boo;~,<·r roordinat<·s forth<' W7-X [14), where m (n) 
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Fig. 2.3: Collisionless a particle losses in the \\'7-X magndic configuration 
as a function of tinw of flight. Particles ar<' launched from aspect 
ratio IJO. The dashed line shows the fraction of trapped particles. 
Each symbol indirat<•s the loss of one o particle for (d) 0%( • ), 
2.4%(x) and 4.9%(6) [:31]. 
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Fig. 2.5: Fourier spectrum of the magnetic field strength in the Boo~cr 
coordinates for the IISX [32] . 
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Fig. 2.6: Surface' CIIIT<'llt lines or ll<·lias vacuum magnetic field in the 
geometrical toroidal(</>) and poloidal (0) plane (35]. 
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Fig. 2.7: Modular coils for the W7 X bas<'d on t II(' surface curr<•nt line's 
in Fig. 2.6. \' um her of coi Is p<'r pNiod is I!) and the asp<•ct ratio 

























Fig. 2.8: \'ariation of thc magnetic field strength along I he field line for 
(a) axisymnl<'tric tokamak, (h) COII\'c'nlional :-;tellarator and 
(c) quasi -lwlically symnwtric slellarator, respect iv<'ly. 
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3 Helical Axis Stellarator Configurations Based 
on the l == 1 Helical Coil 
3.1 Introduction 
For an optimized stellarator conliguration, tlw follo\\ing conditions arc pri 
marily necessary: 
I. sufficiently high bda Mill) e•quilihriunl and stability limit, 
2. sufficiently small TH'oclassical plastlla lossc•s for a good confinement, 
:3. sufficiently small boot st rctp curr<·nt for keeping good magnetic surface's 
in finite beta plasmas, 
1. sufficiently good confine•nt<'Jtt of high criC'rgy part ides, 
5. good technical fcasibility oft h<' coil syst c•m and sufrlciently larg<' space• 
bet ween the coils and t h<' plasma. 
Here, the object is to realize• a lwlical axis configuration with abov<' prop-
crt ics based on an I = I lwlical coil wit It add it ion a I toroidal and poloidal 
coils for flexible experiments. It is we•ll known that the helical magnetic axis 
configuration can be produced by an l - I helical coil [79) and there· are' 
several experimental devices with h<'lical tllagndic axis. In Ileliac devices 
[80], the toroidal coils arc plan•d along a helical line surrounding a rc•nt.ral 
ring and bean shaped magn<'l ic sur face's are produced with both the toroidal 
coils and the central ring. 
The main criteria fort he rirst optimization arc as follows: 
(a) quality of vacuum magn<'lic smfan·s. 
(b) realization of the simple fi<·ld SJH'cl rum in til<' Boozer coordinates, 
(c) the magnetic well in t h<' whole· plasma region in the vacuum con-
figural ion. 
IIC'rc, the criterion (a) means to a\oid low order resonant surfaces and to mak<' 
the• width of the magnetic island narrow, which ar<' significant for good ~1I ID 
e•<ptilibrium. Criterion (b) is r<•levant for good particle orbit confinement and 
reduction of rH·oc!Clssical transport and (c) is inevitable' for T\111]) stability in 
I he weak slw<lr configuration. 
It has !wen tried to suppress t lw toroidal component of t.lw maguetic 
:·qwcl rum in t lw lloozc·r coordinatc•s, as J>III"Sil<'d in I h<' opt imi;~,at ion procedur<' 
of tlw \\'7 \ rrragrwtic configuration. In Sc•dion :3.2. r<'lations h<'lween lh<' 
characterist ws of t lw magnetic fil'ld spc•rt nrrtl and the I = I lwlical coil 
systc•m arc· c•xplaincd. 'l'h<' invc•st igat ion of I he I = 1 helical coil sysl<'lll has 
led to a n<·w hc·licCll axis stellarator callc·d llclias-lkliac Hybrid Stcllarator 
(IIIIIIS) [17]. !3oth llc·lias like• and llc·liac lik<' configurations arc possible by 
adjusting t !1<• coil currents. For the llc•liac like configuration, t lw volume 
a\c'ragc stahilit.\ h<'la limit is gr<•at<'r than 7.:3<;{, and neoclassical transport 
is r<>duced to sonw c•xl<'nt dtw to tlw reduction of the magn<>tic ric•ld ripple 
hy controlling t lw humpy fi<'ld comporH'Ilt. 
llow<'v<'r, the nC'oclassical transport is not optimized du<> tot h<' c•nhalln'-
lll<'nt of magndic fic·ld ripple in th(' outside· or a torus or the large· hurnpy fiC'ld 
component with t.IH' sam<' sign as the L = I helical one, although the toroidal 
conrporwnt in t he• mag11dic field is rc•duccd significantly in the llelias like 
configuration. Thc•rdore, the oih<'r sicllaralor configuration has he<'ll invC's-
tigatC'd with the• pitch modulation of an I- I helical coil different from that 
in HilliS to rc•alizc· th<' bumpy compon<'nt having the opposite sign to the 
I= I helical one' to weak<>n tlw magnc•t ic field rip pi<>, which r<>stdts in there-
duct ion of neoclassical transport. Th<' obtained magnetic field configuration 
is almost comparable• to the W7-X from t.hc• point of views of beta lirnil, n<'o-
classical diffusivity, bootstrap curr<'nl and high energy particl<> confirwmcnt, 
all hough vacuum magn<'l.ic surfaces look different from the \V7 X in the real 
space. 
Th<' coil con figuration and l h<' vacuum magn<'tic surfaces a r<' dC'sni bed 
in Section :3.2. Characl<'ristics of ~11ID <'quilibrium and Merci<'r stability arc 
c·xplaincd in S<'ct ion :3.:3, and the collisionlc•ss particle orbit confin<'lll<'nt. and 
neoclassical transport properties arc dC'scrilwd in Sedion 3.11, wlwre collision-
less particle orbits, I heir modifications due to finite beta and radia l <>lect,ric 
field eff<>cts are investigat<'d. It is also shown that the bumpy fi<'ld compo-
nent is essential forth<' reduction of n<>odassical diffusivity and the control 
of bool'>lrap nrrrc•nt. Concerning particle' and energy exhaust for the long 
puis<' or stC'ady state operation as will I><' pursued in the n<'xt g<'n<'l"ation 
<>xpcrimental devices, div<>rtor configuration will be an important ingr<'di<'nt. 
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' I hcrc>fore, magn<'l ic fic•ld lin<' st nrct ur<> outside• tlw IH'skd rnagn<>t ic surface's 
is st udic•d in Sc·d ion :L!l. ,\ hri<·f summary for the· opt illli;t,c•d helical axis 
configurations will I><' p,ivcn in Sed ion :3.G. 
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3.2 Relations Between the I = 1 Coil System and the 
Vacuum Magnetic Surfaces 
T he major radius of the l = I helical coil wound on a axisymmetric torus 
R,11111 is a ssumed 2.:l m, which is comparable to that of tlw ll<'liotron E [7]. 
This va lue is dwsC'II for rcfcrciJc(' of a medium size experimental devic<'. The 
winding law of t lw filament helical coil is as follows: 
0 = ,\1 . M 00 + -1 </>- a s1n -1 </> , ( 3.1) 
\vherc 0 (</>) is the g('omelrical poloidal (toroidal ) angle, respectively, and o 
is tlw pit ch modulation param{'l.er. When 0. is positive and becomes fairly 
large, t.h<' IH'lical coil winds rapidly in tlw poloiclal dir<'ction at outside of a 
torus. This pitch modulation plays an important role to control the magnetic 
ficld spectrum and/or to form the vacuum magnetic well as explained below. 
In addition to the l = 1 helical coil , at l<:'asi one pair of vertical field 
(or poloidal field) coils and toroidal coils arc necessary to produce nested 
magnetic surfaces. The vertical field coil s arc placed at :.L5 rn of radius and 
1.2 m of height , symmetrically up and clown the cguatorial plain. Their 
positions arc also the same as those in the Ilcliotron E. 
The axisymmdric toroidal fi(']d component is characterized by I he pa-
ra mel er 
wh<'re Rh</> (0) is tlw average toroidal field produced at R = 2.2 rn by the 
helical coils and B1,p (O) by the toroidal coils. 
Tlw first aim is lo supprc>ss the toroidal field component in the magnetic 
Sf><'drum and to realize a similar magnetic field configuration to that of th<' 
\V7-X. The toroidal fidd component denoted by c1 can be reduced by setting 
a positive as shown in Table :3.1, where examples with the fie ld period of M = 
6 arc giv('n. Here the average position of the magnetic axis (Ra:r ) is adjusted 
at 2.2 111 to compare several magnetic configurations syst('matically. It is seen 
that tlw geomcl rica! inverse aspect ratio for the outermost magentic surfac<' 
and the value of (tat the plasma edge ( 1(a) obtained from the magncLic fie ld 
s pC'ct rum in the Boozer coordinat cs arc a !most the same for the case of o = 0 
(no pitch modulation). On the other hand , in the case of o = 0.7, (1(a) is 
reduced to about 1/ 6 of th<' geometrical in,·crse aspect ratio, although thc> 
average plasma minor radius becomes small. 
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These result s ar<' favorable to rcali7.<' the mag netic configuration with a 
suppressed toroidal fi<'ld component. Ilowcv<'l', as listed in Tab!<' :3.1 , larger 
o makes the magnetic hill hig her, which is the unfavorablc direction lo thc 
MllD stability. Thcreforc , thE' next aim is the formation of the' vacuum 
magnetic well or the reduction of the vacuum magnetic hill by changing 
other coil pararnetcrs for t.hc fixed a = 0.7. 
The following coil parameters are changcd to control the magnetic hill: 
(a) the number of the field period (M), 
(b) the minor radius of the helical coil (ac), 
(c) the axisymmetric toroidal field strength (J) 
for the fixed (Rax) = 2.2 m. 
Figures 3.1 show the variation of vacuum magnetic hill height as a func 
tion of average radius when the above parameters arc changed. Thes<:' figures 
suggest thai smaller M, ac and 1 are compatible with lowering the lllagnct ic 
hill height. However, smaller A1, ac and 1 make tbc excursion of the magn<'tic 
axis 6. larger. Here 6. is defined by the radial distance bdwcen tbe outer-
most position of the magnetic axis and the innermost one. The variation of 
!::. is shown in Fig. 3.2. 
Figure 3.3 shows the coil system generating both the llelias-like and 
Hcliac- like configurations schematically (II IIHS with l = I and M = 4). 
The outer l = 1 helical coil has been includ('d to form the magndic well at. 
the vacuum, although the coil current is relatively small compared to that of 
the inner one [81 ]. In Fig. 3.3, the finite coils arc shown to clarify sl1ape and 
structure of the helical coils, although filamentary coils arc used to calculate 
the magnetic field . 
For the toroidal field, four toroidal coils ar(' placed p<'r field period with 
the same interval in the toroidal direction as shown in Fig. ~~.3, where they 
are shown only for one field period for simplicity. 'I'll<' toroidal coil currents 
are distributed as 
Ir,., = /0 (1 + C4 cos4 </> + ('8 cos 8</> ) (:3.2) 
for controlling the bumpy fidd component actively to r<'duc<' the n<·oclassical 
transport and to control the bootstrap current especially in the lmfp rc>ginw. 
For the case of o > 0, both tlw llclias-like and IJeliac-likc configurations 
are possible by controlling parameters / , C'4 and C's. Some coil parameters 
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arc summa riz<·d i 11 Ta hI<· :L ~ i 11 t he ca::w of the i1 vcrag<' magn<•l ic fi c•l d of I I on 
the rnagrwtic axis for both (a) llc•lias like· <ul<l (b) ll<'liac like• configurations. 
I· igmcs :!A show tIt<' noss sc•ct ion of \'ae Ill! Ill magnetic surface· for both (a) 
II<•Ii<ts-lik<' and (b) II<·Iiac-likc configurations at</> = 0. (l/•1)(27r/\/) and 
( I /2 )(2r. / M) obt;,iu<·d by t h<' field lirl<' tracing codf'. The magrH•I ic smfac<'s 
chang<· fronl 1 lw lwan shaped to t<-ar-drop sha1wd lo I riangular in one half 
of a fidd p<'~"iod as shown in Fig. :!.l(a). This lwhavior is similar to JJe•lias 
configura I ion for I h<' \\ 7 X. On t IH' ot lwr hand. in Fig. :3.1 (h), t ll<' lwan 
shape•d rnt1grwt ic surfan·s rotate in t lw toroidal direction, which looks lik<' 
tlw lleliac configuration such as lh<' 'I'.J - 11 and th<~ Il-l [8:2]. lt. is noted that 
I lw <'Xcmsion of t IH' magndir axis for both configurations is fairly large, 
<'SJ><'cially in llc·lias-lik<> configura I ion. 'I'll<' distanc<· betwec•n t lw oul<•rmost 
position of tlw axis (at lh<' o = 0 noss .... c•<lion) and tlw innermost position 
(at the <P = (1/2)(2r./M) cross section) is about 1.3 m, which is about half 
oft h<' major radius of I his device. 'I h<•r<'for<'. tlw inuer I= I helical wil may 
he consid<·r<'d as I h<' c<'nt ral ring in t lw roil system of ll<'liac, all houglt the 
lnrg<' pitch modulation oft h<' I = l h<'lind coil with M = -1 makes a squarc 
shap<· from I h<' bird':-. <'Y<' view as shown i 11 Fig. :3.3. 
It is possihl<' to suppr<'ss th<:> toroidal fi<•lcl component <1 with posit ivc pitch 
modulation o; ho\\'('\'<'1'. the bumpy fi<·ld component <b ha'i a tendc•nc) to ha\'<' 
th<' sam<' sign as tIre hc•lical field comporu•nt e 1" resulting in an c•nhanc<'m<'nl 
of the magn<'l ic li<'ld ripple along tlH' rnagnd ic fi<'ld line. This is unfavorabl<' 
to reduce tlw n<·oclassical transport and, therdore, it has b<'cn tric•d to mak<' 
lire sign of e b opposite to that of <h· 
Thc> bumpy fi<·ld component can b<' controlled by changing the pi lrh mod-
ulation param<'ler o as shown in Tabl<· :L:L where the ratio of tlw humpy field 
COillj)()IIC'nl to the lwJica} one at minor radius of 0.12 m, <b/<Jt, is lisl<'d for 
diff<'r<'nt o. llerc the a\·erage position of the• magnetic axis (R,u) is adjust<'d 
at :2.:3 m with th<' oth<·r coil parameters fixed. The negative value of <b/<h 
corr<'sponds tot hat the humpy componerll has tlw opposite sign tot he h<•li-
ral one. All houp,h this ratio is still posit iv<', it secms lhat the ncgat iv<' pitch 
modulation lws a tcnd<'ncy to make th<' sign of cb opposite to that of <1., wh<'r<' 
<h is negative. It should ))(' noted that in add it ion to o, th<' paranwt<'rs C4 
and C8 in Eq. p.2) are also utiliz<'d to r<'aliz<' q.f<h < 0. 
The vacuum map,rwt ic hill h<'ight at a\'<'rage• radius of 0.12 m is abo listed 
in Table 3.:3. It is suggc>sl<'d that tlw ncgativ<' pitch modulation has a ten-
den c.\' to form the· vaclllllll rnap,rwt ic \\'I'll. This i:-. I we a us<' the magrwt ic lic•ld 
line·s have a l<'ndc•nn t u ad\'a!H'<' mainly in I he• toroidal direct ion and t.hn<' 
. ~ · ' 
fore•, slay longer inrwr side• of a torus or in the n·gion oft lw strong rnagrwt ic 
frc•ld due to the pitclr modulation oft lw lwlical coil. For t he• o < 0 cas<'. t lw 
ottl<'r lwlical coiL which is inl roduc<'d to mak<• t h<• \'cl<'lllllll magne·t ic well for 
posili\'<' pitch modulation case· such as 111111'-i (<f.. Fig. :J.:n. is not rwn·ss<Hy. 
'l'h11s tlw coil systcm IH'conws nmch simplc•r than that of II II liS and gives'' 
widc•r space for 1 he hc•at ing and diagnostics. This is a significant ad\'antag<' 
of this coi I syst cm for dc•sip,n i ng a IH'w <'X p<'ri n wnl a I de•, in·. 
From I h<'s<' prop(•rl ic·s of rnagn<'l ic surface-, it is <'XI><'cl<'d to oht ai11 a lw 
lical axis configuration with a n•duced rworlassinll ripple tran .... port and a 
good ~lcrcier stability simultarH'Ously based on t lw I - I ll<'lical coil ha\'-
ing th<' negativ<> pitch modulation. This configuration will h<' called as tlw 
"opt imi;r,<'d'' helical axis cor dig mat ion in this I hc·sis. Tlw coil paranwt c•rs for 
t he• opt imi:u•d helical axis confip,urat ion are stlllllllilrizcd in Tabl<' :L I and the 
sclwmat ic view of the coil syst<'m is shown in Fig. :U). 
Til<' cross section oft he vacuum magn<'l ic surface•s arc shown in Fig. :LG 
at¢ = 0, (l/4)('27r/M) and (l/'2)(21f/M). The cross section changes fro111 
the triangular to tC'ar-drop and to l)('an shaped in on<' half of a fi<'ld period, 
which has a similarit) to magn<'lic surfac<'s of tlw \\7 X or th<' ll<'lias like· 
configuration in HHIIS. However, t lw bean shapc•d magncl ic stu·fac<' is local c·d 
in tlr<' inrwr region of a torus with r<'sJWcl to th<' posit ion of th<' l = I hclic al 
coil in contrast to tlw \\'7 X, w lwrc it is loca t c•d in t h<' ou I cr r<'gion of a tor us. 
In Fig. 3.6, contours of magrwtic field sl r<'ngl h arc also shown, and t he• 
C<'nt<'l' ofth<' conccutric circles COIT<'sponds to the• posit ion of filanl<'nlary I - I 
lwlical coil. It is S<'Cil that the spac<' bctw<>en Ill<' oul<'nnost magn<'tic st11fan• 
and t lw helical coil is rather wide and this is d<'siral>lc· for 1 lw reduct ion of 
impulit i<'s from til<' plasma facing romporwnt s. 
Finally, it should b<' lll<'nl ioned that, for c·xalltpl<', tlw finite si;.w I = I 
hc•lical coil with cross se•clion of 10 em x 10 em doc's not afl'c·cl th<' \'aCIJIIIII 
magnetic charact<'rist ics significantly. 
In the following oft his chaptc·r, the tim·<· tnagne•l ir configura I ions nwn 
t ioned above are discuss(•d. ' I hc•y ar<' characterized as follows from the· point 
of \ iew of the magn<'tic fic•ld SJH'Clrtllll as shown Jat<•r: 
:n 
llc·lias- like•: :-;ignificantly r<'dun•d c 1 
and I a r g <' ( b wit h t I w s<u ll<' sign as c h . 
llcliac-like: c1 almost comJ>eHahlc to th<' geometrical in\'ersc aspe•ct 
ratio nnd several small helical magnetic field CO!llpon<'nts, 
Optimiz<'d: c1 almost comparahl<' to tlw g<'olll<'lrical inverse aspect 
ratio and large Ct, with the opposik sign to ch. 
3.3 Currentless MHD Equilibria and Mercier Stabil-
ity 
Til<' :m M ITO equilibrium cod<' \ ' ~1 EC !!>7} has IH'<'n applied to cakulat <' 
curr<'nt l<'ss equilibria and M<'rcier crit<'rion. Th<' prc•ssun• profile is asstllll<'d 
as 
p = 1~,( I -- lr 'i) 
fort II<' ll clias-lik<' and lkliac-like configura I ions and 
fort he• uptimizC'd h<'lical axis coufigural iou. whC'r<' ~ ·r is a normalized toroidal 
nux function. 
It is noted that t lw a V<'rag<> minor radius of t lw last. closed magnetic 
surface of the vacuum configuration is about 0.25 m in Fig. :3.6, which gives 
an aspe•ct ratio l<'SS than 9. However, as S<'<'n from Fig. :3.6, the pe·ripiiC'ral 
magnetic surfaces arc distortC'd by IIH· (m, n) = (0, t) magnetic islands at 
t- 0.8 and these highly shaped magn<'lic smfaces arC' difficult to be• tre•at<>d 
in the VMEC with limit<'d numlwr of Fou rier mode•s for represe•nting the 
out<'rmost magnd ic surface. Tll<'rdorc-, tile' av<'ragc• minor radius is assunwd 
to h<' about 0.20 m for the input data for the VMEC'. It may be intc>rJ>r'c•tc·d 
that a pressureless plasma exists in the rc•gion bet ween 0.20 m and 0.20 m. 
Howe•ve•r, the fixed boundary condition at 0.20 m is assum<>d in tlu• VM EC' 
for simpli ci ty. As a fut ur<' study, a free• boundary <'qui lihrium calculation of 
the considered he! ical ax is stdlarat ors is nc<'ded to check the assumption of a 
flxcd boundary. For the current less equilibria of the LIID. it is confimwd that 
th<' differ<'nce bet W<'<'n the free boundar.) and the fix<·d boundary is small, if 
the plasma column position is fix<'d hy I he v<'I'tical fie•ld coni rol [S:J). 
Figures 3. 7 show t h<' rot at ion a I t r<wsform profi le•s for (a) Ilel ias I i 1«', (h) 
Jleliac like and (c) optimiz<'d lwlical axis configurations. Th<' rotational 
transform is high at around 1.8 and t lu• profil<' almost doC's not change as the 
b<'ta \'alue is incrcas<'d for the Hc•lias-like configuration. On the ot!JC'r hand, 
in t he• ll <'liac-likc and optimized hc•lical axis configura( ion:-;, tlw rot at ion a I 
transform is medium at around 0.7 with weak shear at llw vacuum and the· 
profile changes significantly as the hc·ta is incrcasc·d. !'his implies that J>SC' 
is not reduc<'d compar<•d to the standard sl<'llarator or the toroidal cornpo-
ncnt in t lw magnetic sped rum is not re•duc<'d from t lw g<•ornetrical lllvc·rse 
t1:-;p<'<'l ratio a~ shown later. This rharartcrist ic is tott1lly diffc·n·nt from that 
of tlw \\'7-.X. iu which PSC is siguificant ly rcdurc•d to .\'ic·ld high (,i),1 limit 
by suppressing tlw toroidal component in the magn<'l ir SJH'Ct nun. 
'l'lw PS(' caus<'s tlw magn<'l ic axis shift or l.)hafraliO\' shift which dc•p<'nds 
ou IH'Ia vahw as ~hown in Figs. :3.8 for (a) llc•lias like>, (b) lleliac like and (c) 
opt illlil.<'cl helical axi:- co11figurat ion:>. It is c·xtrc•mely -;mall for the Ilelias-
like nwfi~urat ion as shown in Fig. :~.8(a). This mean:> I hat the significantly 
n•dun·d PS(' is realized due to negligibly small toroidal con1ponent in Lhe 
lll<lP,II<'I ic sp<'< t rum. lly assuming that the• equilibrium bda limit (11)cq ror-
r<'sJH>IIds to the magndic axis shift or Shafranov shift. <•qual t.o the half of 
111inor radius, (;i),'l "'7.:3% is obtain<'d for the lleliac like configuration and 
(r/),1 "' .J.fi1Yc1 for the opt imiz<>d h<>liral axis configura! ion, which are satisfac-
tory for an ai111 of obtaining (d)rq "'5<;{. Abo, the• finite magn<'l ic axis shift 
cont ribuiC's tot h<' magnetic w<'ll in finite beta plasmas, which is favorable to 
the stahilizat ion of pr<'s:>ure-drivcn modes. 
\\ he•n an .\1111) equilibrium is obtain<'d numerically. it is useful to evaluate 
l\11-r<"i<•r nikrion [81) for localized interchange' instabilit i<•s which is shown as 
J)\1 > 0 for stability. Th<' value of Du is rwgative for the llelias-lik<' conrlgu-
rat ion c•vc·n in the low bda equilibrium, which means that this configuration 
is unstable• to ~l<'rci<'r modes. Tlw main stabilizing tc•rm in the low shear 
configuration I ike the I lei ias-li ke configuration is the magnet ir well l<'rrn. 
TIIC'reforc•, the llelias-likc configuration r<'quires a de<'JH'r vacuum magnetic 
wc•ll for stabilizing the Mercier modes. On lh<' othc·r hand, the lleliac-lik<' 
ron figural ion is stahl<' to Mercier mod<>s up to at IC'ast. (fj),.q "'7.;3% as seen 
fr01n Fig. :UL !"or less broad pressure profik such as P = Po(l - 7jJ,~·) 2 and 
j) n,( I - ~'/ )1 , (li),""' (!1)st ""'1.6% and 2.:3% are obtained for this con-
figural ion, rc'sJH'cl in·l}. This behavior that the broade•r JH<'ssur<' profile' gives 
tllC' highe·r bcta limit is different from th<' ~1c·rcier stability for the TJ-ll (68). 
I he opt imizc•d helical axis configuration is stable to Mericer modes up to 
(.i) 1 ,1 due• to til<' formation of the ,·acuum magnetic well ("' 0.2o/c.) and an 
<'nhanc<'llwnt oft h<' magnetic w<'ll due to the Shafranov shift. Thus (,3) .• t ,...., 
(,1),q ~ •L">CX is obtained in this configuration. 
These• bet a limit for the Ilcliac-like and optimized helical axis configura-
tions arc• rlos<' to that of the \\'7-X, although a little broad<'r pr<'ssure profile 
is fa vora blc h<'r<' and only t hC' ideal ~1 ercier cri t C'rion is considered. 
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3.4 Collisionless Particle Orbit and Neoclassical Trans-
port 
Collisionless partir!<' orbit has IH'cn sludi<•d h.\ using I he guiding n·nte·r drift 
c•quat ions in the Boozer coordinates for hot h t IJC' \'acuum and finite• beta 
plasmaf.. Sine<' the coordinal<' s.vsll'm us<•d in the \ '~ lL< ' is not tlw Booze·r 
coordinal<'s, the coordinate· transformation oft lw magn<'l ic fi<'ld strength to 
the Boo:r,er coorclinatc·s is ne'e<'ss<HY part icularl) for lin it<' bet a plasm(ls. 
The magniLucl<' oft he magndir field is e•xpre•sse•d as 
13 = L /Jn111 (1') ('()S(1n0a u(u), 
7UU 
where 08 ((8 ) is Ill<' poloidal (toroidc1l) angl<' in tllC' 13oozer coordinates <~nd r 
denol<'s an avC'rag<' radius. Tlw Fourie•1 sJH'<'I ra oft he m<~gnet ic field st rengt II 
in th<' Boozer coordinates are shown in Figs. :L I 0 for both (a) Hclias-like and 
(b) Ilcliac-like vacuum configurations and Figs. :LJJ for (a) \'acuum and (h) 
(11) "' 1.5% for the optimized helical axis configura I ion. Here it is note•d 
that !)00 line denotes the diff<'renn• of /J00 hc•t ,,·,·en at r and the magnetic 
axis, 1300(7')- 1300(0). All othe·r COlllJH>Il<'tlls arc normalized with Hoo(O). 
Th<' significant f<'ature in tllC' 1l<'lias-like configuration is th<' <'Xtrcnwl) small 
toroidicity 8 10 and the large bumpy comJ><>ne·nt /J01 with the same sign as t lw 
helical component 8 14 . On the otlwr h<1nd, in t IJC' llcliac-lik<' configuration, 
the reduction of B 10 is rat her weak, all hough the flo,-. is reduced substa.nt ially. 
Jn the optimized IH'Iical axis configura! ion, the• large bumpy component 
1304 has the opposit<' sigr1 to he·lical con1pone·nt 13,,, and this structure is 
similar to that of the W7-X [14) excc·pt that /J10 is not reduced from t.lw 
geometrical inverse aspect ratio. This relation of l3o, and !3,4 makes th<' 
magn<'lic field ripple localized insid<• of a torus i.<'., in the strong magnetic 
field r<'gion with 0 "" r., which improv<•s t lw t rapJ)('d part ide confincm<·nt. 
It is not<'d again that the 1300 line. which re·pr<'sents the differ<'nce Boo(r) -
/)00 (0). has a tendency to hav<' a large gradic•nt toward til<' plasma edge in tlw 
finite beta case as se<'n in Fig. :3.1 J (b). I his IH'ha\ ior reflects the diamagn<'lir 
<'ffcct and it is th<' main effect oft h<' finite bet a in I hC' optimized helical axis 
configuration. The broadening of tlw spectrum which is often considcr<'d in 
conventional stellarators [15] is not S<'<'ll. 
For studying collisionl<>ss particlc• orbits, 1000 protons with a kin<'lic ('II 
e•rgy of 1 keV arc followed unde·r t lw assumptions that. the average magnetic 
field slrcngt h of I 'I' on the magn<'l ic axis and p;/ It ""' 2 x 10-:l . llere p, 
is tiH' proton Lannor radius ami H j., the majot radius It is nol<'d that 
p.j It ,...., 2 x 10 3 con<'spouds to ;,:3 kc\ proton in the\\ 7 X with the a\crag<> 
lllii P,I I<'tic fl<·ld strc·ngth of:; T. Til<') \H'r<' initially la111Hil<'d from the mag-
11<'1 ic surfac<· lora ted at rfo = O.f> with a uniform dist rihut ion in I he pitch 
angl<' of t lw v<•locity spae<' ( 15 points), in I he poloidal (I 0 points) and in 
th<• toroidal (10 points) angl<'s. ' rll<' particle• orbits W<'r<' followed for 2 ms (a 
part iclc with onl.v parallel velocity or P.L 0 initially makc•s about 60 circuits 
of the torus) or until tll<'y cross the· plcumm boundary. )(is hctt<'r to follow 
t IH'Ill fm the ord<'l" of one s<'cond in ord<'r to study Ill<' particle confin<'m<>nt. 
corresponding to o particl<-s d<>finitively. For studying the din•d loss, the 
orbit following for 2 rns is an allowable d10icc-, which also si\\'<'s computa-
tional t inl('. Since the radial elect ric field er is elf<·ct i\'e in confining trapped 
particles in IH'Iiot ron/torsatrons [8.5], t hC! l~r is includc•d in the orbit following 
calculation. A parabolic profile of th<' <·lectric potential <t> is assunwd to givc> 
(:3.:3) 
when· 1/' /' is a normaliz<>d toroidal flux functiou. Th<· particle loss rates for 
s<'' Ned conditions for the three typcs of h<·liral axis configura! ion are sum-
marized itt !'able· :u1. lt is clarified that t h<' radial elc•d ric field is n<>ccssary 
to obtain th<' good particl<' confinement for low beta plasmas; however, the 
part icl<' confinenwnt may be improved without radial elect ric field for finite 
beta plasmas. Th<>s<' r<'stdts arc similar to the particle confinement property 
of ll<'lias for t.h<• W7 X [31 ]. 
In obtaining t h<' loss rat<'s shown in Tabl<' :3.5, part iclc•s arc• assumcd to b<> 
lost when t h<'y cross t hc> plasma boundary. In n·ality, t h<'re is a possibility 
that some part iciC's r<'('lll<'r tlw plasma without striking th<' plasma facing 
components 1~6]. '( her<'for<'. it is probahl<' that lh<' loss ratc•s listC'd in Table 
:L!'l arc• O\'('tcst i mat <'d. 
I he reason for the large loss fraction in llc•lias lik<' configuration at the 
, ·anHJill ma.v he understood by a simple anal~tic modc•l. From Fig. :l.IO(a). 
th<' lllagtwlir field str<'ngth in the 1Jclia"-likc configuration is simply approx-
imat<'d by 
wh<'r<' flo 
dotllinant hc•lical field compon<>nls, resp<'ctivcly. 
lhd Ho ar<' humpy and 
Then the banana center 
drift equations arc c·xrm·ss<'d approxilllal<'ly as 
0 (X C'OS 0 . 
,. rsiuO. 
under th<> conditions that 1<,,1 ~I< hi· <111cl <t. and <II haw the sanw sign [•1!,1. 
This set of equations has the s<llll<' (1,0) dcp<·nd<•IH'C' as that for tlw usual 
toroidal drift of the guiding n•JIIe·r. I h<•rcforc, it is said that the r<'duction 
of toroidal component in the magnetic spectrum is not effective to inq>rO\'c· 
f ll<' trapped particl<' orbits when Llw bump} fi<·ld conq>Onc•nl is large and has 
the• same sign as the dominant helical fic•ld compoiH'nL 
It should be noted that t lw loss rate• in t lw vacu11111 case fort he' opt imize·d 
helical axis configuration wit bout radial c•lc•ct ric field /~, l><•comcs smaller than 
I hat of the IIclias-like con figural ion b) r<'alizing the bump) field compon<'lll 
with the opposite sign to l he he I ic a I Oil<' to make t he• variation of the magn<'t ic 
field strength along a field line flat - bottomed lik<· a - optimization (•1GJ. 
The physical mechanism for th<' results lisl<'d in Table :3.5 is understood 
from orbit modifications due• to finit<· IH'ta and radial electric field cff<·<ts in 
the optimized helical axis configura! ion as an <'Xamplc•. 
Figures :3.12 show the coutours of the magnetic field strength 1131 on the· 
outermost magnetic surfac<> for OJH' fic•ld p<•riod ( ldt) and til<' variation of tlw 
magnetic field slr<>ngth along I he magnc•l ic fie•ld line· on I hat surface (right.) 
for (a) vacuum and (b) (13) "' 1.5% case•s. There is a large modulation of 
the envelop in the vacuum case, although the minimum point of I HI, which 
d<'t.cnni nes the de<'ply t.rapp<'d pa rl iclc orbit., is almost al ign<'d by the control 
of the bumpy field compon<'nt. llowcv<'l', tlw lllOdlllation amplitude of llw 
c•nvclop deCl·cascs in til<' (!i) "' 1.5o/c cas<•, mainly dtw to the decrease of both 
the· l oroidal and hcl ical field COiliJHHl<'ll t s co1npa red I o the bumpy component 
and th<' r<>alization of '·quasi -hump) S)llllll<'try'' as shown in Fig.:Ul(h). 
This \·ariation of the magnetic field str<•ngth along a fi<·ld line is s1milar 
to that of axisymm<'tric tokamak (Fig. 2.h(a)) or quasi-helically S) mnwtric 
st <'I Ia rat or (Fig. 2.b( c)). Tll<'rcfon•. it is c•x ]><•ct<•d that tlw trapped part icl<• 
orbit confinement is impro\'cd for finit<· IH'ta plasmas. 
Figur<'S :3.1:3 show typical orbit of (a) untrapJ><'d, (b) trapp<'d and (c) 
transition particle in the vantum field. 'l'h<· pitch anglc•s. IJ = cos-1{t·11/t•), 
arc• 0, 1rj'2 and 17r./2·1, f<'S(Wdi\'dy. li N<'. "F1,ara lk<·\ T' d<•nol<>s the parall<'l 
cn<'l'gy measured in k<>\' taking into account th<· n•lativ<' dir<'ction of the• 
part iclc v<>locity to the mag11d ic fic·ld and "phi'' and "IIH Ia'' d<>not<' 4>8 and 08 
in tlw Bomwr coordinat<•s, respect ivcly. The circle on (7\ z) planc corresponds 
to tlw out<'rmost 111agnetic surfac<' in the Hoozcr coordinates. The transition 
part ide exp<•rienccs both trapping and dctrapping stat<'::> during the particle 
mot ion. 
'l'lw particle classiricat ion in tlw velocity spae<' is also shown for the vac-
uum field case. Figures :3.1-1 show the classification of particlf's which start 
from (a ) 080 = 0 and (h) OHo = 1r. The notation 0 denotes thc unt rappcd 
particle, 6. the trapped particle and x the loss particle. It is obvious that 
t.he loss cone has a tend<>rrcy to become wickr a::> the particle starting points 
bcconw located near<>r to lhc outermost magnetic surface. This is due to th<> 
incr<>as<> of the trapped partie!<> fraction mainly because B 10 increas<>s radially. 
This tendency is the same as that typicall y seen in conventional stcl larators. 
It should be noted that the particles starting from (Oao,c/>ao) = (1r,O) do not 
cross the outermost magnetic surface within the orbit following time of 2 
ms, and trapped particle fractio11 is extremely small compared to other cases 
even for r/a = 0.8. Therefor<>, this r<'gion seems appropriate for the neutral 
beam injc•ction (NRl), although it is located inner side of a torus. 
lt is w<'ll know11 1 hat the radial electric field is effective to improve partid<> 
orbit confinement in stellarators du(' to Ex B poloidal drift [85]. Typical 
drift orbits of t.hc trapped partirk with Pd R rv 2 X 10-3 in the presence 
of the <>lectrostatic potential, Eq. (3.3), a rc shown in Figs. 3.15 for several 
<1> 0 values. It is noted that the positiv<' <1>0 vaJue nwans the outward radial 
electric fi<'ld. In the absence of th<' radial electric ficld ( <1>0 = 0), the trapped 
particle cl rifts vertically and 1<-'a vcs the confi n<>men t region (this particle is the 
sanw on<' as in Fig. 3.13(b)). However, the electric potential of either sign 
whose value is relatively small compared to the ki rwt.ic energy of particles 
gives sufficient poloidal rotation by theE x B drift faster than the \7 B drift, 
and the trapped particle moves around the magnetic axis without loss. 
ln order to ::;ce clearly tlw influenc<' of fin ite b('ta efff'ct.s on the trapped 
particle orbits, orbits of deeply trapped particles with pi/ R "' 6 x 10-4 are 
shown in Figs. :3.16 for several beta values. This value of pi/ H corresponds to 
the proton with kinetic energy of 0.1 keY in the case of average magnetic field 
str<'ngth of I T 011 the magnetic axis. They cross the outermost magnetic 
surfac<' in a few ms for (a) (8) = 0% and (b) ({3) = 1.4 %; however, it takes 
about 80 ms to cross it for (c) (B) = 2.9% and (d) ({3) = 4.5%. It is noted 
that the B00 line denotes the differcnce, Boo(T)- Boo(O), in Fig. 3.11 and it 
has a largcr gradient in finite hda cas<' than in vacuum case, which r<'flects 
t.lw diamagnetic <'rf(•cl. Contours of lllill <t> ul/31 hav<' a t(•ndency to h<> closed 
due to lh<> diamagnetic <·fkct and thus t.lw d<'eply trapped particl<'s may b<' 
confin<>d for a longer time in finite beta plasmas, where lllill¢ui1JI denotes the 
minimum of IJJI averag<'cl OVN ¢R coordinal<' in the Boozer coordinates. It. is 
noted that Uw deeply trapped particles with 1 keV may cross the outermost 
magnetic surface in a time shorter than about KO ms for 0.1 kc\' in the 
case of the <W<'rage magnetic ficld strength of 1 'I' ou th(' magndic axis or 
pi/ R "' 6 x l o-". In ord<>r to rea liz<> a compact stellarat.or r<'actor with a 
r<>asonablc magnetic fi<' ld, more optimization for high erwrgy trapped particle 
ronfinenwnt should bc pursued with a carcful control of th<> bumpy fi<'ld. 
In order to study transport prOJWrties, the DKES code [ 17] has been used 
to evaluate neoclassical transport coefTicients, particle diffusion and boot-
strap coefficients. They can be evaluated as fundions of inverse nwan free 
path at a fixed particle velocity, v jv, where 11 is th<' collision fr<·quency and 
v is the particle velocity. Figur<' 3.17 shows particle diffusivit.y f) calculated 
at the magnetic surface corresponding to the half radius as a. function of v., 
where D df'notcs diffusivity normalized with the plateau value of dirfusivity 
of each equivalent tokamak and11* is the <'rf<>ctive collision frcquc11cy obtained 
by multiplying the connection length qR or Fl/1 with J;jv, where q is a saf<'t.y 
factor. Here the equivalent tokamak has the same aspect. ratio, the same 
rotational transform and the same average magn<'Lic fi<>ld strength as each 
hf'lical axis configuration consider<'d here. For comparison, tlw results for 
the W7-X [14] and the TJ-U [87] arc also shown. In the ll<'lias-likc configura-
tion, the bumpy component B04 has the same sign as the helical componcnt. 
1314 as shown in Fig. 3.10(a), which enhanc<'s lire magndic fi(•ld ripple in t.hc 
weak magnetic fi<'ld region or in the outer r<>gion of a torus. Tlrercfor<' the 
cliffusivit.y becomes larger than the plateau value of its C'quiva!C'Jlt tokamak. 
On the other hand, diffusivity of the Heliac-likc· configuration is n'ducccl 
to som<> ext.ent by the bumpy field control, especially by the paranwter C4 , 
and is almost comparable to th<' T.J-ll results. Ilowev<>r, the neoclassical dif-
fusivity is still larger than the W7-X in which tire plateau level is almost 
tlw same or less than that of its equivalent. tokamak. Further suppression of 
the neoclassical dif[usivit.y has been tried in Lh<' optirnizccl helical axis con-
figuration by controlling th<' bumpy field componC'nt based on the analytical 
results for 1/ v ripple transport described i11 Chapter 2. 
' I'IH' p<trt iC"lc· llttX in the low collisional rcgtiiH', Eq. (2.11 ), inrlude:-; the 
product of <1. and c,, in tllC' c•xpression of c11 , which implic•s that th<.> 1/v 
particle· flux is all"e•clcd hy t.lw relative sign of c11 and <b· To ronfir111 this, 
I IIC' contours give·n by the integral in the: hr<tckd of Eq. (2.11) which depends 
only on t lw g~'olltC'I rica I paramete•rs arc• shown in Fig. :3.18. 'l'h<' horizontal 
<txis denol<'s c,fc1, and the· VC'rtical one cb/c 11 . 'l'h<.> origin (0.0) corresponds to 
t lw configuralio11 with c 1 = c,, = 0. i.e., quasi-lwlically symmetric stellarator 
sudt as tl1<• liS\ \ro1111d the origin, tlw particle flux I' has a minimum 
\'alue. The• nonl\illized coni our \'a ltws ore• 1, 2, I, I, 2, 1, 6, 8, I 0 surcessiv<'ly 
011 the line front the point (c,fch,<b/(h) - (0.0, - 2.0) to the point {1.0, 1.0). 
For rdNe·nn·. t lte· \'\ 7 X case is also plot !<'d hy a symbol • in tlw sam<' 
figure. The· main characteristics of the magndic field structure of the W7 X 
is the n•duction of tlw toroidicity (c,jc,, ,....., 0.0) aud the bump) component 
with almost the sanw magnitude and with the opposit<' sign to t.h<' helical 
o11e (cb/ch ,....., - 1.2). This combi11ation makes the 1/v particle flux small, 
all hough t lwre t~rc• two other fi<'ld colnporH•nts (i.e., c1 and cb) lm·aking the 
helical syn111wt r.v. It is clearly seen that not. only the reduction of c1 but also 
q, with th(• opposite :->igu to (his dfcrtiv<' to r<'duc<' the neoclassical ripple 
transport C'spc'ciall~· at led chI "' I rase•. I hus it has been tried to obtain fb 
with th<' opposite• stgn to ch for tlw optimizc•d helical axis configuration. 
It should he• note•d that Fig. :3.18 is applicable only for magnetic con-
figural ions with I - I helical compon<'nt dominantly and, th<'r<'fore, L = 2 
stcllarators such as the LIID and th<' I !eliot ron E can nol be considered with 
this figure•. Theil is hc·cause the sid<' bands of Lhe main helical componenl 
with (111,11) = (2, H) arc' not toroidicity with (111,11) = (1,0) and the bumpy 
component (m. 11) - (0. H) in I= 2 stc·llarators. 
Figme :J.Il) shows diffusi,·ity f) cakulate•d by the DKES code• at the mag-
netic surface• conc•sponding to lh<' half radius as a function of an effective 
collision frcqtl<'ncy ''·· wh<'re lh<' radial c•le•ctrir fi<'ld is assumed to be neg-
ligibly small. liN<' the rc·sults for lle•liar lik<' con figural ion is also shown 
again for r<'fc•rc•ncc•. It is noted that f) cle•note•s diffusivity normalized by the 
plat<'au \t~lue of its equivalent tokamak. It is seen that th<' pla!<'au difl'usion 
1s almost romp<nahle to that of its c•qui,·alc•nt tokamak. \\'lwn the bumpy 
component /J01 is clisr<'garded artificially in the• DKES cod<' (cf.. .. 1301 = 0'' 
line) to'-'<'<' til<' role of /J01 dearlr. the plate•au diffusion and l/11 diffusion 
increases with a fadot of 2-:3. Therefore. it is confirm('(! that the bump) 
COillJ><mc·nt with the• opposite sign tot he helical on<' is c·fl'crt ive to n•duce• the 
n<'oclassical transport as expected from anal.\ t ind t<'sults dcscriiH'd ahov<'. 
The optimized h<'lical t~xis conligmat ion is plot l<'d wit It a symbol O in Fig. 
:uh, and it is not far from the· \\'7 X. It is nol<'d that the llelias like· and 
lleliac· like configurations arc· lwyond this rang<· of ctfc 1, and cb/ cJa. 
The• c•ffcct of the radial el<'drir field 011 lh<' 1/ t' ripple' transport is also 
st udicd with th<" Dl\ L~ code by assuming non-ze·ro ,·c-tltw of E j 1•. Fro111 
Fig. :3.15, it is seen that t he• c•lect ric potc•n t ial wit It <t>0 ,....., ±0.2 k \' nlf<•ct s 
the trapp<'d partid<' orbits significanlly. Therc'forc', /•,fu"' :~ x 10 3 \'·sfm2 
is assumed, which corresponds to <1>0 "" 0.2!} k\' for protons with kinetic 
cnNgy of I kcV. This ran I><• explt~iJwd as followiug. The velocity of I ke•\ 
proton is about 1A X 10" Ill/':.. \\'h('n Er/l' i':-. takc•n to he·:~ X w - :l \'·s/rn 2• 
Hr "' Er/v X (·1.'1 X 105) "' l.:l X 103 \' /m. On t lw otltC'r hand. from tlw 
simple ralndation, tlw radial ele•ctric field is '"·,....., <1>0 /((,....., 1.25 x 10.1 \ jm 
for <l>o "'0.25 kV and plasma minor radius a ,....., 0.2 Ill. I he diffusivily in t lw 
Lmfp rcgim<' is shown in Fig. :3.20 al the magndic surface corr<'sponding to 
Lhe half radius as function of au dfective collision frc•quency v*, whe•rc• t lw 
results for zero Er/v case is also shown for r<'fe·rc•Jicc·. The 1/v diffusivity 
re•duc<•s about a factor of 2 :J even with a rclat ivc•l} small C'ledric pol<'nt ial 
compared to the particle c•rl<'rgy in the low collistonalit) regime. In this 
r<·ginw, the approximation of "collisionlcs5'. is rat lwr well valid: and t hen•fore-. 
t he physical mechanism for the d iff usivit y rc•d uct ion is s<'ell from Fig. ;J.I!) 
thal lhe E x B poloidal drift suppresses the radial motion of particles dtw 
lo \.113 d ri fl. lL is noted that t lw radial <'lectric ric·ld is kss c•ffectiv<' to rc•d ttn• 
I/ 11 diffusivily of particl<•s wit It rnuch higlwr energy. 
I he existence oft he bootstrap current has hc·c·n e·xpe•rinl('ntally confirmc·d 
in hoth tokamaks f"SJ and st<'llarators [12] t~nd it is reported that tlw hoot 
strap current is \\'<"11 dC'scrihed by the ncodassical tr<tnsport theory [h9]. In 
tokatnaks, the boots( rap ctiiT<'nt is additi\'<' tot lw Ohmic curre•nt. In stc·llara-
tors, both the dir<'dion and lh<' magnitude dc•pcnd on the magndic cordigtt-
ration ft18J. In particular, in quasi helically synlntC'Iric configuration such as 
t lw f! SX, the bootst rilp curre•nt is expected to flow in t lw opposite· direct ion, 
'' ltidt r<'duces the <'XIc>rnal rotational transfor111. In the ,\TF. the magnet i< 
configuration was changc·d hy supNimposing a quadr11pol<· fic·ld. rc:-;ult ing in 
the• chang<' of direction of the· total bootstrap CIIITC'IIt [!lO]. 
A small or negligible· hoot strap rurr<'nt is r<'tjltired in the low shear< on lig-
11 ra I ion whose rot a I ion a I Ira nsform is chosen to a void t lw low order ra 1 ion a 1 
surface. The low ordC'r rational sttl fac<' appeared within 1 h<' plasma maJ de•-
grade the· confine•ttwnt JHOJH'rly due· to the• formation of magndic islands. In 
01 dcr to ;n·oid t lw low onl<·r re~onanre to obtain a fairly fixed rotational tram;-
form profile•, the• finite pressure dl"ccts on tlw vacuum rotational transform 
mnst lw kq>t sm<tll. .\laassberg e•t al. sl10wed tiiC' contours oft hC' bootstrap 
current eocfficie•nl on the• (ctfch,<b) space• by the DI\ ES cod<' undc•r t.h<' as-
sump! ion of mottoe•ncrgd ic part iclc•s. The•y clarific•d that the optimum r<'gion 
is close• to er/<lr "'0.0 and e" rv 0.1 to rcalize the small bootstrap currenl for a 
wide range of collisional it.\ [19]. The coni ribution of the toroidal compone·nt 
<, dri,·cs tokamak like bootstrap current which is approximately countc•rbal-
<uH·c·d hy the coni ribut ion from the h0lical component c11 (91 ]. 'l'll('se values 
of magn<'l ic spcct rum, <t/<h rv 0.!5 and (b rv 0.1' is \'ery dos<' to those· of 
I lw \Vi X. l'nfort unat<'ly, il is difficult to control the toroidal and bumpy 
contponcnts scparat<'ly in the continuous I= J helical coil sysfc>m because 
the) arc hoth sate•llite components of tJw main he•lical fi<'ld. 
Figure• 3.21 shows I he· boots! rap currc•nt coefficient (in arbitrary unit.) 
\"<'!"sus ''· at rj a 0 .. 5 in I he optimized lwlical axis configuration. N'egat ive 
valu<>s dC'notc that t.lw bootslrap current flows in the sam<' dir<'ct.ion as that 
in tokamaks. l lw rc·sults for two cases arc shown; a solid line corresponds 
to the rc•sults ohl<lincd by using 165 Fourier components of tlw magndir 
sp<>drum and a broken litH' rotT<'sponds to thos<' by assuming H01 = 0 with 
kc·<·ping other ron1ponents in the DKES cod<>. It is clearly seen that B01 has 
a significant effect to coni rol the bootstrap currC'nt especially in the banana-
platC'au r<'gimc. l'hercfore, a car<'ful control of the bumpy field component 
is n<'C<'ssary to minimi7.<' dl'ccts due to til<' bootstrap curr<'nt. on plasma co11-
fi Jle•mcn ( . 
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3.5 Divertor Structure 
C'onccrning I hC! particle• and CJH•rg.\ <'Xhaust for re·alizing a siC'ady stale' op 
<·ration of skllarator rc•aclor. th<•rc• is tlw conn·pt of a 11<1lural dt\e•rtor in 
tlw h<>liotron d<'\'in· [1:3, 7Gj. Th<' magn<'lic field litH's outside the outermost 
magnetic surfac<· arc• followed to itl\'<•stiga\c> the possihilit \'of a dive•rtor con-
figuration. They start from t!IC' points h<'ing posit ion<'d in t h<' plane's wit It 
</> 0, (lj.1)(27r/M) and (l/2)(27r/M) and at a distance of Oil<' t.hird of a 
plasma minor radius from tit<> oute•1 most magnetic surfan• in 1 he• van11111 , 
configura! ion. A simple toroidal vacuum chambe·r is assunwd with a major 
radius of 1.2 m and a minor radius of 1 .•I m for t lw He•lias like and lleliac-
like configurations and 1.2 111 for the opt imiz<'d lwliral a:-.. is configuration as 
a boundary for I he field line tracing. It is noted that the inn<'r I l hC'Iical 
coil is inside this chambe·r. 'J he litH' tracing< alculat ion hlls lw<'n dotH' for tlw 
lcnglh up to 760 111 for <'ach magnd ic field I inC'. Th 11s I he fi<•ld line which doc•s 
not inters<·d the cha mb('r smface has a length long<·r t ha 11 760 111. It should 
be also noted that I hC' inne'r I= I helical coil is assttnwd to he· a fil<uncutary 
coil and, therefore', even if the magn<'lic fi<'ld line strik<'s tlw finit(' si;tc• helicnl 
coil, the fi<'ld lin<> I racing is coni illtl<'d. 
Trac<>s on the magnc·t ic fi0ld I i JH'S in I he </> = 0 pia ne are· show 11 in Fig. 
3.22(a) and traces on the toroidal chamb<'t in Fig. :J.22(b) for the Ilc•lias like• 
configuration, F'ig. :L23 for the Ileliac-like configura! ion and l•'ig. 3.2tl forth<' 
opt imizcd h<'lical axis con figural ion. 
In the Il l'lias-like configuration, the whisker st ruct urc· is dearly s<>cn in 
Poincare plots of I he magnetic field lines, Fig. :3.12( a). It is <>xpect ed from 
Fig. :3.22(b) that the tracc•s of magne•tic fie•ld lines sl riking t he• toroidal cham 
b<'J' arc COJH"C'ntral<'d at 0"' 0 (or 0 rv 21r), i.e., in I lw oute·r vacuum region 
in tlw toroidal chamber. 'I h<'refor<', this field lirw sf ructun• outside• the out 
crmost magnetic surface' is <'nvisage•d as an op('ll dive•rtor. 
On tlw other hand. in the H('liac like configuJation. tiiC' explicit whisk<'r 
struct urc doe•s not <'xist and the maguetic surfaces an• surrounded by a wide· 
stochast ic lay<>r. Thc•sc difl'c'rmt magnetic st rudur<'s outside t lw outcrmosd 
magnetic surfac<' hd \\"<'en t h<' Helias like and ll<'liac-like configura I ions ma) 
b<' useful to investigate th<' role oft h<> divert or strudure to, for cxample, tlw 
impro\'enwnt of tlw plasma confinement. ' llw magrwtic fic·ld litws striking 
I h<' chamhN are conc<'nlra!C'd at 0"' 0 (or 0 rv 21r) also in the llcliar-l ikc 
coufiguration. ThC'reforc, it is easy to set up tlw divertor chambc•r in the 
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outN region of a torus in IIIIHS at least for low b<>ta plasma cxp<>riments. 
As for tlw optimi%ed helical axis configuration, it is cl<'arly s<'cn that 
five whiskers arC' diverging from tlw stochastic region surrounding the nested 
magnetic surfaces. This structure may b<' r<'latcd to n/m = tl/5 magnetic 
islands at t = 0.8. It is seen from Fig. :3.2:3(b) that magnetic field lines 
reaching the chamber surfac<' arc concentrated around 0 "J 1r /2 and 37r /2, 
i.e. , top and bot tom region of the chambcr ncar </> = 1/2 pNiod. A typical 
connection length of diverted magnetic field lin<'s to th<' chamber surfac<" is 
long<'r than I 00 111, which is typically comparable to that. of Ilcliot ron E. The 




It has been tried to obtain a helical axis stellarator configuration based on 
{ = 1 lwlical coil systC'm for a new 0exibiC' experinwntal dC'ViCC'. 
Wide range of magndic con figural ions including t lw lldias- like and I Ieliac-
like coufigura tions are possible in the llelias-lleliac Ilybrid Stdlarator ( JI III IS) 
by controlling the coil currents in helical, toroidal and peloidal coils. 
The maiu characteristics of lJclias-likC' and lleliac-like configura! ions arc 
as follows: 
• Helias-like configuration 
aspect ratio "J 7, 
high rotational transform, almost no shear, unchangeablc for finite 
beta plasmas, 
rather small axis shift (or Shafranov shift) for finite b<"ta and low 
({3) sLl 
- sufficiently reduced Ct and large cb with the same sign as ch, 
higher collisionless particle orbit loss rate, 
large particle diffusion coefficient and small bootstrap currcnt, 
- clear whisker structure outside the outermost magnetic surface, 
• Heliac-like configuration 
- aspect ratio "J 11, 
- medium rotational transform, weak shear at vacuum, easi ly change-
able for finite beta plasmas, 
high ((3) cq and ((J) st. 
c1 is almost comparable to the geometrical inverse aspect ratio and 
several field components with small amplitude, 
lower collision lcss particle orbit loss rate, 
particlc diffusion coefficiC'nt comparable to TJ -ll ; however, large 
bootstrap current, 
wide stochastic layer outside the outermost magnetic surface. 
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Tlwsc wid<· rang<' of magnetic configura! ions an· us<'ful forst udying the• 
rol<· of idc·al and resist i\'(' interchange mod<'s in n•lation to stability h<'ta limit 
J,y conrparinp, t lw rwtgrH•t ic configura! ions IH't ween with sufficic•nt ,·anrum 
magrwtic w<·ll and without it. Th<' <'XJ><'rinl<'ntal r<'sults in tlw l ldiotron 
E [n ] and I lw A'I 'F [9:J] show that t lw transport is anomalous particularly 
in t lw out cr c·dg<' rc·gion, wh<'r<' turbnl<'nt. clraraderist ics are ohs<'rvc>d. 1t 
is point<-d out I hat t lw most probable candida!<' for the <•dgc t urbul<'llC<' 
is lire n•sistivc• inl<'rchang<> instabilities [5:3]. ' l'hc•rdor<', it is worthwhile• to 
st nd.v this prohlc•m <'xperiment ally with <'Xploiting the wide• ra nge of rmtgn<'t ic 
conligmat ions of II II liS. The consiste-nt r<'lat ion hC'I ween t rapp('() part ic l<' 
orbit loss and radial electric fi<'ld may a lso lw investigated by changing tlw 
h<'l a value. 
For t IH• I I <'lias like configura! ion, since the· humpy cornponent lras t h<' 
sanw sign as t he• hc·lical component, rollisioniC'ss part ide orbit confin<'m<'nt 
is not good and the neoclassical ripple transport is not red11c<·d sulllci<'ntly. 
\1on·on·r. t II<' vacuum magnetic wdl is not c•nough for the :\1crcicr stability. 
I he Jl c•liar like• configuration is more attradi\'(' from the point of views of 
\1111) stahilit.\ and n<'oclassical ripple> tran-;port. since the magnetic wdl 
d<'pt h is st~lficicnt ly dcq> c>vcn in lhc vac11um configura! ion and the small 
h11rnpy COillJH>IH'nt has tlw opposite sign to tlw lwlical component, resulting 
in 1 he redur.t ion oft h<' magnetic field rippl<' in t h<' wC'ak magnd ic fidd region . 
llowc•vc•r, t he• rwoclassical diffusivity is still S<'veral t ime•s largc•r than that of 
the W7 X. 
TIH· opt imi;,C'd h<'l ical axis configuration hasc•d 011 the• modulated I = 1 
h<'lical coil has also 1><'<'11 descri l)('d, although tlw sign of pitch modulation 
oft lw I I hc•lical coil has bec>n changed from that for t II<' ll clias-likc and 
llc·liar like• configurations. The main characteristics of the optirni;,cd helical 
ax is configuration arc as follows: 
• Opt imized helical ax is configurat ion 
aspect ratio rv 8. 
mC'dium rotational transform. W<'ak shc>ar at \·acuum, easily chang(:'-
ablc for finite beta plasmas. 
high (/J),q and (1J)st. 
c 1 is almost comparable' to the g<'onwt rica I inv<'rs<' M>J)('Ct ratio and 
large <b with th<' opposite sign to <11, 
.52 
lowc•r collisionlc•ss part icl<· orbit loss ral<' I han Il<•lillc-lik<· configu-
ra 1 ion ( cf.. Ta bh· :L->). 
- part iclc• diffusion nwlficic•nt n•dt~n•d to plal<'au level of its equiv 
ale•11t tokamak and hootst n1p nrn<·nt coni rolla hie by the lnrmpy 
COlll]>OllC'Il(. 
cl<'llr whiskc•r structtn·e outside tlw outnrnost magnetic surface. 
Th<'s<' approaches and obtaine•d charackrist irs ar<' c•ssc·nt ially the sanl<' as 
those> dC'vc•lop<•d in the vn X; how<'V<'r, t lw roil syslc'rll is diffcrc>nt from t lw 
c•laboratc>d modular coils of tlw V'·/7 X, which may realize a fl<'xib le <'Xpcri 
mental devic<'. It is cliff<'l'c'nl fronr t h<· \\'7 X t hal tlw toroidal compon<•nt 
in the magnetic spectrum i:s not n•dtt<·c·d from t lw gc•onwt rica! invc>rsc aspc-ct 
ratio, which causes a fair!) larg<' Shafra!IO\ shift. 'J lwr<'forc, Oil<' of fut un• 
st udic•s is to decrc>as<' this /310 cOlllporwnt a11d to rc•ali/.c> a more opt imizC'd 
magnc>t ic configura lion. 
In addition to the abo\'<' favorable prop<·rl ie•s for p}a-;ma confincrn<'nl, 
t II<' large clearance> bet wec>n the hc·lica I coil and t lw ou I <'rrnost magnetic sur 
fae<• is advant agcous for plasma lwat ing and diagnostics in d<'signing a ll<'W 
experimental device. 
(\ 0.0 0.4 0.7 
(J /(RaJ·) 0.1G4 0.075 0.0/2 
-
c,((/) 0.153 0.038 0.011 
Hi1l ('X) (at 0.2 m) 4.05 5.10 7.02 
T able.3. 1 The geometrical inverse aspect ratio (ai(H,,.)) and toroidal field 
compon<'nl <t(a) and magndic hi ll (o/t) v.s. pitch modu lation Q 
with t h<' avc>ragc> position oft h<' rnagn<'t ic axis (/?u.r) = 2.2 rn 
rix<'d for M = 6 case>. 
Coil typ<' 
Oo a maj, min radii [rn] curr<'nt [M A J 
hc•lical lllll<'r -7r 0.7 2.:3, 0.19 2.805 
out c•r 0.0 -O.b 2.2, 1..10 0.017 
V<'rt ical 
-0.383 
toroidal •1 I p<'r iod center [m] radius [m] -;. fo [MAJ. C4, Cs 
H = 2.2 1.8 0 .. 5, 0.067, 0.0, 0.0 
Table.3 .2 (a ) Coil paramet<:'rs for l h<' Tic-lias lik<' configuration with 
t h<' a v<'ragc magndic flC'Id of I T on the magn<'lic axis. 
('oil t YJH' 
.__ . 
Oo (} maj, min rad ii (m] curr<'nt [M AJ 
~~-
-h<'l ica I lllll<'r -7r 
f-
0.4 2.:3, 0. 19 0 .. 556 




\<'l't ical 0.011 
toroidal •1 I pNiod ccnt<'r [m] radius [m] 1, lo [1\lA], C4. Cs 
--R = 2.2 1.8 8.0. 0.732. 1.50. 0.0 
T a ble.3.2 (b ) Coil parameters for the ll<•liac like ron figural ion with 
t h<' a vcragc magnetic held of I r 011 t h<• magu<'l ic axis. 
,)J 
(1 0.0 -0.3 -0.45 
f&/fh (at 0.12 tn) 2.G5 1.90 1.53 
-
Hill ( Vc ) (at 0.12 111) 0.50 0.34 0.21 
Table .3.3 The ratio of the bump) cornpon<·nt to t h<· lwlical one, <bl c 1,, and 
magnetic hill (<X) both at r-= 0.12 m v.s. pitch modulation 
param<'kr n with th<' fixc•d avNagc• position of th<' magrt<'tic axis 
(RaT) = 2.:3 Ill. 
('oil type 
-Oo (\ ~j, min radii [m] current [~1A] 
h<'lical -7r 0.45 2.:J, o.:n 1.1.58 
V<'rt ical -0.729 
·-
toroidal ·1lperiod C<'n t cr [ m J radius [m] '), fo (:\t A]. C,, C's 




R = 2.2 1.2 I. L 0.389, 0.7.1. O.S70 
Coil param<:'t<'rs for the opt imiz<'d helical axis configura I ion 
with the av<'rag<' rnagrwtic fic>ld of l Ton the magnetic axis. 
Condi tions loss (W) 
( (,6)(%), ~o (kV )) 
-
(0.0, 0 .0) 31.3 
(6 .4, 0 .0) 14.1 
(0.0, 0.5) 0.0 
(0.0, 0.0 ) 19.5 
- --
-
(4.1 , 0.0 ) 2.2 
(0.0, 0 .5) 0.0 
(0.0. 0 .0 ) 18.1 
-
(2.9. 0.0) 7.3 
-
(0.0, 0 .23) 0.4 
T a ble.3.5 Particle loss rates fo r sc'v<'ral rouditions for the lklias-like, 
Heliac-lik<' and opt imi:.wd lwli<'al axis configurations. 
(a) 
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Fig. 3.1 : Variations of vacuum magnetic hill as a function of averag<' radius 
wlwn (a) thr number of the field J><'riod !11 , (b) the minor radius 
of the h<'li<'al roil ac and (c) th<' axisymmetri c toroidal fi<'ld 
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Fig. 3.2: Dqwndenr<' of the• magnd ic axis c•xcursion tl on helical coil 
paranwtC'rs: (a) J/, (b) ar and (c) I· 
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Fig. 3 .3: 
0 R [m] 3.5 
The sclwmatic view of the> coil system for both the Tldias- like and 
H<'liac likr configurations (toroidal coils are shown only for one 
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F ig. 3.5: The sdl<'lllat ic view of t.h<' coil syst<'rn for opt.imiz<'d h<'lin\1 axis 
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I f1 .1<' bc•ta plasmas . . f'lc• for vacuulll <UH tnt . 
The rotational transfotm piO '. I ( ·) <>!>( imi~<'d h<'lind axts 
1 r l1kc an< c · for (a) lldias-l ikc, (b) I c tar 
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< B >(%) 
Fig. 3.8: Magn<'tic axis shift normaliz<'d by plasllla minor radius VNsus (11) 
for (a) llclias-like: (b) ll<'liac-likc and (c) optimiz<'d hdical axis 
configurations. 
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F ig. 3.9: The ~ l <•rcier stability critNion fht are :-;hown for S('\'<'ral ( J) values Cl) 
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F ig. 3.10: Fouric•r spectrum of tlw magnetic fi<'ld slr<'np,th in tlw Boozer 
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Fig. 3 .11: Fouri<>r sped nrm of I lw map,rwt ic fic·ld st r<>ngt h in t lw Boozer 
coordinates for {a) vacuu111 and (b) (li) = ·1.5% for optimized 
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Contours of the magnetic fie ld strength on the (Ba, c/Ja ) plane (le ft) and the magnetic field strength Fig . 3.12: 
along the fie ld line (right) both on the outermost magnetic surface for (a) vacuum and (b) ({3) = 4.5% cases. 
T he solid line in t he left figures denotes the magnetic field line for one toroidal period. 
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(a) (} BO == Q . 
<Pao = 0 ( 1/4)(2ro /Af) ( 1/'2)('2rr /M) 
r/a 
v perp v perp v perp 
ot::..t::.. xoo OXX xoo ~:::..xx xxo 
00 00 00 00 00 00 
0.2 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 
v para 0 v para 0 vpara 
v perp v perp v perp 
~:::...xx l::..xo t::..f:::..X x~:::...o ~:::..xx xxt::... 
00 00 00 00 00 00 
05 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 
v para 0 v para 0 v para 
v perp v perp v perp 
f:::..X Xf:::.. xx xx xx xxt::... ox xo ox xo XX 00 00 00 00 00 00 0.8 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 
v para 0 v para 0 v para 
Fig. 3.14: Classificat ion of particle orbits in the velocity space. P<uticles are launched from r/a = 0.2, 0.5, 0.8 and 
</>eo= 0, (l/4)(2rr/Jv/), ( l/2)(27r/M), respectively, starting from (a) 880 = 0 and (b) BJJo = rr. 
The symbol 0 denotes untrapped particle, 6 denotes trapped particle and x denotes loss particle. 
(a) (} BO == 7f 
</>ao = 0 ( l/,1)(27r /M) (1/2)('27i/J/) 
rfa 
v perp v perp v perp 
0 oo oo0 ot::..x xxo ~:::..xx l::..x 00 00 00 00 00 xo 00 0.2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
,....,. 
0 
v para 0 v para 0 v para 
v perp v perp v perp 
ooo oo0 Ox X xxo xl::.. l::..x 00 00 00 00 ox xo 00 00 0.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
/"', 
0 
v para 0 v para 0 v para 
v perp v perp v perp 
0 oo ooo Ox X xxo xl::.. l::..x 
00 00 00 00 ox XX 
0.8 0 0 0 0 00 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
,.... 
0 
v para 0 v para 0 v para 
(a) <Po 0 
0.5 
N 0 .0 
-0.5 
- 1.0 L_~~~~~--~ 
-1.0-0.5 0.0 0.5 1.0 
r 
(b) <Po 0.2 (d) <Po -0.2 
0.5 0.5 
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(c) <Po 0.5 (e) <Po -0.5 
0.5 0.5 
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-1.0-0.5 0.0 0.5 1.0 
r r 
Fig. 3.15: Variations of trapped parLide orbit in th<' vacuum configuration 
with radial electric field are shown for several <1'> 0 values. 
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Fig. 3.16: Orbits of d<'eply trapped part.icle with kin<>tic cn<'rgy of 0.1 k<'V 
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v .(effective collision frequency) 
Fig. 3.17: Diffusivily normalized by thc cquivalent tokamak platcau value 
versuo.; dfectiv<> collision frequ<'ncy ''· fort hc llelias lik<> (0) and 
llc•liac like (D) configurations. For comparison, rcsults for 












Fig. 3.18: Contours givcn by th<' integral in the• hrark<>t of Eq. (2.11) ar<' 
shown on (ctfc,., cbjc,,) plane. 'l'h<· optimizcd helical axis 
configuration is plottc•d (Q). 'l'h<' origin cotT<'Sponds to 
the quasi-helically symmd ric sl<·llarator such as the HSX. 
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Fig. 3.19: Diffusivit) normaliz<'d hy the equival<·nt tokamak plateau value 
v<•rsus <·fl"<'din· collision fn•qu<'ncy 11,. for lhc optimiz<·d lwlical 
axis configuration (0) with rH•gligibly small radial <'l<'ctrit fif'ld. 
For cornparison, results for zNo H01 tasc (6) and IIC'Iiac like 
























F ig. 3 .20: Diffusi,·ity norrllaliz<'d by the <'quivalcnt tokamak plat<'au valu<' 
,·ersus c>ffcctiv<' collision freqtwncy 11. for the> optimized hc>lical axis 
configuration (D) with radial <'lc•ctric fif'ld of Cr/v = :l x 10 :l V·sfm2 . 
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Fig . 3.22: Poincare plots of magnetic field lines outside the outermost magnetic surface in Ilelia~ like configuration: 






c/>=0 ¢ = (J / '1)(2rr ji\I) ¢ = (l/2)(2·rr/M) 
(b) 2 n ,;.,_ 
e 1-
01 ..,r 
0 <P 2 n/M 
Fig . 3. 23: Poincare plots of lllagnetic fie ld li nes outside the outermost magnetic surface in Ileliac-like configuration: 
(a) lraccs in cf> :-- 0, (1/4)(27r/M) and (1/2)('27r/M) and (h) traces on the vacuum chamber. 
(a) 
~ . .... 0 • 
c)= 0 ¢> = (l/·l)(27r/M) ¢ = ( 1/2)(27r /M) 
(b) 2 n - 1 i ....... ~~ 
.......... ;,...~ 
·:... r ........- ... ,,-- .- ·' ·-.. ... :• 
e 
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Fig. 3.24: Poinc;ne plot:' of magnetic field lines outside I he outermost. magnetic surface in optimized helical axis 
configuration : {a) traces in ¢> = 0: (1/-1)(2;rf:\/) and {l/'2){2rr/M) and (b) traces on the ,·acuuttl chamber. 
4 Nonlinear Incompressible Poloidal Viscos-
ity and Its Implications on H Mode in 
Stellarator Plasm as 
4.1 Introduction 
For prcsc•tll skllaralon;, anomalous transport govc·rns plasma confinement 
rnllwr than rl<'oclassical one docs. llowevc·r, eV<'Il if Lh<' anomalous I ransport 
is clotnin<11ll in the helical axis stcllarators, tlw L - I I transit ion is expcctabl<' 
un<kr ccrl<~in conditions. The II mode is t h<' dischc-ng<' wit it improved C'll-
<'rgy nmfirH'lll<'llt which has b<'cn developed in tokamaks and rc•cently similar 
dischargc·s have bC'C'll obs<'rved in stcllaralors. 
An c•.xplanation of the physical mC'chanism for the cause of the• L - II tran-
sit ion in tokamaks is basC'd on the bifurcal ion oft he radial <·IC'cl ric field lJr 
t !trough t h<' <'xist<'nC<' of a local maximum of plasma viscosity as a function 
of poloidal flow v<>locity [23, 24, 2.5, 26]. The fundamental physical reason of 
til<' nonlin<'ar dep<'ndenc<' of the poloidal viscosity on poloidal flow Yelocity 
is the rc·so!lann· bet we<'n the parallel (to B ) part icl<' sp<'NI and the E x B 
drift v<'locily, wh<'r<' E is the dectric fidel and B is I he• magnetic fi<'ld. Sub-
sc•cpwntly suppression of llw turbulent fluctuation du<' to the shear of the 
E x B and thC' diamagndic angular velocity [91, 95, 96]. P lasma viscosity 
is a llonlin<'ar function of Er and has a local maximum located at. a cri t ical 
poloidal Mach numlwr of t.he E x B velocity M11 = (VvJ-:IJ/vTJ3p) of Lhc 
ordc•r of unity, as dC'monstrated experimentally in th<' Continuous Current 
l'okamak (C'(''J') [2.5] and the Tokamak ExpNiniC'nl for 'l'<·chnology Oriented 
lk•warch (TEX J'OH) (26]. Here Vp,r.; is the poloidal E x B drift velocity, vr. 
is t lte ion t lwrmal velocity, and Bp is tlw poloidal magnctir fi<'ld strength. 
The qualitat ivc• r<'~..,ttlts based on this theory arc in good agrecmC'nt with the 
c·'\pcrinwntalnwasur<'ments at the L- lJ transition in DID-D [23] or .JFT-2~1 
[21]. In 1 his Chapter, the same theory extended to slc•llarator configurations 
is applied to clarify the characteristic; of prcsc·nt and nC'xt gc•neration stel-
larator dC'vices including th<' opt imizcd helical axis configuration discuss<>d 
in Chapter :J from tire L- 11 transition point of view. 
Other tlteori<·s has<'d on the turbuiC'nt Heynolds slr<'ss [97, 98] or Stringer 
spin-up [9H] hav<' been d<'vC'lopcd . How<'ver, their extensions to slC'IIa rators 
ar<' not shown explicitly, and at present quantitat ive' comparison among scv-
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era I devices is difficult. l..iinn· tlu·re <H<' difr(·n·nn•:-. i11 111agrwt ic configura I ion 
IH't ween tokamaks and stcllarators. skllt~ntlor II mode c•.xpc•rinwnts arf' im-
portant to den•lop the L II transition theory. if tlw nwchani:-.rn is the same· 
for both types of dc•vice. Thus the pn•sc•nt I ransit ion t hcor.\' prO\·ides furl IIC'r 
tc•sts with thC' existing and futur<' stc•llarator <'XJ><•rirnenb. 
Sinn· stellarator clc·vicc•s can sustain toroidal plasmas continuously with-
out current drive and c·liminaiC' major disrupt ions casil.v, t 11<'.\ havf' poiC'II -
tiality for th0 magnC'Iic fusion rC'aclor. l'he si<·IIMator dc·vices ha\'C' hC'cn 
st udicd in .Japan for many years, and ll eliot ron 1•: [7] and ('JJ S [8] arc now 
operating. 1\cw next general ion dc·vice Lll J) [I :l] is under consl rucl ion. It 
is not able t hal the L II transit ion like· plwnonw11a hav(' IH•C'n obsnved in 
the ('JJS, when thC' plasma current is inclun·d to change• rotational transform 
profile somewhat [22]. 
Stcllarators with tlw nanw of \\'endelstein ha\'C' been studied intcnsi,·ely 
in ~lax Planck lnsl it ut<• for many yc·ars. Hc•ccnli) main direction of \\"cn -
d<'lstein stcllarator is to develop modular coil system to confine current less 
toroidal plasmas with significantly redun·d paralic•) curr('nt. Tlw \\'7 .\S 
(100] is a present device and the W7 X [101) has hc•c•n designed as the nc•xl 
generation device. In the \\'7-AS Ill<' L - II I ransil ion ph<'nomC'na ha\·c also 
I>C'cn observed in the EC'Hll plasmas without tlw nC't plasma \urTcnt [102]. 
At present, it is realized ouly for a narrow r<•gion of the edge rotational 
transform, t(a) ~ 0.52. 
In Section 4 .2, a brief deri val ion of t IH' nonl ir l<'ar poloidal viscosit.y for 
stcll a rator devices is shown. In Sc•ct ion J.:J, t lw non lill<'iH poloidal viscosity is 
calculated for the above devic<'s; (' JI S, ll c· liot ron E, LIID , W7-AS, W7-X and 
the optimi~:ed helical axis configura I ion cl<>scriiH'd in C'haplc•r 3. Although 
each dc\'icc has many variations for experillH'Hial magnetic configurations. 
only onC' rC'prcsental iv<' magnc•t ic configura! ion is chosen except for the C IIS. 
It is also noted that the parameters to dc•srrihc• magnetic field speclrum 
of each devic<' are approxirnat<' to C'slimatc• the• nonlinc>ar poloidal \'iscosity. 
llowew•r, the c;;cnsiti\·it~· of I he nonlinear poloidal \'iscosity was checked on 
th<• choscn parameters. Also rnom<'nl um loss due to charge exchange react ion 
with neutral particles is cvaluat<'d. Characl<'rist ics of tlw nonlin<'a r poloidal 
\·isrosity are discussC'd in these stellarators nwnl ionC'd above and some com-
nwnts will be given for r<'sults rc>levanl to eXJ><'rinwnts. Main results ar<' 
summarized in Section 4.1. 
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4.2 Nonlinear Incompressib le Polo idal Viscosity 
Tlw poloidal and toroidal plasma viscosities can be cakulated from the lin-
eari,c·d drift kinf'tic equations with plasma flows [103, 104), 
v
2 ( 1 3 Vo) [ (3/2) 2 q . \lin B] [(ull+ \it)n+v,~ J·V.f ('(f)= 22 ---~ .fM V-\1 In 13- £ 1' - p , VT 2 2 V 5 
( 4.1) 
whcr<> V is lh<> mass flow vC'Iocity, \111 is the mass flow velocity parallel to 
B, v 1.; is t.lw E x B drift V<·locity, vii is th<> particle spc<'cl parallel to B , q 
is the lwat flow, L~:l/ 2 ) = (5/2) -112 jvj., Pis th<' plasma pressure, .fM is thf' 
Maxwellian dislribut ion function, and C(.f) is the Coulomb collision opf'ra-
tor. In thC' plateau Pfirsch-Schluter regirne, Eq. (4.1) can be solved with a 
Krook collision t<.>rm C(f) = - 11k.f with a proper choice of collision frequency 
11k· For a stdlaralor configuration, the magn<>tic field can be expressed in the 
standard toroidal coordinates (r,O, () as follows: 
mn 
where !30 is the magnctic field strength on the> magnetic axis, m (n) is the 
poloidal (toroidal) mode number, and Cmn 's arc the amplitude's with the> mode 
numbcrs (m,n). The resonant part of the solution of Eq. (1.1) in the plateau-
p fi rsch-Sch I iiter r<'gi nw for a large aspect ratio stellarat or configuration is 
v
2 (J 3v0) [ ( (3/2) 2 )2: f = 2- - - -- /A1 - V · \10- !.~ - q · \10 me R 2 2 2 2 1 5 p mn mn VT V mn 
sin(mO- n() + (v. \1( - L~3/2) .!:._q. vc) L 11Cmn sin(mO- n()] 
5P mn 
(4.2) 
where Hmn = llk/[(mwo - nwc) 2 + vj), wo (vii + \llth 1 / B + VE · \10, 
w, = (vii + \'ll)l/' 1 / IJ + v 1;; · \7(. Here the Hamada coordinates is employed 
and 'l/• 1 = B · \7( and \ 1 = B · \70 for a magnetic Geld B = B v + B t = 
!j/\lfl x \70 - \ 1 \lf' x \7(, where \l is tlw volume encloscd by lhc flux 
surface. Thc magnetic field has ])('en dPscribc>d in the Hamada coordinates 
in the large aspect ratio limit which is appropriate for most of stcllarators. 
Heal spectrum of stellarator magnetic fie ld has many Fourier components of 
helical magnetic field; howcvN, dominant or truncated FouriN components 
arc sufrici<>nl to calculate the poloidal plasma viscosity with reasonable ac-
curacy. lkrc> it is not<'d that the pert urbccl distribution fuuction is linear in 
the lllagnetic perturbations and the viscosity is quadratic in them. Since the 
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hC'Iical magnetic componf'nts (mn with 111 =/: 0 and 11 =/: 0 arc considf'red as 
thf' magndic J)('rturbations to tiH' d01ninant axisymmdric ric·ld, it is allowc·d 
to 1wglc•ct thC' high<'r order lf'rms with respect to c "'" in Eq. ( 1.2). 
'J'h<> poloidal plasma viscosity can b<' calndal<'d from the dC'finition [I():)) 
which yi<'lds 
(B p · \1 · II) 
( L:J) 
wh<'rc• N and rnA are plasma density and mass, respect ivc·ly, lm n and !1,"' in 
Eq. ( 1.3) ar<' given by 
= - dx.r c-.r 
{ 
lmn } 1 100 2 { 
l 'fr 0 .t· - ~)j'J 
"'mn " · -
} j I 2 2 ( 11\ 1 ) X - I dy( I - 3y ) B Rmn 1 
( 1.1) 
where' .r = v2 /v5·, y = vu/v, 11k = J11D + 11E, and 11v ancltiE are cl('finccl in Rd. 
[106]. I1 ere the upper limit of tlw energy intc>gral in Eq. ( 1.'1) is cxtendcd to 
infinity by assuming hi-Maxwellian distribution function. Th€' viswsity giv<'n 
by Eq . (4 .3) is fort he thermal ion component and the hot ions are assunwd to 
undergo the orbit loss process discusscd in Hcf. (2-1). It can IH' assumed that 
ion distribution is a Maxwell ian. In this cas<', ilw upp<'r limit of the• integral 
in Eq. (-1.1) should be v1: 112 = (11A.RqfvTmc~12 ) 1 12 , wher<> c11 = Ctf\1 denotes th<' 
dominant helical magnetic component. lt is also assumed that the largest 
value of 8r occurs at a distance about one tll('rmal ion orbit size away from 
the plasma boundary. In t h<' Ia rgc a sped ratio toroida I coordinates ( 7', 0, (). 
the poloidal plasma \'iscosity in Eq. (1.:3) is shown as [107] 
(B v · \7 ·II) 
\
f 2 I 
1 m AU'['\ 
(4 .5) 
wh<'re \~,y = -c(dP/dr)j(/\ 'n•T/31,). Vp,T = - c(dTjdr)/(ct'T/JJ>), and M11 = 
-cl~,j(HpvT)· In obtaining Eq. ( 1.5 ), it is employed a conversion formula 
to <'Xpress Hamada coordinate's in tNms of standard toroidal coordinates for 
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tl tokallltlk [!Oh]. Th11s Eq. (·1.0) is tlpproxinwtc•. It is also tlssllllled thllt 
\ 11 /nr ""0 and I + 2(/l "''2ql with q e1(/Jj JJ,), wh<'r<• (t ('OITe•sponds to e1,o· 
It is nol<'d I hat .H1, is posit i\'<' for /•.,'r <-. 0. The· se•cond krm in l•:q. (·1..1) is 
re·latcd to t h<' clt<trg<' c·xchangc lllOlll<'lll 11111 loss and 11,11 = .\',. (au)u·· where 
J\',. is the Il<'lll 1 <tl d<·nsit y and (m·)cr is t h<' n•acl ion rate of ('hargc <'Xchang<' 
r<'act ion. 
Th<' physicalntod<·l of I IH' L - 11 transit ion hased on th<' nonlinc•ar poloidal 
\'iscosil)' is explained briefly in Appendix C. 
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4 .3 Magnetic Spectnnn and Poloidal Viscosity of Re-
cent Stella rators 
4.3.1 CHS 
lk< <'Ill ly I I mode• or II mode like• I ran"porl harric•r has IH'cn ohsNV<'d in 
tiH' ('IJ~ [22] and th<· \\7 \~ [10'2]. First. nonlin<'ar poloidal \'isrosil)' is 
calculated for tlw ('JJS. In I II<' ('liS, II mod<' like transit ions O('cur in \HI 
plasmas with the toroidal plasmn curr<'nt. Til<' line a\c·ragc•d <'lcct ron density 
ris<•s wh ilc• tlw llo- signal drops, and t lw c·kct ro11 dc•nsit y profile· stcepc11s near 
t he• plasma edge. 
In the cas<' of the ('liS I (standard). a model magnetic field is desnihed 
in tlw (1·.0,() coordinal<'s as 13/ H0 = 1 - cosO e,. cos('20 - 8(). where 
<1 <1,0 = 0.136 and <1o = c 2.~ 0.'21 as listc·d in I able -1.1 (:-;<'<' CII S 1). It is 
not<'d that these values r<'produ('<' the magnetic st ruct llr<' near thC'edge region 
with ({cd,gc = 1.25 approximatc•ly. For a particular magnet i(' surface in the 
CII S, c1 and chat Qedgc = 1.'25 ar<' somC'what differ<•nl and satell ite magnetic 
components also appear. Jlow<'ver, the sakllit<' magn<'l ic components of Uw 
(' IJ S affcd thc> nonlinear poloidal viscosity V<'ry wc•akly as will bc> disntss<'d 
Ia t er. 
The damping of the toroidal rotation by l he hcl ica I magnetic field com · 
ponC'nt chcos(ml}- n() is strong bC'cause usually 11q » m [91]. T hus the' 
toroidal vis('Qsity of stcllarator can ('Qffipetc wit.h tiH· charg<' exchange mo-
mentum loss mechanism in damping the toroidal rot.at ion [109]. It is assunwd 
h<'l'<' that the toroidal rot at ion is damped so that '11/vT "'0. His shown that 
th<' damping of the poloidal rotation by the charg<' <'xchang<' mom<'nlum loss 
mechanism is not as large as the damping of the toroidal rotation, when· a 
factor of(~ appears in front of charge exchange poloidal rotation damping 
term in Eq. (4.5). Howev<'r, this t<'rm affects thc poloidal viscosity signifi 
cant.ly as will be shown laiN. With the approximation \'11/vT "'0, the right 
hand sid<' of Eq. (4.5) bC'conws an <'quation of 8r for a given set of values of 
\~,y and \lp,T· 
Figure 1.1 shows the norn1alized poloidal viscosity 
( 1.6) 
\'crsus poloidal l\lach numb<'r .\11, in the CII S I for \~,,1' - 0.2, Vp,T 0.1 
and 11~i = lljJlqf( Vr(i12 ) = 12, whc·rc vL is Ilk :3111J + 111~ for ions [106]. In 
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lkf. (107). ""·''- 0.1 nlld vp.'l = 0.2 arc> a~slllll<'d: lt0\\'('\'<'1', elfc•cts of these' 
choi<'<'S oil 111'·" is f<tirl) wc·nk. \\"hc>tl ''(.JJf(t't / HtJ ) is denc·as<'d from 1.0 to 
0.1, lol'al maxirmttll of I lp,•• appc·ars at 1\/r "' 7.0 which is sotnc•what largc•r 
tlr<w ,\IP -1111- lllfl/111 for 111 = 2. 11 =Sand q,J9 , - I.~.S. Figure 1.2 shows 
ll7,,u \ crsus Mp for the lc·ss collisional plasma wit It ''· · = I in I he C'liS I. 
llc•rc• 11 7,,, lr<ts two clc·ar local maxima for ''•JJ/(t··,fHq) 0.1; \11,"' 1.8 and 
J\11, ,....., (i.~. 
It is shown that t he• i\lach mrmhN corrcsportding to t he• local rnaximum 
I. . f I . I •' 12 . I I 1 of 11 1,,,. dcnc·asc•s, wll<'n the upper tnnt o I H' tnt cgra ,,, Ill 11111 <Ill< '11111 
is dc·nc·ascd fmnt I hc infinity. In Fig. 1.:3(a), I he second local maximum of 
II rnovc·s from ,\11,"' (i ~in Fig. 1.2 to M1, "':Ui for ''·• - 1.0, ,,;,'12 = 1.0 J'.IC • • 
<utd ''·IJ/(Pt/ Uq) _ 0.1. although the lirst local rnaxintlltll of 11 ,.,, <~lrnost 
disapJ><'Ms. For ''·• - 1.0, v212 = 1.0 <1nd ''•JJI(PtiHtt) ~ 0 or no charge 
c·xchangc• lltonwrtl tllll loss in Fig. J.:3(b). tlw first local tllflximlllll apJ)('ars 
dc•arl\' at \1 "'0.\. From Fig. ·1.1 and Fig. •1.:l. the dec r<'asc· of ''•JJI(vrl Hq) 
is not dfcrt ive to obtain llrC' local maximum of 11 7 •• 71 at \11, "' l.f> - 1. in t h<' 
collisiollal plasma with ''·• "' 10- 12. 
li en• tlw (•ffecl of aspccl ratio on 11 1,,,. in tlw ('JII) is c•xamincll hy incrcas-
iup, e 1 artificially {sc·e ('liS U iu Tahl<' l.l) hut l h<'re is 110 siguificanl chang(• of 
11 1,,, IH'I wc•c•n Jo'ig. ·1.~(h) and Fig. 1.1. !\ext. satellite magnC'I ic componC'nts 
of cr.~ -- 0.0:> and l:1,8 = 0.05 (sc>c C'JIS Ill in !'able 1.1) arc' includ(•d in tl1e 
cakulat ion of 11 7,, 11 but again t hC'r<' is no signilicant. ch<lllge of ll1,,u bd W('('ll 
Fig. l.:l(b) and Fig. l.f>. It is noted that these• \'aiii<'S of e 1,11 and <:1,8 an• chosC'Il 
just for c•,·alllat ion and do not corrc>spoJJd to a part inrlar configura( ion. 
According to I he L - II transition theory the local rnaximfl of l 17,,11 hav<' a 
possibility to rc•alizc• th<•llmod<'. From this point of \'i<'\\ tlw lirsl local tnfiX-
imunt with lowest \lach numb<'r \11, is most impotl<tnl. In the <'liS, whC'n 
both ''·• and ''<JJI(I' f Hq) become> small. "·• ~ I and ''•JJI(I't I liq) .:S 0.1. 
1 he lirsl local rnaxintum exist'> at .l/1>"' 1.8. llowc·,·c·t'. sinn• tlw !-iC'COtl<l local 
ntaxillllllll <•xisls at ,\IP"' 7. ll p.n iu tllC' n·gion of J\/p"' 2.5 doc's not dccrc>asC' 
signifin111tly. This t<'sult may sugg<'sl that th<' impro\·e·nH·nt of e'IH'rg~ con-
lin<'llll'nl of tlw II rnoclc· lik<' discharg<'S in lh<' ('IJ~ is not large·. which seems 
consisl<'nl with tht• <'XJH'riment [22]. One• qu<'stion related to the C''\JH'Iiment 
is t h<tl tlw II ntodc like• transition occurs on I.\· for cutTe'lll nnr.vinp, plaslnfls 
on t II<' ordn of ( 10 20) k.\ and it docs not occur for CIIIT<'Illle .... s plasrnas. It 
is spcctrlill<'d I l1al '\Ill I) fluct uat ioJJs ohs<'n cd in t lw currc·nt carT.ring ('liS 
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plasmas producC' a h<'at pulse• propagat inp, from I h<' con• to the> edge rc•gion. 
Ions in the> edge region arc hC'alcd by this lwat llow and ''·• is dcnC'asc•d from 
11. i 2:: .) to v •• "" 1, which make•s it possihl<' to have th<' local maximum of 
ll 1,,n· Since :\JlJD fluctuation l<'vels at<• llsually lowe•r in nrrrcntlf'ss plasmas. 
t ltC' a hove> scenario is not CXJH'ckd for t IIC' nr rr<•n t lc'ss op<'ra t ion. 
4.3.2 Heliotron E 
The> IIC'Iiotron E (II-E) has a large• aspC'rt ratio, c, = 0.1 and a large IH'Iiral 
magnetic component. with 111 = 2 and 11- 19, <11 ( 2 ,19 = 0.25 (see li I ~ in 
Table 4.1 ). Also the cdg<' rotational transform is larg<>, (Jedgr = 0.5. 
FigurC' 4.6 shows Il p,n versus M1, in t hc• 11 -E for a collisional plasma with 
''·• = 12. For collisional plasmas t h<' first local maximum at 1U" "" 1..)- 2 
is obtained \\'hen the chargC' (•xrhang<' momc•nt 11111 loss is cxtremcl} small. 
''rJJI(vrl Rq) = 0.01. Figur<' -1.7 shows lfp.u versus Mp for a wc>akly collisional 
plasma with v.1 = 1.0. In this case the> first local maximum of Ilp,n appears 
at M P "" 1.8 for vf f J I { vr I llq) = 0.1. 'l'h us I he' decrease of v. , is the key 
probiC'm in order lo obtain tlw L- II transition in the II -E. It is notc>d that 
liP." shown in Fig. ·1.7{b) rf'semblC's to that in Fig. 1.2(b) for the C II S. This 
suggC'sts that the L- II transition will be• possibiC' also in the li-E, if it is 
realized in a currentless CII S plasma. 
4.3.3 LHD 
ThC' LJI D is t.hC' next gcn<'ra tion device 11nd<-r construction. The in vc>rs<' 
aspect ratio, c1 = 0.14, is largN than that of II E. It is expected that highc>t' 
t<•mp<'rat urc plasmas with l<'mperat lll'<'s of I 5 keV will b<' confined stably 
[I:J]. Figure 1.8 shows liP·" \'<'rsus 1111, for a collisional plasma with v.i -
12. \\'hC'n "cJJI(vriRq) < 0.1. til<' first local maximum of liP·" app<'ars 
marginally. Figure 1.9 shows 117,,,. versus .111, for a \\eakly collisional plasma 
with 11. = 1.0. In this case th<> first local maximum of llp.t, appears for 
11( 11 I ( t•r/ Rq) "" 0.1. It s<'ems l Ita t tlw L - II Ira nsit ion is rc>alizC'd in the LII J) 
as in the C'HS by comparing Fig!'. 1.\ and •1.9 with Figs. l.l and 4.2. 
4.3.4 W7-AS 
'l'lw \\'7 AS was designC'd to r<'cltH·e PS(' wit It modulflr coil s~·st<'m, which is 
rc•latc'd to rc>duction oft he· n<·oclassical transport and improvC'mcnt of equi · 
librium lwta li1uit [ 100]. llowcn~r. the \\"7 \ l) Ita:- Jllany map,nd ic fic·ld com-
poii<'IJI s suclr ;r:; ( 111.,) - (0. - .) ). (I. f)). (2. - .) ). (I. -ICI ). It is noted that the 
(111. 11) - (0. -:1) cotll)>oll<'lll docs not coni rilml<' to I he nonlin<'al' poloidal 
\'iscosil.\' iu Eq. (•!..~1). ' Ill<• \V7 ;\<.., dc•,·ice has li\'e fi<·ld p<'riod (,\! .)) and 
Fotlli<•r roJttpon<·ut:-. of tlw magndic ric•ld sp<'d rum arc· sho\\'11 in 1 able 1.1. 
which an· <':-.t in1i'llcd fr<>Jll H<'f. [1·1]. Jlcn· <o,-!i • <2, r;. < 1• 10 arc• tak('n into 
account instC'ad of <o,:., < l,r,. <:l,S· 
In t l1<• \\ 7 ,\S, II mode phascs Ci'lll last up to 0.2 s and show almost all 
the charcH·t<·Jistics known fron1 tokan1aks, such as the• drop in the• 11 11 signal 
associated with edp,c· locali;.wd modes (ELMs), as WC'Il as tiH' d<'v<·lopm<'nt. of 
an <•dp,<• transport barri<'r. an incrc•as<' of the poloidal impurity flow velocity 
and a reduction of th<' fluctuations in this region. 
Fip,u r<' ·1.1 0 shows llp.n versus At P for a col lisiona I plasma wit l1 11.1 =- 12. 
EH·n w hc·rt t h<' cha rgc cxrhange momentum loss is not so la rg<', 11,11 I ( l1T I Rq) = 
0.;), thc•n• is no local maximum of ll p,n· For II£JJI(l'JIIlq)- 0.01, the local 
maxiuturn of ll p,n appcars at ,UP rv 2.0. In the \\'7 AS case, only the first 
local maximum of 11 7,,., is dearly seen for v,JJI(~'IIUq) rv 0.01 {sec Fig. 
·1.10 and Fig. 4 .II). II C're it is noted that til<' local maximun1 valu<' of llp,n 
appeared for ''•JJ I(l' f I Uq) rv 0.01 is not larg<'. 
From rc·sult s shown in Figs. 4 .1 0 and 1.11 , it is suggc•st ed that t lw decrease 
of ''·• is as important as the decrease of neutral dC'nsity, sine<' the local maxi-
llllllll of 11 11 ,,, appears for 11*, = I and VLJJI(ur/ Uq) rv 0.5. In order lo obtain 
t h<' L II t.ra.nsition in the W7-AS ECRII plasma, a high dc·nsity plasma wilh 
11;::: Her is rcquir<'d, where· n cr rv {4 - 5) X 1013 cm a at 13 - 2 .. 1 T. Wh<'n the 
dc•nsity IH'romes high in the E('RH plasma, the ion tC'mpc•rature incr<>ases 
due to Coulomb cn<'l'gy transfer from el<'ctrons to ions. This tc•ndcncy seems 
consisknt with t.he abo,·c suggestions. Also til<' rotational transform to ob-
tain tiH· L - II transition is limited to t(a) ~ 0.52 in the \\'7-AS. This may 
not h<' n•lakd to the nonlinear poloidal \'iscosity. Usually sc•paratrix ronflg-
llr<\tion is fa\'orabl<· to r<'alizc the dear ll mod<' from tokamak eXJ><'riments. 
B~ considC'rinv, that the' separatrix appears at t(a) ~ o .. ) and t(a) incr<'aS<'S 
due to the finit<' b<'la dfcct. the above value of t(a)"' 0 . .)2 may b<>long to a 
possihl<' range to obtain the L - II transition. 
It is nol<'d that the abO\'<' values of ll ,>,n forth<' W7 AS ar<' smaller than 
thos<' for tlw ('liS and the LIID, whid1 make's it easier to generate the poloidal 
flow with a fairly small ion orbit loss flux (sC'<' Eq. (<'.2) in Appendix C'). This 
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may be a reason t hal t II<' L II I r·;,nsit ion pll<'IIOIIH'Il<t han· lw<·n ohsen•c•cl in 
llw <'IIIT<'ntlc:-.s plasma of llw \\ 7 \ <.., 
4.3.5 W7-X 
' l' lw magrH't ic configmat ion for t h<' \\ 7 \. d<·vin• [I 0 I] is designc·d to r<'alize 
tlw quasi h<'lically synnnetric stellarator [I."'>]. It has five fic·ld period (.\1 _ ;)) 
a 11 d t It<· Four i <' r w m pone 11 t of ( 111 , 11 ) - ( I , fi ) is do 1 n i n a 11 t. Sign i fica 11 t fc• a 
llln' of th<' Fouric·r spectrum is the l>ltlllJ>Y cornponc•nt, (m.n) = (0.!5), witlt 
the opposil<' sign to the llli'lin ll('licHI corllporwnt is realized to rc·duce t II<' 
hoot.st rap curr<'nl which dtang<•s! lw llHlJ!,II<'I ic ronfip,urat ion substantially in 
finit<' IH'ta plasmas. Th<'r<'for<' tlw Fouric•r con1ponc•nt of (111,11) = (0,5) is 
includ<'d as -;hown in 'fable .J.J, although it does not aff<'ct th<' nonlin<'ar 
poloidal viscosity. The toroidicity co1responding to c 1,0 is dc•cr<'asC'd signif-
icantly compar<'d to the g<>onwtrical imc•rs<• aspc•ct ratio with the car<'ful 
dc•sign of! he modular coil systc·m. 
Figur<' 1.12 show<> I lp,n \'C'rsus \11, for a collisional plasma with 11.1 = 
12. Even for ti~JJI(v·rfRq) < I, th<' first local maximum of Tip,n appc•ars 
marginally at M p rv 1 .8. Tlw decrcaS(' of II,,,,. in the rc•gion of Jlp rv 2 . .) is 
not larg<' even for VcJJI(uTIIlq) - 0.01. In the case of 11. 1 = 1.0 shown in 
Fig. 1.1 :3, the behavior of 11 p,n is not so ciirfc•n•n t from Fig. 1.12. Thus the L -
II transition will be expected in the W7 X if t.IH' nonlirwar poloidal viscosity 
plays an important rol<' and t he• neutral dc•nsily at t.lw plasma edge r('gion is 
decreased substant ially. 
4.3.6 Optimized H elical Axis C onfiguration 
Finally, nonlinear poloidal viscosity is evaluated fort he opt imiz<>cl h<'lical axis 
wnflguration described in Chap!C'r :3. It has fom fi<'ld pNiod (M = I) and 
<1, = <r,t· <t = <r.o and <b = <0 , 1 arc dominant FouriN components of the· 
magnct ic field. This struct urc is similat lo that oft he \\'7- X, although c 1,0 is 
not r<'d uced from t h<' gconwt rica I in' crsc• aspect ratio. Figu rc .J.l 1 shows I 11,,,. 
vc•r<;us .\!P for a collisional plasma with 1'-• = 12. Even for ,,,1JI(t·11Uq) < 1. 
t h<' flrst local maximum of l lp,u appears \'<'1',\' weakly at ,\/1' rv 2.0. In th<' less 
coli isional cas<', 11,.1 = 1 .0, as shown in Fig. ·1.1 :>. t lw IH'hi'l vi or of Ilp,n is similar 
to that of th<' \\'7-AS case, although tlw value• of lip," is about one order of 
magnitude larger. It is not<'d !hal the• cl<'ar first local maximum is not S<'<'ll 
in til<' \V7-X case (Fig. 4.1:3) for the• sanw valuc•s of (11•n v,JJI(vTI Rq)). Thus 
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it is considc•rc•d that the unrc•duced c1,o or rclativ<'ly IC~rgc frMtion of c1,o/<t ,1 
nmtributc·s to make <t clc·ar "tokamak like" local maxintum at JJP"' l. 
It is <'XJ>C'd<'d frotn <thon· rc:-;ult s that the L - II transition is possible• in 
the opt itnized hc•lical axis configuration with the similar nonlinC'ar poloidal 
viscositv to that iu the W7-AS. 
4.4 Summary 
The tokamak L- II transition theory has lw<'n applied to pres<'nt and rwxt 
general ion stellarator ckvicc•s (C'IIS, llc•liot ron E. Lll D. \\'7 AS, \\'7 X and 
the optirni;,NI helical axis configuration dc•scrib<'d in ChapiN :3) in a con-
trolled manner by making use of the I wo or more local maxima in poloidal 
viscosit~ as a function of the poloidal ~1ach number. Depending on the· rc•la-
tiv<' magnitudes of the magnetic field spectrum. the local maxima in poloidal 
viscosity, and thus, th<' transition can occur c>it her at a critical poloidal l\1ach 
numhN Mv on the ordc>r of unity, similar tot hat of a tokamak, or at Mv on tit<' 
ordc>r of lm - nqlfm, similar to that of a lwlically symmd ric torus. Tlwrefore. 
thc> underlying L - II transition dynamics in stellarators can be invcstigaiC'd 
by performing the L - lJ transition ex peri men ts on <'ither a st ellarator with an 
adjustable magnetic field spectrum such as IIIIIIS or on s<•vcral stcllaralors 
with different magn<'tic field spectrum. 
In ord<'r to observe the dear local maximum of the poloidal viscosity, it is 
effective• not only to reduce I he ion-ion collision frequency but also to reducc• 
the effed of the charg<' exchange mom<>ntum loss by controlling tlw edg<> 
neutral d<>nsity. Therefore, it is considc•rcd that the good divcrtor function 
is necessary to realize L - lJ transition from the latter point. 
Some results in this chapter seem consistent with the• c•xperimcntal ob-
servations in stellarator II mode CXJ><'rim<>nts. The possibilities of Llw L 
li transit ion in the major next general ion stellarator d<•vices, the Lll D and 
the W7-X, arc also shown. It is also <>xpcctcd that the L - II transition is 
possible in the optimiz<>d h<>lical axis configuration, in which the behavior of 
nonlinear poloidal viscosity is similar to that of the \\'7 AS. 
Finally, it should h<• noted that it is necessary to cxcc>NI dominant local 
maxima to have a stellarator II mode as good as that of tokamaks [110). 
This can be made easi<·r if lm - nqlfw is close to unity, i.<'., similar to that 
of tokamaks, for example. by decreasing 11 oft he main h<>lical field. 
( 1.0 <o,.\1 ( 1,.\1 < l.M c :1,.\ I 
-
CHS (M- ' ) 
I 0.1:36 0.0 0.0 0.~1 0.0 
II 0.17 0.0 0.0 0.~1 0.0 
JU 0.]:36 0.0 ·0.00 0.~1 0.0!) 
Ileliotron E ( M 19) 0.1 0.0 0.0 (). 2!) 0.0 
LliD (.'/ 10) 0.1 ·1 0.0 0.0 0.21 0.0 
(cu,-s ) ( ( I, IU) ( ( 2, s) 
W7-AS (.\/ 5) 0.053 0.029 0. o:w 0 .021J 0.025 
W7-X (.\1 5) 0.03 0. 1:2.5 0.08 0.0 0.0 
Optimized h e lical axis 0.12 0.1.5 0.1 •1 0.0 0.0 
fconfiguration ( M = 1) 
Table.4.1 Mod<' I magnetic field spectrum for ralcula t ion of 
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Fig. 4.1: Normaliz<>d poloidal viscosity II1,,n V<'rsus poloidal :\1ach number Mp 
in CBS (standard) for (a) (v. ,, llrJJf(Pr/ Rq )) = {12, 1.0) and (b) {12, 0.1). 
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Fig. 4.2: rrp,n versus Mp in ('liS (standard) for (a) (11.11/I~JJf(vr/Rq)) = (1.0,0.1) 
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Fig. 4.6: Tlp,n versus Mp in Hcliotron E for (a) (ll*i,VeJJf(vrf!lq)) = (12, 1.0) 
and ( h) ( J 2, 0. 0 1 ) . 
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Fig. 4.7: Ilp,n versus J/1, in Heliotron E for (a) (v • .,veJJI(vrfRq)) = (1.0,0.1) 
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Fig. 4.8: IIp,n versus Mp in LI!D for (a) (ll•i,vcJJI(vTfllq)) = (12,0. 1) 
and (b) ( 1 2, 0. 0 l ) . 
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Fig. 4. 9: I1 p,n versus Mp in LIID for (a) ( 11.,, 11(JJ / ( v r/ Hq)) = ( 1.0, 0.1) 
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Fig. 4.10: Il1,,r, VC'rsus UP in \V7 AS for (a) (v.j,llrJJ/(!'T/Rq)) = (12,0 .. 5) 
and (b) (12, 0.01). 
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Fig. 4.11: IIp.n VC'rsus M1, in \\'7- \S for (a) (v.,,JI,JJ/(ur/Rq)) = (1.0.0.1) 
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Fig. 4.12: n p,n VC'fSIIS MJ, in \\'7 X for (a) (v. j,li,JJf(v·J/Rq)) = (12,1.0) 
and (h) (12, 0.01). 
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Fig. 4 .13: Ilp,n V('rsus \fP in W7-X for (a) (v. ,,lltJJf(v,jHq)) = (1.0,0.1) 
and (b) (1.0, 0.01). 
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F ig. 4.14 : Il p,n v<•rsus MP in the optimized he·lical axis configuration for 
(a) (t'*"l'cJJf(vrfRq)) = (12,0.1) and {b) (12, 0.01). 
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Fig. 4 .15: llp,r v<'rsus Hp in the optimiz<'d he•lical axis configuration for 
(a) (t'· i·l'eJJf(z·r/ Rq)) = (1.0,0.1) and (b) (1.0, 0.01). 
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5 C oncluding Remark s 
In this I lwsis, S<'V<'raln<'W IH·Iical axi~ stcllarator cotdigmat ions, llelias-llc•liac 
I 1.) hrid Stellarator (HilliS) and tliC' opt imi;wcl lwlind axis configura! ion, an· 
J>resc·uted, which haV<' IH'<'Il obtaitl<'d by theoretical guidanc·c•s for compatihil -
it~ hc•twe'<'n the high beta limit and lh<' good trappc•d particle confin<'III<'JJI. 
Combinations of I - I lwlic al coil and poloidal and toroidal coils al -
low a fr<'<'dom for coni rolling I he ml\gnetic fic·ld SJH'cl rtllll by adjusting t lw 
coil currents in these coil sysl<·m. Thus tlw wide rang<· of magnct.ic con 
figurations including Jlelias like aud lldiac-like configurat iou are possible in 
a siuglc• dc•vicc. HJJIIS. Among these two r<'J)I'C's<'lllativ<· configurations in 
lJ Jl JI S, lJeliac-lik<' coufigurat ion has a sufficient \'acuttm magnetic w<'ll, con-
lribut ing to the high limit of IH'Ia value, (,:J).st,...., 7.:Jt;{. which is C\'aluatcd by 
ideal .\1ercier criterion. 11owc•vc•r, til<' tH•oclassical transport is not optimized 
d II<' to ih<' <'11 han cemen I of the magnetic field ripple by the broad sped runt 
of the magnelic field, although the par-ticle diffttsivily is about. on<' orciN of 
magnitude smaller lhan that of lklias-like configuration by controlling the 
humpy cornponcnt. Th<' bumpy compon<'nl is large• and has the same sign 
as the helical one and cause's the• enhancement of tlw magnetic fldd ripple• in 
Jl c•lias like configuration. 
Applying the analytical n<'odassical transport analysis with multiple h<' 
licity in t.he low collisionality r<'gimc to the helic-al axis configurations has 
led to the att<'niion 011 Uw bumpy component; the humpy component with 
the opposit<' sign to the dominant. ll<'lical one is V<'ry <'ff<'ctivc to reduce Lhc: 
magnetic field ripple in th<' region of 0 "'0, which r<'sults in the reduction 
of neoclassical ripple transport. This is easily n•<dize·d by changing the sign 
of I he pitch modulation of I = 1 h<'lical coil and t lwn the optimiz<'d hdi 
cal axis configuration is obtained. In this ronfigmation, the plateau level of 
neoclassical particle diffusivity almost the same as I hat of its equivalent toka 
mak is obtained by the DKES cod<'. Moreover, lh<' vacuum magnetic well in 
the <'ntirc plasma r<'gion contributes to (/3) 81 "' (I:J)r, "' 1.5%. Collision less 
particle orbit confinement is also studied and fin if<• I>C'ta and radial elc•ctric 
field impro\'e the trapped part id<' confinc•ment clue to I he diamagnetic effect 
and E x B poloidal rotation, rcspecti\'cly. Bootstrap cutT<'nt, which has a 
possibility to cause the ext<·nsiv<' low order rational surfac<'s in low shear stel 
larators, is controllable by I he bumpy field componc•nt and this is desirable 
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to iuwsligat <· til<' c•ffcct s of bootstrap cunc'tll in finit<• l><'la plasmas. Aho\·c 
nu·ntion<'d cap<thility of I his magnrt ic configura I io11 is similar to t II<' \\'7 X 
from tlw poiut of vic•ws of lwt<t limit. n<'oclassical transport and high energy 
part kl<· confitii'IJH'nl: ilowc·n·r. I his hc·lical axis st<'llarator doc·s not usc mod-
ul<tr coils as in t lw W7-X. It should h<' noted I hat I hc• c1 COlllJ)()ll<'lll in I he 
tnagn<'l ic li<·lcl sp<'cl nnn is not redu('(•d from t IH' g<'OIIl<'l rica! inverse <~spcct 
ratio. which cau ::ws tlw substantial change of rotational transform for finite• 
hda plastlHlS. 
In add it ion tot he above favorable propc•rt i<'s for hip,h lempera\.urc• plasmC'l 
nmfitH'IIH'nl, t h<' larp,<' clc•araJH'<' bd wc•c·n t h<' helical coil c111d t II<' ouknnos\ 
magnetic surfan', and t II<' Oil<' bd \\'<'e'n I he cham her 'HHface and t h<' outcr-
Jnost magnd i<' surface arc· ach·ant agcous for plasma heating and diagnostics 
in dc·signinp, '' JH'\\' c•xp<'rinwntal device. 
One· wc·ilk point of the• abo\c nwntionc·d optimization is that the under-
standing of tlw anomalous transport go\'<'rning the pla•a11a confinement in 
the n·<tlistic situations is not. mature. In this cas<', it is important to dc\'clop 
ways to supprc•ss th<' anomalous transport. From the tokamak <'XJH'rimcnts. 
t lw J, - II transit ion is n·liahlc· to improve confitH•nwnt t inw with about a 
faclo1 oft \\'0. ~inc<· t hc·rc· is a significant diffc'r<'ll('(' in t hc• magn<'l ic configu-
ra I 1011 bel \\'C'<'II sl<'llarators and tokamaks, II mod<' <'XJH'rinwnts in st<'llarators 
arc i111port (In I in clarifvi11g t h<' L- I I transit ion physics. On<' of the ex pia-
nat ions of t II<' physical m<'chanisms for tlw L II t ransit.ion in tokamaks is 
<'Xtc·nd<'d and app lic•d to stellarator configurations to clarify I he charac!<'r-
ist ics of prc•sc•n t and next gen<'l'a I ion stc_>llara tor dC'v ie<•s ((' liS, 11<'1 iot ron E, 
Lll )), \Vi 1\S, \\'7 X and the optimi:.~ed h<'lical axis configura! ion considered 
in this t.lwsis) from t h<' L - 11 transition point of view. 'I his t IH'ory is bas<'d 
on t h<' hi furcal ion of I he radial C'lectric field 8r through th<' c·xist<'llc<' of a 
local maxilllulll in t IH' plasma poloidal \'iscosity as a fund ion of poloidal flow 
n•locit y. 
In mdcr to obtain th<' dear local maximum of the poloidal \iscosity. 
n•duct ion of t hc• charge· exchange momentum loss by suppr<'ssing t h<' <'dg<' 
nc•ut ral dc•nsity is V<'ry effect i\'(~ in addition to th<• reduct ion of ion-ion collision 
frc·q uc·n cy. 
Ill<' localllwxima in poloidal \'isC'osity d<'JWnds on t lw r<'lat ive magnitudes 
of th<' m<~p,ndic fiC'!d spectrum, and thus, th<' transition may occur <'ith<'r at 
a nit ira! poloidal r.. tach number MP on the ord<'r of unity rorr<•sponding to 
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that of a tokamak. or at i\/P 011 th<' ordc•r of lm llfll/m corr<'sponding tot hat 
of a he! ically symnl<'l ric torus. I kr<'. 111 ( 11) is I lw poloida I ( t oroida I) mod<' 
nutnlwr of the main he•lical fi<'ld. 'l'h<'r<'for<'. the und<'rlying L - H transition 
dynamics in sl<'llarators ma~ he< larific•d by p<'rforming L - l1 transition <'X-
JH'riments on <'ithcr a stcllarator with a11 adjustahlc· magn<'lic fi<'ld sp<·<·tnutr 
such as Jill liS or on sevC'ral stcllarators \\'it h cliffer<'nl magnetic field spec-
trum, which will givC' the fmthc·r tc•:-;ts of this lh<'ory. From the th<'orc•tical 
r<'sults in Chapter 1, the L - II tn1nsition is also expectable in th<' optimizc•d 
hc• lical axis configuration discussed in Chapl<'r :1. 
The fut lll'<' studies ronceming I h<' st1hjc•cts in this t hc•sis arc desrrilwd 
bri<'fly. 
In t ll<' optimiz<'d helical axis configm<ll ion d<'scribed in Chapter :3, the 
toroidal romponent (1 in I he magrwt ir spc·ctrum is not rc•duccd from th<' gc·o-
m<'ttical invers<' aspect ratio. Th<' toroidal dfc•d is tlw origin of the Pfirsch-
Schliiter current which change_<; the rotational t ransfonn profile substanliall~. 
If this change degrades confi nenwnt property d uc to magn<'lic island gcn<'r -
at ion. an <'ffort will b<' rwc<>ssary to dC'nc•as<' I h<' c1 component. It is nol<'d 
that this c1 compon<'nt also causc·s the• lj11 ripple• diffusi,·ity a little larg<'r 
than that of the \\'7-X. although it can b<' rNiuced to th<' level of th<' \V7 X 
by controlling the bumpy field comporwnt. As for tlw MilD ('quilibrium, a 
frC'<' boundary equilibrium calculation is also rc•quired to study the dfC'd of 
thC' vert ical field control for finit<' IH'Ia plasmas. In this thesis, the structure 
of magnetic fie ld lines is studied only for the· vacuum configurat ions. T he fr<'<' 
boundary MilD equi libri um wi ll clarify t he magnet ic strud ur(' in the r<'gion 
outside the outermost magnetic surface' also for finitc bda plasmas. It is 
also necessary to follow particle orbits of higlwr <'Jwrgy particl<'s to clarify o 
particle confinement deflnitiv<'ly. 
/\s for the L- H transition theory dcsu·ibc•d in Chapter 4: \'11/ t'T"' 0 is 
assumed du<' to tll<' damping of t lw toroidal rot at ion is st<'llarators. flow-
ever, this assumption is not ll<'("('ssar~. It is possible• to obtain the paralic•! 
flo\\' speed l 'i1 in I he steady st atc• solution saltsfying t he• poloida I and toroidal 
momentum equations simultatwously jill]. Furtlr<'r comparisons with exper-
imental results are necessary to clarify t lw role• oft he plasma flow Oil L - 11 
transit ion physics. 
lf this type of device based on the• Jllodulal<'d l I helical coil sysl<'lll 
is built, it will contribute to investigal<' physics of helical axis stellarators in 
11 I 
add it ion to W7-X, T.J-ll and IISX c>tc. and also to the stellarator physics. 
Considerable subjects exJH'ded to become clear arc as follows; 
- anomalous transport caused by tlw c>gde turbulence and its rela-
tion to the magn(•tic well or hill configuration, 
inter- relation bet ween trapped particle orbit loss and generation 
of radial electric field, 
- magnetic field line st rud urc ou Lsi de> the outermost magnetic sur-
fan' (wid<' stochastic layer , clear divc>rtor st ructure) and its innu-
cnce on the bulk plasma confinement, 
relation bd.wcen anomalous transport and the magnetic field spec-
trum. 
Finally, it is added that the above dC'scribed concept of the optimized 
hC'Iical axis configuration is one of the candidates for the next experimental 
device at the Institute> of Advanced Energy (IAE), Kyoto University. 
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A DKES code 
Cock for Nco classical Transport Cocffici<'llts 
'1'1}(' neoclassical transport coefficients for part iclc diffusion, ('Jwrgy difl'u-
sion, bootstrap current and Ware pinch can be computed by the DI<ES code 
[ 17). In this Appendix, sonw remarks on the nuJlwrica I schenws used in the 
DI\ES code and its applications arc explained brieny. 
A.l Basic Equations 
For a quasistat.ic lllagnet.ic configuration of interest in transport applica-
tions (fJBjfJt,....., 0 on the collision tim<' scale), Lh<' <'volution of the gyrophasC' 
angiC' <P independent part of the distribution function f(x, v , I) is governed 
by the following conservative drift kineti c C'quat ion 
of 1 a 1 a ~ + V · (v9J) + -. --8 (sin o:of) + -2 !l(v
2i1.f) = C(.f, f). (i\. 1) 
ut Sill 0 0: V UIJ 
Here the notations arc the same as those in Ref. [17) and ( v, 0:, <P) arc the 
spherical velocity space coordinates, where vii = v coso and o: is the pitch 
angle, and are convenient for numerical computations. 
For transport computations, expanding Eq. (A.l) about a local Maxwellian 
f 111 and using the expansion of B on the magnetic coordinates yield the fol-
lowing steady state linear equation for h (th<" perturbed distribution that 
results from small local departures from thermodynamic equilibrium) 
(A.2) 
with the same notations as in Ref. [47). This conservative form is useful in 
establishing variational properties of the drift kinetic equation as described 
in the following. 
A.2 Variational Principle 
A variational principle for the thermodynamic flux(~s is derived from the 
linearized equation (A.2), with v~, = 0 which corresponds to the neglect 
of radial electric field. Since the DKES can treat the transition particle 
dynamics, a variational principle is required that is valid for all collisionalitics. 
H is convenient to recast Eq. (A.2) as follows 
(A.3) 
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wlwre !Jt - ft f fM , f1 (gt) - .ft..1\' (gJ) and ( ' (g,) 
product is dcfitl<'d as 
(i\.1) 
where the angle brackets indicate the surfacC'-averagC'. Noting t.h<' conscrva-
ti\'e nature' of Eq. (J\.2), it follows from integration by parts that 
\'1 antisymmdric operator ( {/, fi (h)} =-{It, V(f)}), 
( ' symnwtric operator ( {f, C'(h)} = {h, C\J)}). 
' l'hus the total op<'rator in Eq. (A.2) has no syrnmetry structure with respect 
to the imwr product. 'l'o obtain a variational principl<> for such an equal ion, 
it is n<"ccssary to introduce the adjoint equation 
(A.5) 
When D* is chos<'n to satisfy D*(Eu,a) = D( - Eu,?r- o) = D(E11,a), the 
adjoint equal ion has reversed orbits, where Ell is the surface-averaged electric 
fi<>ld strength in t.h<' B direction. 
To obtain equations with definite symmetry properties, the sum and dif-
f<'r<'HCC' distributions, p±, are introduced 
p± = (g1 ± hi)/2. 
Adding and subtracting Eqs. (i\.3) and (A.5) with D* = D yield 
V(F-)- 6(1"+) 





After sonw calculations with these equations, the C'ntropy production rateS 
is obtain<'d as follows: 
llsing the symmetry properties of(/ and C, it follows that.~ is a \'ariational 
quantity with respect to I•'± allCI attains its stationary value,.~. = -{g" D}, 
whC'n F± satisfy Eq. (i\.7). This S,. can also be rcpr<'sentcd as 
a 
.~. = L JJAj' (A.9) 
j = l 
lltl 
whcrC' 11 are the thermodynamic fluxes conjugate to tllC' forces A 1 , 
3 
11 (r. \1 p) - L LtnA,.' 




(Q · "V pfT) 
- L L'.lnAn' (i\.10) 
?1=1 
3 
h - n(u ·B) - - L L3nAn · 
n = l 
lJC're, p is the label of the magnetic surface, T = J V Dfl d3v is the partidC' 
flux, Q = 1' j v vK ftcPv is the heat flux and nu · B = B j vuf,d3v . ThC' 
coefficient Lij defined in Eq. (A. IO) arc clements of th<> Onsagar transport 
matrix . 
os 
The relations = 0 together with Eq. (A.9) make up a variational 
oF± 
principle for computing values of t.he t.ransport matrix clements for all colli-
sion frequency regimes. 
Since 6 is a negative operator , its inve rse is well defined except for func-
tions comprising the collisional i11 variants wh ich are in the null space of 6. H 
is cornputationary efficient to consider the augmented negative definite oper-
ator, 6( = 6 + c, where ( ~ o- has negative eigenvalues in the null space of 
6. The operator 6( is r igorously invertible and the transport coefficients can 
be computed as the lim it of a sequence corresponding to decreasing values 
of c. Th us, 
(A.ll) 
from the second equation of (A.7) and subst itut ing this into the expansion 
for S y ields the following quadrat ic form fo r F+: 
.~(F+) = lim [ {F+, t/6; 1 V(F+)} - { p+, 6(F+)} - 2{ p+, D}). (J\.12) 
(~o-
Since the operator M = v6;-1 V- 6 is positive definite, the> extr<'mal value 
of S obtained by varying p+ corresponds to a minimum. Equation (A.l2) is 
therefore> an energy p rincip le for determining the thermodynamic fluxes. 
A.3 Fourier-Legendre Expansion of the Distribution Function 
The variational distribution F± defined in Eq. (A .6) can be expanded in 
a Fourier-Legendre series as fo llows [4 7) 
3 
p± = 2: AdLPt(cosa) L L Ft~:t(v)e~m(O,()} · (J\ .13) 
i = l I m,n"'(=c,s 
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lien• 0 < I < L ( /. is t lw maximum onlc•r in a t runcr~tcd Lc·gcndn· sc·nes 
approximation for F 1 ) and {JJ1(.r)} i'lr<' tlw orthonomali;,ed Lq~c·ndrc pol.vno 
111ials. Tlw c~, 11 (fJ, () arc• ort hononwlizc·d t rip,ononwtric functions(/ = r: cos, 
') - .... :sin). ' llw n•sult ing \"<I rial ional equal ions for I he C'Xpansion codliciC'nls 
in Eq. (A.J:l) ;m• liskd in gqs. (:W). (~7) of Hef. [17]. In practice. thc•y arc 
soln·d for sc•vc·ral dill'cn•111 values oft lw radial ele•ct ric field st rc·ngt h and of 
the collisionality to oht<tin 1-';:11 ,.1• Then the transport co<'fficicnt r,1 ran IH' 
c·xprcssc·d as 
I J (/\.11) 
•) 
1111'~ 
: normaliz<'d kinel ic CtH'r"\') and 21 b. w ll<'rc' .<It - .lJJ - I . ,f/2 =- l\. ( 1\' -
/J,J(/\) is I he \'C'Iocity dq><'ndenl diffusion codlicient (cf .. Eq. (:JQh) of Hcf. 
[ 17]). 
A .4 Numerical Sch<'me 
An appropriate analysis of the eigenvalue· structure of l~q. (i\.7) can be 
made' by considering scalt\r mod<•ls for t he• OJ><'I'Citors (f(F±) "" ±wbF± and 
('( r±) "' - II, ff ,, ±. If d F± I dt is rctain<'d in Eq. (A .7). the resulting l<'mporal 
<'igenvalues are - JI,ff :l iwl, = -tlcJJ( I ± i/11. ). Thus in the low collision 
frequency regime•s of int<'test (11. ~ I), llw explicit numerical inl<'gral ion of 
tlw undcrdampe•d syslc•m in Eq. (A.7) converges only very slO\vly toward a 
stc>ady state• solution. 
Tlw ronv<'rgcncc• rate of the explicit l<'tnporal integration schenw can be 
substantially improved by using the <'nergy principle for F±, Eq. (A.l2), as 
I II<' basis for a wnjugal<' minimization nwt hod. l'his method. which g<'n<'ral-
izes the steqwst dc•sn•nt tc•chnique, finds t II<' quadratic minimum of .S' along 
~warch direr! ions \\"hi<"h arc giv<'n as appropriate' combinations of th<' loral 
gradients g(F+) ::=: M F+ - D. 
'l'h<' conjugate gradient sch<'mc is lllttcll n1on• <>fficient at. all collision fre-
quencies than c·xplicit temporal integration. O n<' rc>ason for this improvC'd 
<'ffici<'ncy is I hat the cig<'ll va l U<' spcctru 111 <'X ist iu the compl<'x plane. 
Tlw main attribute of th<' conjugal<' gradient method is the rc•lati\'ely 
small storage r<'quirenwnt compared with t IH· direct matrix inversion l<'ch-
n iq ucs. Ilo\\'e\·cr, I he• tridiagonal structure oft he variation a I equal ions (A.., 1 = &lUtl 
0, cf., Eq. (26) of lkf. [-17]) with respect to t.hc• Legendre index I may be <'X-
ploited to efficiC'ntly invert these equations with minimal storage. A blork-
11() 
tridiagonal solver SC'<'IIls to lw c·onsidt•rahly fast<'!' in the low collisio11 l'n·-
qw•nc·,v regimes than tlw llliJ>I'<'<'OIHiil i01wd conjll~<lle J!,raclic·nt 111('1 ltod wit), 
a computal ion tinw that is twarly indc•lwlldc•ttl of,, JJfw1,. 
A.5 Appl ication of the DKES code 
The DJ\J'S code has IH'<'n applic·d to st ud.v nc•ochtssicaltransport propc·r 
t ie•:-;, part iclc diffusion and hoot strap coc•fficic·nts, of helical axis configura I ions 
in this thesis. Since the DhES code· is hasc•d on llw llo01er coordinatc•s, i1 
is ne•ce•ssary to have• t he• mag11<'l ic field quanl it ics such its I he poloidal Hnd 
toroidal flux profile•s and tlw Fourier spc<lnttlt of tlw lwld stre·ngth in tiH• 
Booze·r coordinates fur til<' input data. 'J lwsc· quant it i<'s can bC' obtaitwd by 
transforming tlw :\111)) c•quilibriun1 calculate·d in tht• \'\ IE(' coordinatc•s to 
the Booze•r coor·dinat e•s. 
Figurc•s A.J show the· results of th<' COII\'e•rge·ncc· study of diffusion nH'f 
ficie•nt with r<'sped to (a) Fourie•r mode nut11lwr with I 00 Le•gendrc• poly 
notnials and (b) Legendre polynomials with JG!) l•'ourin tnodC's for the cas<' 
of II,. "" J.!) X w-2 without radial elc·d ric fi<'ld. It is clearly se·en frotll Fi,[!,. 
\.l(a) that mor<' than :WO l•<>~nicr mod<·s an•nc·n·ssary to obtain sufficie•nt 
con\·c•rg<'nc<' and from Fig. A.l (h) that th<' numhN of Legendre' polynomials 
has little effect on til<' ron\·c•rge•nn• if the sufficic·nt llllllll><'r of Fourie·r modc·s 
arc• used. Tlwrefore, 100 Legendre polynomials and •Hi!) Fourier mode•s for 
dist rihut ion functions haw bc•e•n usc>d to study ne•oclassical transport prop 
e•rt i<'s of helical ax is configura I ions in this thesis. Tlw transport coeffirie•1tts 
arC' ohtain<'d with sufficic·nt accuracy for the paranwtcr r<'gim<' of 11& > 10-l; 
howC've•r, it. has been difficult to obtain good conve·•w·ncc in the rcginw of 
11. < 10- 2 . In thos<' cas<'s. Ill<' upp<'r and lowc•r \·ahws from \'ariational prin-
ciples arc a\·<'rag.:'d to ha\'C' t he• approximat e• transport coe•ffi<:ients. In lkf. 
[112], tlw same behavior has appe•ar<'d and tlw diffusion coefficients arc<"\-
trapolatc•d by assuming a lj11 or 11 variation e·xpcctccl by the neoclassical 
transport tiH'ory. 
When an equival<'nt l oka mak is considerc•d. Fou ricr <'Oillponen t s of tlw 
magndir field strength for a l)('lical axis stdlarator is manipulalc•d in tlw 
code• so that the toroidal co!IIJ)()ne·nt in the magnd ic spc•ct nun bC'comc•s tlw 
san I<' as the geometrical in\ C'l'sc• asJ)('d ratio of llw spccific·d magnetic surf an• 
with k<'e'ping the rotational t ransforrn and fteld st H·ngt h ave•raged along the 
magriC'tic axis. As for t he• "IJ0 1 = 0" case in Figs. :3.19 and 3.21, only /Jo1 
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COlllJH>IH'nl is sl't to zero in til<' code with kc>l'ping all ot h<'r input data. H is 
notc•d that this elimination of the bumpy fic>ld comporwnl dol's not change 
the a \'<'rag<' magnetic fic·ld strength on the magnd ir axis. ' I h us, t IH' )) I\ ES 
code is usC'ful to st ud.v t II(' effect of c•ach rompon<'nt of t h<' magn<'t.ic ric·ld 
sp<'ct rurn on the neoclassical transport 1wparatcly. 
Hccc·ntly. the DKES wclc has be<'n appli<'d to study the n<•oclassical trans 
port in t lw low asp<'ct ra l io tokamak [II :J) in which the magnetic field st rengl h 
can not I><' rc•pr<'sC'nted simply by H = 130 ( I c1 cos 0) since <1 "' 1. TIH•rc•-
fore, Fouri<'r com poncn t s corrC'spond i ng to h igh<'r poloida I mode n u m bc• rs arc 
included. Jt is noted that c·ffccts of the magnetic field ripple due to the finite 
n umbc·r of toroidal coi Is on the neoclassical transport pro pert ics in con V<'n 
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Fig. A .l : Converg<'nC<' study of diffusion coeffici<•nt for optimiz<'d hc·lical 
axis configuration with respC'ct to (a) FouriC'r modes and 
(b) L<'g<'ndr<' polynomials in the DKES rod<'. 
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B VMEC code 
:3D l\IHD Eqnilibrintu Code 
The V~li~C' [f>~l) is tht• most popular code to obtain :3)) \111)) equilibria 
for ~l<'llarators. In this Appendix. th<' nullwrintl sdtc•nw us<'d in th<• \ \1 E(' 
is t•xplaiJH'd hri<"lly and :-.<'\'<'ral diflicult problt-ms in applying this cod<• to 
equilibria of h<'lical axi:-. stclloralor configuration'> ar<' discussed. 
B. l Numerical scheme in VMEC 
'l'lw \'\H (' is d<'vclop<'d to <'alculak the :lJ) ~1 11 1) <"quilibria of st<•llara-
tors using I h<' in\'<'rs<' SJH'rtral method. 
The tot a I <'JH'rgy ll'p in t h<' plasma region \~,. 
1r,. = r -.- + -- dv. ( B 2 p ) }\'p 2 1- I ( 13.1) 
is minimized based on the variational pri nci pie for fix<"d boundary <'<t 11 il i b-
ria. In the V~1 1-:C, it is extended for free boundary equilibria. llowt:ver, 
only the fixed boundMy case is explained h<"re for simplicity. ll<'r<' J> is I he 
scalar plasma pr<•ssun· ancl I he magnetic field B is described by C'l<•bsc:h 
r<'JH<'S<'Il tat ion as 
( 13 .2) 
wht•n• .., E [0, I J iR t II<' lah<'l oft he magnetic surf an•, lf'/(s) and \'(s) an• the 
d<'rivati,·es of the toroidal and poloidal flux function, respectiv<'ly, and 0 (() 
is til<' toroidal ( poloidal) angle in th<' magnc•t ir roordinates. r<'Sp<'d iv<"ly. ll 
i'> not<·d that >.( ..... 0,() is a stream function for dd<"rmin ing the optimiz<"d 
poloidal angle as d<"scrihc·d later. 
In Eq. (B.l), the value of B is r<'presenl<'d by t he rontrava riant compo-
nents of B on thC' magnet ir <'Oord inal<'s (s, 0, () and WP is varied wit h r<'S!H'ct 
to th<'se va riablc•s. If ( is set to be <'qual to t h<' geometrical toroida l angle 
o in til<' cylindrical coordinates (R.. Z, 6) fo r <'Xampl<", it is not n<'ressary to 
vary \ \'P with respect to ¢. Here R ( Z) is the radial ( ,·ertical) varia hi<'. Then, 
from Eq. (B.l ). th<' first \'ariational fonn of WP, 
8Wv = - J. F · 8x d .... d0d( 
\ ' p 
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(B.3) 
is obt ainc·d. It should lw nokd that x = ( N, /':. ,.\) not (H./. o). Fron1 l·~q. 
(B.:n, it is obvious that the Mill) cquilihriurn which satisli<'s hi\', = 0 is 
~iV<'II by P o. It can lw shown that t lw condition F = o is <'qui \'a knt to 
the condition that tlw ~1111> residual forn· F =- .I x 13 · \JJ is t•xactly 
zcm. wlwrc· J is the cun<'JII gi\'C'II h.' J = \ B. 'l'lwn·forc•. in t lw V~l !-:( ·. 
t lw following num<'rical sch<'lll<' is dc•\'<'lop<'d 1 o obtain t lw solution x in I lw 
n·gion of \~, COIT<'sponding to t lw equilibrium conligurat ion which sat isfi<·s 
1>11 1, = 0 instead of soh ing P o dir<'ctly. 
In 1]1(' \' M EC', ( U, /:,).) arc Fottri<'r d<'colll pmwd on ( 0, () as follo\>vs: 
H(,~;,O,() = L U, 11 (s) cos(mO u(). 
"' fl 
Z( .... O.() :::: LZrr (.-.) sin(1110- u(). (B. I) 
" ).( . .,, 0. () :::: L Amn (."')cos( 1110 n() . 
"'" 
w h<'l'<' [ H111 , ( s), Zmn ( ·"), Am, (,.;)] a I'<' ronsidC'rC'd as t ll<' ''tllOIIH'nts" of ( U, /:, >.) 
that an• dd.ermin<'d on t.he disndized radial nwshc·s. llsing these· Fourier 
r<'pn·sc•nt.ations, Eq. (ILl) can bC' written as 
dli'p 
-dl LJ iJxm,. O I F- . --dMI ( ( . mn rJI JUri \I ( B.1) 
wh<·r<• I is an artificial t inw and F ;,
111 
is the wmplex conjugal<' of F ,. ... In :3 1) 
configurations, a large IIUJHb<·r of mom<'nt amplit ud<•s an· usually requin·d 
to dcsnibe an equil ibri ulll wit It sufficient accu rocy. An efficient itcrat ion 
met hod is dC'veloped by following the pat h along which d 1111pjdt decrc·asc·s 
with a maximum rate (th<· st<'<'JH's! descent method) [11 ·1]. T h<' dcscC'nt path 
equal ion for Eq. ( B.3) is 
()x ,,, - F 
i)t - ""' ( B.G) 
and ( ]l(' maximum dccrc•asing I ate of lifp along I his path is gi\'('Jl by 
( B.7) 
From Eq. (B.7), it is clc·a r that t.h<' total <'ll<'rgy 11'7, dc•nc•ases monotonously 
to lh<' minimum value according to th<' solution X , 111 of Eq. (B.G). Suu·c• 
t lw first order differential <'quat ion (B.6) is not eosy to solve with su fficic•nt 
numerical stability, the s<"cond ord<'r <"quat ion 
•.rl 1 n 
(.1 X um _ U X mn _ F 
() f2 + T fJl - mn (B.8) 
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i~ ~olvcd iu t h<' code-, which is call<·d I he· second order Richardson sclwnw. 
'I'll<' param<'lcr T > 0 has lit t lc effect 011 t II(' stability oft he ntlllH'rical scll<'nw 
and can t hcrcforc· he rhos<·Jl to maximize the dcca.\ ralf' oft he· lc>ast-dampe•d 
Jnodc of Eq. ( JL:-)\, thereby rninimizin~ the number of itcrat ions required to 
r<'arh I he stead) stat<•. 'l'he optimum value for r, leading to I he critical 
dalllpi11g in Eq. ( B.H). is [11.1] 
1 d( '"'1 2 ) - = --1 In L IFmnl d . .,cfOd( . Top (I mu \ ,. (H.9) 
The· distill~uisllC'd feature· of th<' VM I ·~(' among sc>vNal 30 M JI D equilibrium 
<odes is the opt irniza t ion of the poloidal angle representation. In genera I, 
the· sped ral width with rc•spect to the poloidal angle bcconlC's wide v.;hen 
the hela value· is increas<'d, which may dc>grade the· numerical accuracy and 
con v<·rgenc<'. I <> resolve this problem, an optimization proc('(lu re is devclop<'d 
for arcclerat mg I he con\'ergence oft he Fourier sNic>s for Rand Z in Eq. ( B.-1) 
[II iJ ]. Let S'p( m) = mP L (fl~,.,. + Z!n) lw lhe power s peel rum of the magnd ic 
n 
surface, wh<'re' 71 > 0. Then define a q moment of .'>,,(m) as fo llows: 
L m9 SP(m) 
(M(p,q)) = -"'==~~=---­L SP(m) 
m> I 
(B.IO) 
For q > 0, (M) is a qualitative rneasur<'ment of the spectral width with a 
smaller (.M) cOJT<'sponding, in general, to a mor<' cond<'nsed pow<'r spectrum. 
TllC' minirni1mtion of (.M) will dd.Nminc a family of constraints bclwe<'n 
u,ltl and Zmu (depending Oil p and q) IC'ading to th<' condensed Fourier spec 
t rum for Rand .%. 
In ~1IID equilibrium t hcory, the closc>d contours 1/(R, Z, ¢>) 1/0 r<'pr<'-
se•Jit I he level surfaces of the· magnetic flux fund io11 or the magndic surface's. 
Thcreforc, th<' variations of H,. ,. and Z,111 in Eq. (B.IO) arc couplcd so that 
l>/1 llnbH -t II;;8Z = 0. Since dll j dO = FlnHo + 116Zo- 0 on the mag 
ndic surfac<', these relations imply 8/i llebu and oZ = Zo8u, where It IS 
an tt11const rained \·ariat io11. Thus from Eq. (B.1 ), 
bR," - f cos( mO n()HebudOdd> . 
8Zmrt = f sin(wO n()ZobudOdcp. 
Thc·n. the C011strained \'ariation of (i\1) in Eq. (B.IO) satisfi<'s 






1(0, (/J ) 
X(O.<t>) = 
)(0.¢) 
.\ (O,q>)Ho + ) (O, <:> )Zo, 
\.' f L (m)H,.,. cos(wO - n(). 
" >I L f(m)Z ,, sin(mO - 11(), 
Til ~ ' · " 
(IU:J) 
and .f(m) = mP(mq !11). 'l'h<' minimulll value of (/\1) consist<•nl with a 
fixed cun·c• geometry is therefore d<'lermined hy the constraint /(O.<P) = 0. 
Sinr<' (M) 2: l is positiw dehnit<' and Eq. (13.12) rc·~tdt<; from the• vari -
ation of (M), it is possible to usc> a descent path al~orithm to solve lh<' 
equation I = 0. lndc•ed, if 811 "' I is us<'d to iterate· H,." and .%,.,. ac-
cording to Eq. (B.l l ). then b(M) ,....., - j 12d0d( will d<'crC'asC' monotonou<;ly 
toward the• desired solution T - 0. Let, th<' clc•scc>nt pal h c•quat ions can he 
written as 
iJ.rtmn =(/-' on) (i f> Z) iJl 1 mn t, , (13.1 t) 
where { ( r:con )mn} denote Fourier componcn ts of t hC' art i ricial force· to mini-
mize poloidal Fourier modes. 
The c>xponents p and q appc•aring in Eq. (B.l 0) should h<' as large as pos-
sible to suppress any spurious high-m spec! raJ compone•nts of Rand z. If. 
however, p and q ar<' too large, the rompulat ional effort becomes overwhelm-
ing. Sine<' the eig<'nvalues introduced into the force equations by I scale 
approximatc·ly as AfP+q. it is advisable to rix p + q = Q at some reasonable 
value. It has been found that t h<' choice q = 1 and p Q - 1 always lc•ads 
to lhc most rapid dc•cay of the power spc>ctrum wilh r<'spe•cl to the poloida.l 
mode number. 
The VMEC' finally gives th<' <'quilibrium Fourier monwnts X mn = 
(Rmn• Z 11111 , Am11 ) corresponding to 
limn (}: + J•;ron)mn = 0 (i = H,/:), 
0, 
with the optimiz<'d poloidal an~lc•. 
(IU5) 
B .2 A pplication of t h e VMEC to H elical Ax is Configurat ions 
The fix<'d boundary \'C'I"sion of tlw VME(' is <'mploy<'d to study finite• bda 
<'UtTc>nl l<•ss <'qu ilibria of helical axis skllarator configurations in this I he•sis. 
But therc> arc some problems in conJl<'ctioll with the conlplirated g<'Oill<'try 
of I hes<' configurations. 
Tlw flr!-11 problem is a I inw collstnning computation. )·'or magnd ic sur-
fan's of corrvc·nt ional st<'ll<trator about i>O Fomicr modes arc sufficic•r11 to 
dcscrilH' I lwir shapc·s prc·cisc-1,\·. I lm\·e·\·e·r, in I he· h<'lical axis configur<~l ions, 
sh<lfH'S of t)w magnc•l ic Sllrface•s changes significantly in bot IJ the po)oida) 
and toroidal dir<'dions. 'J'Iwn•forc, lllll<'h larger numll<'r of Fourier mod<'s, 
for c•xnrnplc·. about :lOO nrode·s ar<> nece•ss<H.\'. \\ hich m<'ans a I ime consuming 
corn put a I ion. 
The• se•cotHI is rclatecl to the input data. It is standard to input only 
IIH' set of Fourie•r modes of thc ouf<'rmost rnagndic surface to Uw VMEC to 
cor1sl ntcl the· initial gtH•ss configuration, from which t h<' il<'ration is startc·d. 
Jlo\\'C'\'c•r. in applying the• \ ~lEC to lwlical axis configurations. somctirncs 
tlwrc• nppcar tlw negat ivc sign of thc- .Jacobian. This is probably duc lo the 
intersect ion or O\'crlapping oft he magn<'t ic surfac<'S ohtainC'd by lh<' inl<'r-
polat ion based on neighboring radial grids. In order to avoid this difficulty, 
a bd IC'r initial guess is needed. TIH'r<'for<', sC'ls of Fourie•r modes describing 
lh<' sc'\'e•ral \'acuum magndic surface's arc• also prepared to improve lh<' in -
lerpola I ion. It is not eel that t hcse magn<'l ic surfaces do not intersect <'ach 
oth('J'. 
At first, tlH'S<' data ar<' interpolated to obtain the Fourier data of th<' 
surface's corre•sporHiing to t h<' VJ\1EC' radial grids with t h<' constant inte•rval 
oft he toroidal flux function. But sonwt imc·~ there still app<'ars inters<'ct ion 
of magn<'l ic surfaces <'specially for lh<' bean shaped stu{a('('S. In this case, I he 
otil<'r nwt hod is appli<'d. By intC'rpolat ing tlw toroidal flux function obtaitwd 
from tlw I i tH' tracing code• first, tlw magn<'tic su rfaccs cotT<'sponding to t lw 
\'.\1EC radial grids are se•lc•cl<'d. It is notc•d again that th<'S<' magnetic surfaces 
do not intc•rsect each ot ll<'r. I hen they arc• Fomier dccompo~<'d and the initial 
data of Fouri<'r mode's is obtained. The first calculation is d01w with a coarsc 
grid points (for example>, grid numb<'r NS' = 7) to obtai n more accu rate 
initial data set. Finally, with this initial configuration, thC' calculation is 
startc·d again with a finC'r radial grid points such as .YS' ·11. 
' l he third is about the nunwrical conv<'rgencc. :\s <'xplaincd in th<' pre• 
vious s<'d ion, the equilibrium solution is obtained at j IF mn J2d\l = 0 or 
v,, 
d\VI>jdl - 0 by solving Uw d<'sccnt path c·quation in the VMEC. For planar 
axis st<·llarator configura I ions, it has h<'e'n possible to r<'ach j IF nml2 dV 
\ 'p 
"' 10- 12 c•asily as the <'quilibrium state. ll owever. in tiH• ras<' of helical axis 
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conligurations sllclt as cli!-~CIIS'i('d in tlris tltesis. r_ IP,",J2d\l 1,\'pically he· 
./, ,, 
havc•s as shown in Fig. B. I. B11t hc•forc· tlw onsc·t of oscillaton· IH•hcn·iot 
. . 
IVP clencase•s monotonous!.\' along tlw descent pat It c•<prat ions ( IU-1). Tlw 
monotonous fall olf of IV,, may ))(' consider<•d as tlw approach to the· e•qui-
lihritlltl stale' and the end point of t l11s fall orr ( x. point in Fig. B.l) may 
correspond to the equilibrium stale. Tlw abO\'<' nrc·nt ionecl probl<'ms ltrl\'<' 
also occure•d in th<' application of th<' \ \IH' to the Il - l llcliac in .\11stralian 










































Typical behavior of r IF mn l2dV in the application of the VMEC Jvr> 
to h<'liral axis configurations. 
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C A Model of the L- H Transition 
The poloidal momentum balance equation is 
where u is the flow velocity, F orbit is the viscosity driven particle flux as-
sociated with the ion orbit loss and J is the plasma current which dep<'nds 
on 8Er/8t. Here Er is the radial dectric field. 1t is noted that the elec-
tron contribution to poloidal mom<'ntum, poloidal viscosity and orbit loss 
are neglected in Eq. (C.l). At steady stat~?, 
e 
- -r orbit X B . B p = ( B p . v . II). 
c 
(C.2) 
A physical interpretation of Eq. (C.2) is thai the ion orbit loss of high energy 
particles drives a poloidal torque; however, low energy particles contribute 
to the poloidal viscosity and resist poloidal rotation. The solution of Eq. 
(C.2) describing the equilibrium poloidal flow velocity depends sensitively on 
poloidal viscosity. When the poloidal viscosity as a function of poloidal flow 
velocity has a local maximum, there arc two possible solutions, as shown in 
Ref. [94]. One is the lower flow velocity solution and the other has a higher 
flow velocity than that corresponding to the local maximum of the poloidal 
viscosity. It is considered thai the former with Mp ;S 1 is the L mode and 
the latter with Mp ~ 1 is the II mode. An equivalent argument based on a 
different interpretation is also derived in Ref. [117] . 
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